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Foreword
This manual represents the results of a comprehensive
investigation of the
For the
use of heat straightening to repair steel bridge members and elements.
practitioner,
it is a manual demonstrating
safe and economical
procedures for
implementing
heat-straightening
repairs.
For the supervisor, it is a guide for
ensuring proper conduct of repairs. For the bridge engineer, it provides engineering
guidelines as well as information on developing plans and specifications
for heatstraightening repair.
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The manual is divided into three parts.
Part I provides a background and
overview of the heat-straightening
process. It is intended for an audience ranging
from practitioner to contractor
to supervisor to bridge engineer.
Part II is a
technical guide intended primarily for engineers.
This section provides detailed
Part Ill contains
technical information
on most aspects of heat straightening.
guides, specifications and reference material.
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Sufficient copies of the manual are being distributed by FHWA Bulletin to
provide a minimum of two copies to each FHWA regional and division office and
Additional copies are being made
five copies to each State highway agency.
available to other interested parties including consultants and practitioners.
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David Densmore
Bridge Office
Office of Infrastructure

Notice
This document
is disseminated
under the sponsorship
of the Department
of
The United States
Transportation
in the interest of information
exchange.
Government assumes no liability for its contents or use thereof.
The contents of this report reflect the views of the contractor
for the accuracy of the data presented herein. The contents
reflect the official policy of the Department of Transportation.
This report does not constitute

a standard, specification,

who is responsible
do not necessarily

or regulation.

The United States Government does not endorse products or manufacturers.
Trade
or manufacturers’
names appear herein only because they are considered essential
to the object of this document.
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Preface
Damage caused by overload, vehicle impact, mishandling, earthquake,or fire is a
perennialproblem associatedwith steel bridges. For almost half a century, heat-straightening
techniqueshave been appliedto bends and distortions in order to restore the original shapeof
steel elements.A few craftsmen,who have yearsof experiencewith heat straightening,perform
the techniquein the field with varying degreesof success.However, the scientific principles of
heat straighteninghavenot beenwell understoodor documentedfor the profession. In order to
addresstheseissues,the FederalHighway Administration has sponsoreda project to developa
set of comprehensivetraining materials on methods of conducting heat-straighteningrepairs.
This manual is one part of this project and servesas a referencemanualon heat straightening.
Additional materials include a video illustrating heat-straighteningrepair techniques and an
interactivecomputerprogram designedto be usedas an educationaltool for heat straightening.
This packageof materialsis availablethrough the FederalHighway Administration.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Purpose of This Manual
Damagecausedby overload,vehicle
impact, mishandling,earthquake,or fire is a
perennial problem associated with steel
structures. For almost half a century,’heatstraighteningtechniqueshave been applied
to bends and distortions in order to restore
the original shapeof steel elements. A few
craftsmen, who have years of experience
with heat straightening, perform the technique in the field with varying degreesof
success. Some of these experts have mastered heat straightening, but the processis
still consideredmore of an art than a science.
The ability to repair damagedstructural steel members in place, often without
the need for temporary shoring, has generated interest in heat straighteningfrom the
engineeringprofession. However, engineers
have had to rely primarily on their own
judgment and the advice of experienced
technicians in applying heat-straightening
techniques. Two key questionshave often
been raised: Do heat-straighteningprocedures exist which do not compromise the
structural integrity of the steel? And if so,
how can such repairs be engineeredto ensure adequatesafety of the repaired structure, both during and after repair? The primary goal of this manual is to answerthese
two questions.
This manual is divided into three
parts. Part I provides a background and
overview of the heat-straighteningprocess.
It is intendedfor a generalaudienceranging
Federal Highway Administration

from heat-straighteningpractitioner, to contractor, to inspector,andto bridge engineer.
Part II is a technical guide to heat
straightening. Intended primarily for engineers, this section provides detailedtechnical information on most aspects of heat
straightening. These chapters provide the
experimental,analyticalandtheoreticalbasis
for the heat-straighteningprocess.
Part III contains guides, specifications and referencematerial. An engineering guide servesas a standardfor the practice of heat straightening. Portions are intended for the practitioner, contractor, inspectorand bridge engineer. A set of standardsor specificationsfor heat straightening
repair areincludedalongwith a glossaryand
references. The specificationsare suitable
for incorporationinto contract documentsas
technicalspecifications.
This manual is also designedto be
used in conjunction with a multimedia instructional computer program and video
produced as part of this FHWA sponsored
project. The goal of the program is to provide a comprehensiveset of instructional
materials for those interested in learning
aboutheat-straighteningrepair.
History of Heat Straightening
The origins of heat straighteningcan
be tracedto the early daysof welding. Steel
fabricators observed how the heat from
welding caused distortion in regular patterns. Some of these individuals began to
experimentwith ways to reversethis distortion by heatingthe steel in specific patterns
3

-

to counteractthe initial distortion. With experience, some of these techniciansdeveloped skills at not only removing weld distortion, but repairing other damageas well.
These heating proceduresdevelopedas au
art form passedfrom one practitioner to the
next.
During this period, the use of curved
steel members gained popularity for both
practical and aestheticreasons. Primary examples include horizontally curved bridge
girders and camberto negatedead load deflections. Heat curving techniqueswere developedfor theseapplications. While many
of the heatingtechniquesaresimilar to those
usedin heat straightening,there is a distinction betweenthe two. Heat curving is typically performedon undamagedsteel,usually
in the controlledenvironmentof the fabrication shop. The typical radius of curvature
for heat-curved members is quite large
meaning that the curvature is usually very
gradual. On the other hand, heat straighteningis usedon damagedsteelin which the
yield stresshasbeenexceeded,and often excessively, well into the strain-hardening
range. Most heat straighteningis conducted
in the field, under highly variable weather
conditions, and often with the members at
least partially loaded. These differences
mean that techniquesand criteria for heat
straighteningmay sometimesdiffer substantially from thoseof heatcurving.
Little information hasbeen available
in terms of quantification of the heatstraighteningprocess. The earliest written
information found was tracedto JosephHolt
who defined some of the basic conceptsof
heat straighteningin an unpublishedmanuscript in 1938. Over the years since, more
publicationsbegan to appearwhich tended
Federal Highway Administration

to be more qualitative than quantitative in
nature.
Well into the 1980’s,the use of heat
straighteningwas so little understood that
one-half the States did not allow heatstraightening repair of bridges (Shanafelt
and Horn, 1984). At that time there were
reasonswhy heat-straighteningrepair had
not been widely accepted. First, the basic
mechanism of heat-straightening was not
well-understoodin that the effects of both
externalrestraints (jacking) and internal restraints (redundancy)were consideredto be
of minor concernrather than fundamentalto
the broadapplicationof the process.Second,
as a result of not identifying the importance
of these parameters, there had been little
documentationof the behavior of vee heated
plates subjectedto varying degreesof constraint andevenlesson rolled shapes.Third,
while a fair amount of researchindicated
that most material properties are relatively
unaffected by heat straightening, two important aspectshad been overlooked:the influenceof strain aging on ductility; and residual stress distribution. Finally, the researchinformation availablewas predicated
almost entirely on laboratory studiesof simple elements. The reported field investigations were qualitative rather than quantitative and thus could not serve as a building
block for validating heat straightening. Becauseof thesevoids in heat-straighteningresearch,it was indeed true that the artesian
practicing the trade was much more important than the engineer. Consequently,heatstraighteningrepair was often not considered
on engineeredstructures.
In recentyears,considerableresearch
has been conducted to quantify the heatstraighteningprocess. The technical data
4
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presentedhere represent a comprehensive
evaluationof the heat-straighteningprocess.
A scientific basis is provided which
will enable an engineering evaluation of
heat-straightening repairs. In turn, the
methodologyfor conductingactualrepairsis
alsopresented.

the compressionflange will sometimesexhibit local buckling due to the high compressive stresses. A typical example is
shownin fig. 1.1.

In the past, heat straightening has
beenmore art than science. While the fundamentalprinciples and basic methodology
will be presentedhere, heat straighteningis
a skill requiring practice and experience.
The proper placement and sequencingof
heatscombinedwith control of the heating
temperatureandjacking forces distinguishes
the expertpractitioner.
Typical Types of Damage

The focus of this manual is on repairing damageto members of steel bridge
structures. However, the principals are applicableto any type of steel structure. Damageto steelbridge membersmay result from
a variety of causes. Among the more t?equent are: vehicle impact, over-height
trucks, unrestrained equipment on trucks,
fire, and earthquake. While damage in
structuresmay appear random, certain patterns and characteristicsare distinguishable.
A convenientway to classify damageis to
define the four fundamental damage patterns, although typical accidents often include a combination of these types. The
fundamentaldamagecategoriesare:
1.

Category S

This type refers to damageas a result
of bendingaboutthe “strong” or major axis.
For rolled or built-up shapes,the web element is bent about its strong axis with one
flange element in compressionand one in
tension. In addition to plastic deformation,
Federal Highway Administration

Figure 1.1 Graphic illustration
damage.

2.

of Category S

Category W

This category refers to damageas a
result of bendingabout the ‘tveak” or minor
axis. For rolled or built-up shapesthe web
is usually at, or near, the neutral axis. Consequently,it may be below yield and not deformed into the inelastic range. The flange
elementsarebent abouttheir strong axesand
usually exhibit classical flexural yield patterns. Typical examplesare shown in fig.
1.2.

5
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(a) Category W damage on a built-up double channel
truss member. The damage was caused by a log falling from a truck on a bridge in North Louisiana.

(b) Category W damage to main girders caused by
wind during construction of a Louisiana bridge.

Figure 1.2. Examples of Category W damage.
-

3.

Category T

This type refers to damageas a result
of torsion or twisting about the longitudinal
axis of a member. For rolled or built-up
shapes,the flange elementstend to exhibit
flexural plastic deformation in oppositedirections. Theweb is often stressedat levels
Federal Highway Administration

below yield. If one flange is constrained
(such as the case of a composite bridge
girder), then the unconstrainedflange element is subjectedto plastic deformation and
yielding may also occur in the web. Examples are shownin fig. 1.3.
6
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(a) Category T damage to a composite wide
flange beam. Damage was induced by a jack
as part of an experimental

program

at LSU.

(b) Category T damage on a composite bridge girder impacted by an over-height vehicle in Wisconsin.
Figure 1.3. Examples of Category T damage.
Federa Highway Administration
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Objectives of This Manual

The goalsof this manualareto:
Describe and quantify the fundamentals
of the heatstraighteningprocess.
Address specific methods for repairing
the basic damage categories described
above.
Provide guidelines for repairing more
complexcombinationsof the basic damagecategories.
Provide detailedtechnical researchdata
for engineersandscientists.
Provide guidelines for conducting and
supervisingheat-straighteningrepairs.
Provide model specifications for conductingheat-straighteningrepairs.
How to Use This Manual

Figure 1.4. Category L damage showing flange
buckles on wind bracing on Mississippi River
Bridge in Greenville, MS.

4.

Category L

This category includes damagethat
is localized in nature. Local flange or web
buckles, web crippling and small bends or
crimps in plate elementsof a cross section
typify this behavior. An exampleis shown
in fig. 1.4.
The importanceof this classification
system is that well-defined heatingpatterns
can be establishedfor eachcategory. Once
these patterns are understood,they can be
used in combination for damage that includesmultiple categories.
Federal Hig?zway Administration

This manual is intended as a referenceguide for conductingheat-straightening
repairs. Part I, including Chapters 1, 2, and
3, containsan overview of heat straightening
and is designedas an introduction for those
unfamiliar with the process. Part II, including Chapters 4 though 10, is a technical
guide in which the details of the processare
presented. This part containsa detailed explanation of all important aspects of heat
straightening. Research data is presented
and analyzed.This part servesas a technical
referencein which the interestedreadercan
pursue specifics on any aspect of heat
straightening. Part III contains an engineering guide, recommendedspecifications,
a glossary,and a list of references. The engineering guide summarizes the heatstraighteningrepair processin the form of a
manual of practice. This guide summarizes
8
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the stepsto be consideredTom assessment
of damageto planning the repair processto
supervisingthe repair. The technical specifications are given in a form which may be
incorporatedinto contracts or may be suitablefor inclusionin codesand standards.
In conjunctionwith the development
of this manual, a multimedia instructional
computerprogram and video havebeenprepared. The fundamentalsof heat straightening are illustrated in both. The multimedia computer program is available on a
compact disc (CD) and allows the user to

Federal Highway Administration

accessmaterialinteractively. It containsan
overview section as well as sections on
management,designand techniquesfor heat
straightening.An index providesa listing of
commonly usedheat straighteningpatterns.
The program also provides a step-by-step
exampleof how to conduct a bridge repair.
The video is available in VHS format. It
provides an overview of how to conduct
heat-straighteningrepairs. This manualprovides background material and more indepth information as a supplementto the
computerprogram andvideo.
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Chapter 2. Heat Straightening Basics

What Is Heat Straightening?
Heat straighteningis a repair procedure in which a limited amonnt of heat is
appliedin specificpatternsto the plastically
deformed regions of damaged steel in repetitive heating and cooling cycles to producea gradualstraighteningof the material.
The processrelies on internal and external
restraintsthat producethickening (or upsetting) during the heating phaseand in-plane
contractionduring the cooling phase. Heat
straightening is distinguished from other
methodsin that force is not usedas the primary instrument of straightening. Rather,
the thermal expansion/contractionis an unsymmetrical process in which each cycle
leadsto a gradualstraighteningtrend. The
process is characterizedby the following
conditionswhich must be maintained:
1. The maximum heating temperature of
the steel does not exceedeither (a) the
lower critical temperature (the lowest
temperatureat which molecular changes
occur), or (b) the temper limit for
quenchedandtemperedsteels.
2. The stressesproducedby applied external forces do not exceedthe yield stress
of the steelin its heatedcondition.
3. Only the regions in the vicinity of the
plasticallydeformedzonesareheated.
When these conditions are met, the
material propertiesundergo relatively small
changesand the performance of the steel
remains essentially unchanged after heat
straightening. Properly conducted, heat
Federal Highway Administration

straighteningis a safe and economicalprocedurefor repairing damagedsteel.
A clear distinction should be made
between heat straightening and two other
methods often confUsedwith heat straightening: hot mechanicalstraighteningand hot
working. Hot mechanicalstraighteningdiffers Corn heat straighteningin that applied
externalforce is usedto straightenthe damage. These applied forces produce stresses
well above yield, resulting in large movements during a single heat cycle. Often the
member is completely straightenedby the
continuedapplicationof a large force during
a single cycle. The results of this type of
straighteningare unpredictableand little researchhas been conducted on this procedure. Specific concernsabout hot mechanical straighteninginclude:
1. Fracturemay occur during straightening
2. Material properties may be adversely
affected
3. Buckles,wrinkles or crimps may result
The Engineershould recognizethat hot mechanical straightening is an unproven
method which may lead to damagedor degradedsteel. As such,its useshouldbe consideredonly in specialcasesin which other
methodsare not viable.
Hot working is distinguished from
heat straighteningin that both large external
forces and high heat are used. This method
is similar to hot mechanicalstraighteningin
that external forces are used. In addition,
the steelis heatedwell abovethe lower criti11

cal temperatureand often glows cherry red
indicating a temperature above the upper
critical temperature. The results of this processarehighly unpredictableand may result
in:
1. Fractureduring straightening
2. Severe changes in molecular structure
which may not be reversible
3. Severechangesin mechanicalproperties
including a high degreeof brittleness
4. Buckles, wrinkles, crimps, and other
distortions
Hot working should not be used to repair
damagedsteel.
Somepractitionerswill tend to over-jack
and over-heatyet claim to be heat straightening. The readeris cautionedto be aware
of these distinctions when specifying heat
straighteningas opposedto either hot mechanicalstraighteningor hot working.
Why Heat Straightening Works

The basic concept of heat straightening is relatively simple and relies on two
distinctpropertiesof steel:
l

l

If steelis stretchedor compressedpast a
certain limit (usually referred to as
yield), it does not assumeits original
shapewhen released. Rather, it remains
partially elongated or shortened, dependingon the directionof the originally
appliedforce.
If steel is heated to relatively modest
temperatures (370-700°C or 7001300°F), it’s yield value becomes significantly lower while at the elevated
temperature.

Federal Highway Administration

To illustrate how steel can be permanently
deformed using these two properties, consider the short steel bar in fig. 2.la. First,
the bar is placedin a fixture, much stronger
than the bar itself, and clamped snug-tight
(fig. 2.lb). Then the bar is heated in the
shadedportion. As the bar is heatedit tries
to expand. However, the fixture prevents
expansion in the longitudinal direction.
Thus, the fixture exertsrestraining forces on
the bar as shown in fig. 2.1~. Sincethe bar
is preventedfrom longitudinal expansion,it
is forced to expand a greater amount laterally and transverselythrough it’s thickness
than in an identical unrestrainedbar. Consequently,a bulge will occur in the heated
zone. Becausethe bulgehasbeenheated,its
yield value has been lowered, resulting in
some yielding which does not occur in the
unheatedportions. When the heatingsource
is removed,the material will cool and contract three-dimensionally.The clamp cannot
prevent the bar from contracting longitudinally, As cooling progressesthe bar shortensand the bulge shrinks. However, a portion of the bulge is permanenteven after the
bar has completely cooled and the bar has
shortenedfrom its original length, fig. 2.1d.
In essencea permanent redistribution of
material has occurred in the heated zone
leaving the bar slightly shorter with a small
bulge. This permanentbulge, or thickening,
in the heatedzoneis called“upsetting”. The
redistribution of material is referred to as
‘cplasticdeformation” or “plastic flow”. The
clamping force is often referred to as a restraining force. Through cycles of clamping, heating, and cooling, the bar could be
shortenedto practically any lengthdesired.
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Figure 2.1. Conceptual example of shortening a
steel bar.

This simple example illustrates the
fundamentalprinciples of heat straightening.
However, most damagein steel membersis
much more complex than stretching or
shorteningof a bar. Consequently,different
damageconditionsrequire their own unique
heatingandrestrainingpatterns.
The purposeof this chapteris to explain the basic techniques used in heatstraightening.
There are three key elementsto the
heat-straighteningprocess. The first is to
selectproper heating patterns and sequencing to fit the damage.The secondis to properly control the heatingtemperature,andrate
of heatingand cooling. The third is to pro:
vide appropriaterestraintsduring the heating
Federal Highway Administration

Severaltypes of simple heating patterns exist. When these patterns are combined into specific combinations, effective
heat straightening results. As a starting
point in understandingheat straightening,it
is helpful to first considera flat plate. Most
steel bridge members are an assemblageof
plate elements arranged to maximize
strength and stiffness while minimizing
material. Once an understanding of the
heatingpatterns for a single plate is developed, these concepts can be extended to
other shapes. There are severalbasic heating patternsusedfor flat plates.
Vee Heat.-The vee heat is the most
fundamental pattern used to straighten
strong axis (category S) bendsin steelplate
elements. As seenin fig. 2.2, a typical vee
heat starts with a very small spot heat applied at the apexof the vee-shapedarea using an oxy-me1 torch. When the desired
temperature is reached (usually around
650°C or 1200°Ffor mild carbonsteel), the
torch is advancedprogressivelyin a serpentine motion toward the baseof the vee. This
motion is efficient for progressivelyheating
the vee from top to bottom. The plate will
initially move upward (fig. 2.2a) as a result
of longitudinal expansionof material above
the neutral axisproducing negativebending.
The cool material adjacent to the heated
arearesiststhe normal thermal expansionof
the steel in the longitudinal direction. As a
result, the heatedmaterial will tend to expand,or upset,to a greater extent through
I3
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Figure 2.2. Stages of movement during vee heat.

the thickness of the plate, resulting in plastic
flow. At the completion of the heat, the entire heated area is at a high and relatively
uniform temperature. At this point the plate
has moved downward (fig. 2.2b) due to longitudinal expansion of material below the
neutral axis producing positive bending. As
the steel cools, the material contracts longitudinally to a greater degree than the expansion during heating. Thus, a net contraction
occurs. Because the net upsetting is proportional to the width across the vee, the
amount of upsetting increases from top to
bottom of the vee. This variation produces a
closure of the vee. Bending is produced in
an initially straight member, or straightening
occurs (if the plate is bent in the opposite
direction to that of the straightening move-
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Figure 2.3. Schematic diagram of edge heats used
to heat-curve a beam.

ment, fig. 2.2~). For many applications, it is
most efficient to utilize a vee that extends
over the full depth of the plate element but,
partial depth vees may be applicable in certain situations. When using partial depth
vees, the open end should extend to the edge
of the element. The vee depth is varied by
placing the apex at a partial depth location.
The most typical partial depth vees are the
three-quarter and half depth. Applications
for partial depth vees will be discussed in
later sections.

-

-

-
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Edge Heats.-If a smooth gentle bend
is desired, a line along the edge of the member is heated. The line may be continuous or
intermittent, depending on the degree of
curvature desired. This pattern is often used
to heat-curve rolled shapes in the fabricating
shop. A schematic is shown in fig. 2.3.

Line Heats.-Line heats are employed
to repair a bend in a plate about its weak
axis. Such bends, severe enough to produce
yielding of the material, often result in long
narrow zones of yielding referred to as yield
lines. A line heat consists of a single
straight pass of the torch, fig. 2.4. The restraint in this case is often provided by an
external force although movement will occur
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Figure 2.4. Line heat in progress on the web of a
wide flange beam.

without external constraints. This behavior
is illustrated in fig. 2.5. A line heat is applied to the underside of a plate element
subjectedto bendingmoments producedby
external forces (fig. 2.5a). As the torch is
appliedandmoved acrossthe plate, the temperature distribution decreasesthrough the
thickness (fig.2.5b). The cool material
aheadof the torch constrainsthermal expansion, evenif bendingmoment constraintsare
not present. Becauseof the thermal gradient, more upsetting occurs on the torch (or
hotter) sideof the plate. During cooling this
sideconsequentlycontractsmore, creatinga
concavebend on the torch side of the plate
similar to that shown in fig. 2.5d. Thus, to
straightena plate bent about its weak axis,
the heat shouldbe appliedto the convex side
of the damagedplate. The movementcanbe
magnifiedby the useof appliedforceswhich
produce bending moments about the yield
line (fig. 2.5~). Referring to a section
throughthe plate transverseto the line heat

Federal Highway Administration
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Figure 2.5. Schematic of line heat mechanism.
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Figure 2.6. Strip heat in progress with a completed strip heat in the foreground.

(fig. 2Sc), the restrainingmoments tend to
prevent transverseexpansionbelow the plate
centerline. In a manner similar to the vee
heat mechanism,the material thus tends to
expand through the thickness,or “upset”.
Upon cooling, the restrainingmomentstend
to magnify transverse contraction (fig. 2.5d).

The speedof the travel of the torch is critical as it determinesthe temperatureattained.
With proper restraintsand a uniform speed
of the torch, a rotation will occur about the
heatedline.
Spot Heats.-For a spot heat, a small
round areaof the metal is heatedby moving
the torch in a slow circular motion increasing the diameteruntil the entire areaof the

Federal Highway Administration
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metal is heated. A spot heat causesupsetting of the metal through the thicknessdue
to the restraint provided by the cool surrounding material. On cooling, a spot heat
leavestensile stressesin all the radial directions acrossthe heatedarea. During a spot
heat, the torch shouldnot be held at a particular point for too long, asthe spotmay get
too hot and buckling may occur due to excessivethermal expansionon the heatedside
of the member. Spotheatsareusedto repair
localizeddamagesuch as bulges,dents,bellies, or dishesin a plate element.
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multaneouslyusing two torches. This approach would minimize weak axis bending
of the beam shown in fig. 2.7a. A second
alternative with similar effect is shown in
fig. 2.7b using a single torch and starting
from one side. Dependingon the structural
configuration, the strip may also be started
at a free edgeas shown in fig. 2.7~. However, without restraints,this orientation may
producesomeweak axis bending. By alternating the initiation point to oppositeedges
in successiveheatingcycles, the weak axis
bendingcanbe minimized.
Defining Basic Damage
Yield Zones

Figure 2.7. Schematic of strip heat on the top
flange of a wide flange beam.

R

Strip Heats.-Strip heats, also called

II

rectangularheats,areusedto removea bulge
in a plate elementor to complement a vee
heat. Strip heatsare similar to vee heatsand
are accomplishedin a like manner. Beginning at the initiation point, the torch is
movedback andforth in a serpentinefashion
acrossa strip for a desired length, fig. 2.6
and2.7. This pattern sequentiallybrings the
entire strip to the desiredtemperature. The
orientation can be an important consideration. The strip heat may be initiated at the
midpoint and moved toward both edgessi-

Federal Highway Administration
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Patterns

and

The fundamentaldamagecategories
have previously beendefined. A yield pattern is associatedwith each damage category. The yield zoneof steel is that areain
which inelasticdeformationhas occurred. It
is important to recognize the region of
yielding becauseheatshouldonly be applied
in the vicinity of the yield zones. Typical
yield zones are shown in fig. 2.8. These
sketchesare schematicto depict the basic
patterns. Theyield zonesmay vary in length
dependingon the type of loading and degree
of damage. Often, these zones can be determinedby visual inspectionandare identified by paint peeling or loosenedrust and
mill scale. Analytical methods are also
availablewhen necessaryto accuratelydetermine yield zones. The yield zone for
categoryS damageto a wide flangebeam is
shown in fig. 2.9 alongwith the appropriate
heatingpattern.
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Figure 2.9. Yield zone and veelstrip heat layout
for a category S I shaped beam.

Basic Heating Patterns
The repair of damaged steel members often requires a combination of vee,
strip, line, or spot heats. A series of such
heats, applied consecutively as a group, is
referred to as a heating pattern. The order in
which these individual heats are conducted
is referred to as the heating sequence. The
process of conducting a complete heating
pattern and allowing it to cool is referred to
as a heating cycle. Structural steel shapes
for bridges can be considered as an assemblage of flat plates. Almost invariably,
damage to these shapes involves the bending
of some of these plate elements about their
own major axes. Consequently, the heat
straightening of steel begins with the application of vee heats to such plate elements.
The application of a single vee heat to a flat
plate has already been described. This basic
vee heat is the building block upon which
heat straightening of bridge members rest.
The heating patterns used for the four fundamental damage categories are outlined in
this section for typical rolled shapes.
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Flat Plate Bent About Major Axis
(Category S).-The deformed shape of the
typical bent plate is shown in fig. 2.10. The
heating pattern is the full-depth vee as
shown. Because the net change in curvature
after one pattern of heats is small, cycles of
heating and cooling are required to completely straighten a damaged plate. For each
cycle, the vee (or vees) should be moved to
a different location in the vicinity of the
yield zone region as suggested by the dashed
lines in fig. 2.10 so that the exact same spot
is not continually reheated. More heats
should be placed in the central part of the
yield region and fewer near the extremities
to reflect the difference in damage curvature.
This principle applies for all heating patterns in the following sections.
Structural Members Bent About
Their Strong (Major) Axis (Category S).As shown in fig. 2.11, the heating pattern for
these cases consist of a vee and strip heat
combination.
For purposes of defining
heating patterns, it is convenient to refer to
the elements of a cross section as either primary or stiffening elements. The primary
elements are those damaged by bending
about their major axes, such as the webs in
fig. 2.11. The stiffening elements are those
bent about their minor axes, such as the
flanges in fig. 2.11. Typically, vee heats are
applied to primary elements while strip, line
or no heat at all may be applied to stiffening
elements. For the case under consideration
here, a vee heat is first applied to the web.
Upon completion, a strip heat is applied to
the flange at the open end of the vee. The
width of the strip heat always equals the vee
width at the point of intersection. This procedure allows the vee to close during cooling without restraint fi-om the stiffening
element. No heat is applied to the flange at
20
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Figure 2.11. Heating patterns for wide flanges and
channels bent about their major axes
(Category S).

the apexof the vee. This veekrip combination is repeatedby shifting over the vicinity
of the yield zone until the member is
straight.
Structural Members Bent About
Their Weak (Minor) Axes (Category W).-

simultaneouslyor one at a time) as shown in
fig. 2.12. After heating these primary elements, a strip heat is applied to the web.
The only exceptionis that no strip heat is
applied to stiffening elementslocated adjacent to the apex of a vee heated element
sincethis elementoffers little restraintto the
closingof the vee during cooling. Note that
the width of the strip heat is equal to the
width of the vee heat at the point of intersection. For all casesthe pattern is repeated
by shifting over the vicinity of the yield
zoneuntil the memberis straight.
Structural
Members Subject to
Twisting
Damage (Category
T).-The

heating pattern for this damage case is
shownin fig. 2.13. The veeson the top and
bottom flange arereversedto reflect the different directionsof curvatureof the opposite
flanges. The vee heatsare appliedfirst and
then the strip heat is applied. Note that for
the channel,the strip heat need only be applied to half depth. This half depth strip allows the lower flange vee to close with
minimal restraint from the web.

Theheatingpattern for thesecasesis similar
to the previouscasebut note the primary and
stiffening elements are reversed. The vee
heat is first applied to both flanges (either
Federal Highway Administration
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Figure 2.12. Heating patterns for wide flanges and
channels bent about their minor axes
(Category W).

-

Figure 2.13. Wide flanges and channels with
twisting damage (Category T).
-
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Figure 2.15. Heating patterns for angles.
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Figure 2.16. Oxyacetylene fuel system.

Figure 2.17. Fuel mixing nozzle.
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Figure 2.18. Single orifice tip.
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Figure 2.19. Rosebud tip.
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Flanges and Webs with Local
Buckles (Category L).-A local buckle or

bulge reflects an elongation of material.
Restorationrequires the bulging area to be
shortened. A seriesof vee or line heatscan
be used for this purpose as shown in fig.
2.14. These vees are heated sequentially
acrossthe buckle or aroundthe bulge. For
web bulgeseither lines or veesmay be used.
If veesare used,they are spacedso that the
openend of the veestouch. There is a tendency for practitioners to over-heat web
bulges. For most cases,too much heat is
counter-productive. The preferredpattern is
the line heats in the spoke/wagonwheel
pattern. For the flange buckle pattern (fig.
2.14b) either lines or a combinationof lines
and veesmay be used. For most cases,the
line pattern with few or no veestends to be
most effective. Since the flange damage
tends to be unsymmetrical, more heating
cyclesare requiredon the sidewith the most
damage.
Angles.-Sinceanglesusually do not
have an axis of symmetry, the heating pattern requires special consideration. Typically, the heatingpattern is similar to that of
a channel. However, the vee heaton one leg
of an angle will produce components of
movementboth parallel andperpendicularto
the heated leg. Thus, the heating pattern
shownin fig. 2.15 may needto be alternated
on the adjacent leg. Another method to
minimize out-of-plane movement is to use
the strip heatpatternssuggestedin fig. 2.15.
Equipment and Its Use

The primary equipmentutilized for
heat straighteningis a heating torch. The
heat source is typically an oxygen-fuel
mixture. Typical fuels include acetylene,
propane,and natural gas. The appropriate
Federal Highway Administration

fuel is mixed with oxygenunderpressureat
the nozzle to produce a proper heating
flame. An oxygen and acetylene setup is
shownin fig. 2.16 andthe standardnozzlein
fig. 2.17. A regulatoris usedto reducepressuresto working levels of loo-140 kPa (1520 psi). Either a single orifice torch tip, fig.
2.18, or a multiple orifice tip, fig. 2.19, may
be used. The size andtype is dictatedby the
fuel selectedand thicknessof material to be
heated. A No. 8 single orifice tip is generally satisfactoryfor thicknessesup to 20-25
mm (3/4 or 1 in) with acetylene. For thinner
material a smaller tip is recommended. If
heavysectionsarebeing heated,a singleorifice tip may not be adequate.For suchcases
a rosebudor multiple orifice tip is recommended. The size may vary dependingon
the material thickness. The determining
factor is the ability to raise the through-thethicknesssteel temperatureto the specified
level. Note that whether single or multiple
orifice, the torch should be a heating torch
andnot a cutting torch.
The oxyacetylenefuel is preferredby
many becauseit is a “hot” fuel. However,
this fuel is alsohighly volatile. Someprefer
a propane fuel, which is safer to handle.
Sinceit doesnot burn as hot, a larger tip or
rosebudorifice may be required. In either
casethe key is to be able to quickly heat a
small area. Torch size and fuel must be adjusted to meet thesecriteria.
Safety Considerations

The fuel usedin heat straighteningis
volatile and dangerous. Fuel tanks should
always be handled with extreme care.
Safetyprecautionsinclude:
l

Always placea protective cap on headof
tank beforehandling.
25
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Always secure tanks prior
straightening.

l

to heat

Examine tanks for damage prior to each
use.

l

l

Check lines and fixtures for leaks or
damage prior to each use and that proper
check valves are installed.

In addition, the technician using the
torch must be safety conscious at all times.
Precautions include:
l

l

l
l

Wear protective goggles while heating as
shown in fig. 2.20 (a no. 3 lens is recommended).
Be careful of where the lighted torch is
pointed at all times.
Wear protective gloves and clothing.
Always be in a stable, secure position
prior to opening valves and lighting the
torch.

Federal High way Administration

Follow proper procedures when using
scaffolding and use safety harnesses
when working above the ground.
Temperature Control

l

_-

One of the most important and yet
difficult-to-control
parameters of heat
straightening is the temperature of the
heated metal. Factors affecting the ternperature include size and type of the torch
orifice, intensity of the flame, speed of torch
movement, and thickness and configuration
of the member. Assuming that adequate
control of the applied temperature is maintained, the question arises as to what ternperature produces the best results in heat
straightening without altering the material
properties. Early investigators had different
opinions on temperature control. However,
more recent comprehensive testing programs
have shown that the plastic rotation produced is directly proportional to the heating
temperature, up to at least 870°C (1600°F).
26
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The maximum temperature recommended by most researchers is 650°C
(1200°F) for all but quenchedand tempered
high-strength steels. Higher temperatures
may result in greater rotation but out-ofplane distortion becomeslikely and surface
damagesuch as pitting will occur at 760”870°C (1400” to 1600” F ). Also, temperatures in excess of approximately 700°C
(1300°F) (metallurgically referred to as the
lower phase transition temperature) may
cause changes in molecular composition
which could alter material properties after
cooling. The limiting temperatureof 650°C
(1200°F) allows for about one hundred degrees of temperaturevariation, which was
found to be a common rangeamong experienced practitioners. AASHTO/AWS D1.5
(1996) specifies maximum heating temperaturesof 590°C (1 lOOoF)for quenched
andtemperedsteelsand 650°C (1200°F) for
all others. For A514 and A709 (grades 100
and lOOW), a minimum tempering temperature of 620°C (1150°F) is required.
Thus, the 590°C (1100°F) limit provides a
30°C (50°F) safety factor. However, for
A709 grade 70W the specified minimum
tempering temperatureis 590°C (1100°F).
A maximum heating temperatureof 565°C
(1050OF)is recommendedfor this grade to
provide a 30°C (50’F) safety factor and to
avoidproperty changes.
To control the temperature,the speed
of the torch movement and the size of the
orifice must be adjustedfor different thicknessesof material. However, as long as the
temperatureis rapidly achieved at the appropriate level, the contractioneffect will be
similar. Various methods can be used to
monitor temperatureduring heating. Principal amongtheseinclude: visual observation
of color of the steel; use of specialtemperaFederai Highway Administration

ture sensing crayons or pyrometers; and
infi-ared electronic temperaturesensing devices. More detailson the useof thesetechniquesaregiven in Chapter3 (Role of Engineer,Inspector,and Contractor.)
Restraining Forces
The term “restraining forces” can refer to either externally appliedforces or internal redundancy. These forces, when
properly utilized, can expeditethe straightening process. However, if improperly applied, restraining forces can hinder or even
prevent straightening. In its simplestterms,
the effect of restraining forces can be explained by considering the previous plate
element as shown in fig. 2.2. The basic
mechanismof heat straighteningis to create
plastic flow, causingexpansionthrough the
thickness (upsetting) during the heating
phase,followed by elastic longitudinal contraction during the cooling phase. This upsetting can be accomplishedin two ways.
First, as the heat progressestoward the base
of the vee, the cool material aheadof the
torch preventscompletelongitudinal expansion of the heatedmaterial, thus forcing upsetting through the thickness. However, as
shown in fig. 2.2, some longitudinal expansion occurs becausethe surrounding cool
material doesnot offer perfect confinement.
After cooling, the damagedinduceddistortion is reducedin proportion to the confinement level from the internal restraints.
A secondmethod of producing the
desiredupsetting (usually used in conjunction with the vee heat) is to provide a restraining force. The role of the restraining
force is to reduce or prevent longitudinal
plate movementsassociatedwith expansion
during the heatingphase. For example,if a
restraining force is applied as shown in fig.
27

2.2, the upsettingeffect will be increasedby
constricting the free longitudinal expansion
at the open end of the vee. A restraining
force is usually applied externally, producing a bending moment tending to close the
vee. Caution must be used in applying external forces, since over-jacking may result
in fracture of the member. To minimize the
crackingpotential, it is recommendedthat an
external force be calculatedand set prior to
actual heating and not be readjusted until
the cooling phaseof the cycle is complete.
In essence,a restrainingforce acts in
a similar mannerto the cool material ahead
of the vee heat torch movement. The material behaviorcan be viewed as shownin fig.
2.21. A small element from a plate, when
constrained in the x-direction and heated,
will expand and flow plastically primarily
through the thickness(fig. 2.21c). Secondary plastic flow will occur in the ydirection. However, this movementwill be
small in comparison with that of the zdirection, becausethe plate is much thinner
than its y-dimensionand offers lessrestraint
to plastic flow. Upon cooling with unrestrained contraction, the final configuration
of the element will be smaller in the Xdirection and thicker in the z-direction (fig.
2.21d). The material itself cannot distinguish the cause of the constraint: either
cooler adjacent material in the case of the
vee heat or an external force in the caseof a
restraining force. In either casethe plastic
flow occursin an identicalmanner.
Sometimes the structure itself provides additional restraint through redundancy. For example,if the simply supported
beam depictedin fig. 2.2 were fixed at the
supports,the member stiffness increasesby
33 percent. This increasedstifmess would
provide additionalrestraint over the simply
Federal Highway Administration

supportedcase. In general, structural redundancyincreasesthe movementper heat
in a member.
In light of this discussion,a set of
criteria for constrainingforces canbe developed. Thesecriteria apply for internal as
well asexternalconstraints.
1. Constraintsshouldbe passiveduring the
heatingphase;that is, they shouldbe applied beforeheatingandnot increasedby
external means during heating or cooling.
2. Constraints should not impede contraction during the coolingphase.
3. Constraints should not produce local
bucking of the compression element
during the heatingphase.
4. Constraints should not produce an unstable structure by either the formation
of plastic hinges or member instability
during the heatingphase.
From a practical viewpoint, these criteria
mean that (a) the vee angle should be kept
small enoughto avoid local buckling, (b) the
external restraining forces must be applied
before heatingand be self-relieving as contraction occurs, and (c) the maximum level
of any externally applied forces must be
based on a structural analysisof the complete structure that includes the reduced
strengthandstiffnessof a memberdue to the
heatingeffects.

_
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Table 2.1. Recommended torch tips for various material thicknesses.
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Practical Considerations
This description of the heat straightening
process provides the basic methodology.
However, the proper application of heat is a
skill requiring practice and experience and at
this juncture, the art of heat straightening
meets the technology.
The practitioner
needs to understand the variables involved
in the process and how to control them.
Some of the more important variables are
discussed here.
Torch Tip Size and Intensity.-The
amount of heat applied to a steel surface is a
function of the type of fuel, the number and
size of the orifices as well as the adjustment
of the fuel pressure and intensity at the nozzle tip. Selecting the appropriate tip size is
primarily a function of the thickness of the
material. The goal is to rapidly bring the
steel in the vicinity of the torch tip to the
specified temperature, not just at the surface,
but through out the thickness. Once this
condition is obtained at the initial heating
location, the torch should be moved along
the path at a rate that brings successive sections of steel to the specified temperature. A
tip that is too small for the thickness will
result in an inadequate heat input at the surface that does not penetrate adequately
through the thickness. If the tip is too large,
there will be a tendency to input heat into
the region so quickly that it is difficult to
control the temperature and distortion. table
2.1 is a general guide for selecting a tip size.
However, this table is only a guide. Intensity of the torch, ambient temperature, steel
configuration, access, and fabrication details
may influence the choice of tips. Adjustments can also be made in the torch intensity
to improve the heating response. A hotter
flame is helpful if the configuration of the
steel tends to draw heat away from the spot
Federal Highway Administration

of heating. A less intense flame allows for
a slower pace as the torch is moved along
the path. The intensity may be adjusted so
as to compensate for variables encountered
in the field.
Material configuration.-The
pace
of moving the torch along the path will be a
function of the configuration of the member,
location of damage and fabrication details.
At the initiation of heating, the torch typically remains on a single spot as the ternperature rises. Once the heating temperature
is reached, a steady movement along the
path of heating can usually be maintained.
However, backside attachments such as
stiffeners may serve as a heat sink requiring
the slowing of the torch movement over
certain zones.
One typical example is the heating of
the flange of a rolled beam where the webflange juncture must be heated more slowly
since the web draws heat away from the
flange. Sometimes the pace must be quickened to maintain a uniform heat. A common
example is at the conclusion of a vee heat at
a free edge. By the last pass along that edge,
the wave of heat moving down the vee almost overtakes the torch. As a result, the
last pass is usually conducted very quickly.
Practice heats will allow you to develop a
feel for how to vary the torch speed over
various configurations.
Judging the Temperature.-In theory, control of temperature may seem easy:
watch the color of the steel and use temperature crayons. In practice, temperature
control is quite difficult.
First, the satiny
silver color of steel indicating 650°C
(1200°F) is often obscured. The torch flame
often reacts with surface impurities including paint, oil or previous temperature crayon
30
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marks themselves. When the flame hits
these, it may burn bright yellow or orange
andhide the surfacenear the tip. The available light also influences visual observations. In daylight or bright indoor light, the
silver color is easierto read and no dull red
can be seen. However, in outside shadow
zones or on overcast days or with limited
artificial light, the steel will emit a slight
dull red glow at the sametemperature. As a
general rule, if you can see red in normal
lighting, you’re heatingtoo hot. Many shop
fabricators, erectorsand welders operateon
the principle that more heat is better. There
is at least one book on heat straighteningin
which the authorbeginshis descriptionwith:
“First, heat the steel until it glows cherry
red. . .“. This is not heat straightening! Call
it hot working, hot mechanicalstraightening,
or even blacksmithing; but don’t confuse it
with heat straightening. Whenheat straighteningis doneproperly the steelis not heated
aboveits lower phasetransition temperature.
The steel’s properties will not changesignificantly when the temperatureis correctly
controlled. Overheatingmay createbrittle,
fracture sensitivezones,which could result
in a sudden failure. Constant vigilance is
required to maintainthe heatingtemperature
in the correct range. It takes practiceto develop the skill of recognizing and controlling the temperature
Jacking Forces.-Earlier in this
chapter a clear distinction was made between hot mechanicalstraighteningandheat
straightening. The technique of hot mechanical straightening consistsof lowering
the yield strength by heating and then mechanically applying sufficient jacking loads
in a single applicationto straightenthe damage by inelastically deforming the section.
Heat straightening on the other hand, reFederal Highway Administration

quires that the restraining forces result in
stressesthat are less than the yield stressat
the elevatedtemperature. Movement occurs
as a result plastic deformationsduring contraction, not by mechanical overload.
Therefore, initial restraining forces are an
integralpart of heat straightening. First, you
should always know how much external
force is being appliedto the system. Thus,
all jacks shouldbe gaugedand calibrated.
Second,the maximum jacking force should
be calculated to insure that over-stressat
elevatedtemperatureswill not occur. Often,
thesecomputationsrequire a structural engineering analysis, although for certain fiequently encounteredcases, some rules of
thumb can be established. Theseissuesare
addressedin detail in the technical part of
this manual (Part II). The practitioner must
be aware that over-jackingmay causeovercorrection, buckling or a sudden fracture
during the process. It might also result in
difficult to detectmicro-crack damagewhich
could permanently weaken the repaired
structureor greatlyreducefatigueresistance.
Heating Patterns.-One of the keys
to heat straighteningis appropriateheatpatterns to fit the yield zonesof the steel. Basic
patterns were illustrated in figs. 2.10-2.15.
Yield zones,where the steelhas inelastically
deformed, occur in regions of sharpestcurvature. Somepractitionershave a tendency
to heat in a broaderzone, but this againis a
caseof more being less-Stay with the recommendedpatternsand do not expandthem.
Heat straighteningis a cyclic process. The
movement occurs gradually by contraction
during cooling. Sometimes 20 or more
heating cycles are required to completely
straighteninga damagedmember. Since a
heatingpattern usuallycovers only a portion
of the yield zone, the pattern should be
31

shifted on a cycle-by-cyclebasis. The significant portion of a single heating pattern
array shouldbe in the yield zonewith fewer
heatingcycles near the edgesand more near
the center where curvature is the sharpest.
Also, only make a single continuouspass
through a given zone during one heatingcycle. Going back and re-heatingbefore the
material has cooled interrupts the contraction process. The heat straighteningpredictability and effectivenessis consequentlyreduced.
Sequencing of Heats-When a combination of vee, strip or line heats is used,
the order of heating is referred to as the sequence. The sequencingof heats may be
important in some straighteningoperations.
However, little researchhasbeen conducted
to verify its effects. Somepractitionersfeel
that proper sequencingwill acceleratethe
straighteningand help keepresidualstresses
to a minimum. Consider the case of an I
beam with Category S damagerequiring a
vee heat in the web and a strip heat in the
flangeas shownin fig. 2.11.
A common sequenceis to heat the
vee first, followed immediatelyby the strip.
The resulting residual stressesand movements per heat are discussedin Chapters4
and 6. An alternative usedby somepractitioners is to heat the web vee first and allow
it to cool for a few minutes before heating
the flange strip. It is felt by some that this
approachwill reduce the residual stresses
significantly. The available research data
and difference sequencesused in practice
indicatesthat more than onesequencecan be
successfulfor many cases. Since different
sequencesare successfullyusedin practice,
it appears that heat straightening is not
overly sensitive to the sequenceused. At
this time there is not adequatedocumentaFederal Highway Administration

tion to support one sequenceover another
for a particular heatingpattern. The experienceof the practitioner is the most reliable
guideto proper sequencing.The sequencing
patternsshown in this manual are basedon
thoseoften successfullyusedin practice.
Lack of Movement.-One of the
more perplexing aspectsof heat straightening is that sometimesthere is no movement.
Should this happen, repeat the pattern for
severalcycles, making sure to shift it to a
new locationwithin the yield zoneafter each
cycle. Sometimesthere is a residual stress
pattern tending to opposemovement. Several heating cycles will tend to redistribute
or dissipatetheseopposingstressesandmay
lead to the desiredmovement. Shouldthe
problem persist, it is probablethat the jacking forces are too low. A reanalysisof the
jacking layout is recommended,particularly
in light of redundanciesthat may exist. Finally, check the heating patterns to insure
that they are consistent with the damage.
For example,neglectingto heat all separate
yield zonesduring one heat cycle could prevent movement. The key point is that if the
steeldoesn’tmove, there is a reason. It is a
matter of finding the reason. Difficult problems may require a consultantmore experiencedin heat straightening. Over-heatingor
over-jackingis not a solution.
Cooling the Steel.-Ambientair cooling is the safest method. Rapid cooling is
dangerousif the steel has been over-heated
and may producebrittle “hot spots”. However, once the steel has cooled below the
lower phase transition temperature, rapid
cooling is not harmful. Many practitioners
allow the surfaceof all the steelto cool below 315°C (600°F) prior to of accelerating
cooling. Sucha surfacetemperaturereduc32
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tion insures that the interior steel temperature has dropped. One approachto accelerated cooling is to use compressedair blown
on the heated surfaces. Faster cooling can
be obtainedwith water mist cooling. However, the steam generatedcould result in
burns and the water runoff could lead to a
clean-upproblem especiallyif it covers areaswhich must be subsequentlyheated. The
following cautionary measures should be
taken when considering this option: (1) a
mist applicator which allows the technician
to remain at a safe distance; (2) protective
clothing and goggles; and (3) a method for
safely disposingof the wastewater
Key Points to Remember

Heat straighteningis basedon the principle of partially constrainingthe material expansionduring heating while allowing unrestrained contraction during
cooling.
There are several fundamental heating
patterns including the: vee, line, edge,
spot, and strip heat.
Fundamental heating patterns may be
used separatelyor in combination dependingon the damagetype.
Heating equipment usually consists of:
oxygen and gas fuel tanks, heating
torches, hoses,single or multiple orifice
heatingtips, and temperaturemonitoring
crayonsor equipment.
Exercisesafetyprecautionsat all times.
Familiarize yourself with the yield zone
patterns associatedwith various damage
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conditions:
+Category S: Strongaxis bending
Kategory W: Weak axisbending
+ CategoryT: Twisting
+ CategoryL: Localizeddamage
Learn the proper heatingpatternsassociatedwith eachcategoryof damage.
Temperatureof the steel should generally be limited to 650°C (1200°F) for
carbon steelsand low alloy (yield < 60
ksi or 400 mPa).
For quenchedand tempered steels the
limiting temperatureshouldbe:
+ 590°C (1100°F) for A514 and
A709 grades100 and 1OOW
+ 565OC(1050°F) for A709 Grade
7ow
Proper restraining forces can expedite
the heat-straighteningprocess.
Restrainingforces (usuallyjacks) should
be set to restrainthe steelduring heating
but to allow free contraction during
cooling.
Restrainingforces shouldbe appliedin a
directiontendingto restorethe member.
Restraining forces should be limited so
that the material is not over-stressed
during heating.
Patienceshouldbe exercisedin allowing
the heated areas to fully cool below
120°C (25OOF). Re-heating too soon
may prevent the desiredmovement and
result in additionaldamageto the steel.
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chapter 3. Assessing,Planning and Conducting SuccessfulRepairs
As with other types of repair, a successful heat-straightening repair requires
assessment,planning and design. Several
proceduresshould be consideredas part of
the process. These aspects may include:
determinationof degreeof damage,location
of yield zones and regions of maximum
strain, limitations for heat-straighteningrepair, selection of heating patterns, and selection of jacking restraints. Each requires
the exercise of engineering judgement.
Outlined in this chapter are some key aspects of assessing,planning and designinga
repair. One of the primary keys is maintaining coordination between the engineer,
field supervisor or inspector, and the contractor conductingthe repair.
Role of Engineer, Inspector and Contractor
The engineer is responsiblefor selecting the most appropriaterepair technique
for the specific damage. Alternativesmust
be evaluatedand the most effective solution
determined. The key considerationsinclude:
cost, constructability,adequaterestorationof
strength, longevity of repair, time to completerepair, aesthetics,and impact on traffic.
Theseaspectsconstitutethe conceptwe refer
to as design. Although frequently overlooked, repairs should be designed in a
similar manner to new structures. The typical processincludes: selecting a trial repair
scheme, conducting a structural analysis
(which may require assUMPfionsof certain
geometricor material properties), sizing the
parametersof the repair (or verifying the
capacity after repair), possibly re-analyzing
Federal Highway Administration

and re-designing,evaluatingalternaterepair
or replacement schemes,and finally, providing complete details and specifications
for the systemselected.
Heat-straighteningrepair is not the
solution for every damage situation. The
engineer’srole is to make an assessmentas
to its specific applicability. Aspectsto consider are: current condition of the rest of the
structure and other anticipatedrepairs, degree of damage,presenceof fractures, cause
of damageand likelihood of repetitive damage occurring, accessibility, and the repair
method’s impact on material properties.
Once the heat straightening alternative is
selected,then the repair parameterssuch as
traffic control, contractor accessand work
areas, permitted hours of work, typical
heating patterns, maximum restraining
forces and locations,and maximum heating
temperaturemust be chosen. Finally, plans
and specifications should be developed
which generallydefine how the repair is to
be accomplished.
Sincemost heat-straighteningrepairs
are conductedby contractors, the field supervisor (or inspector), representing the
bridge owner, has major responsibilities.
The supervisormust insure that the repair is
being conducted according to plans and
specifications. Of particular importanceis
insuring that proceduresare followed which
arenot detrimentalto the steel.
The third member of the team is the
contractor who actually executesthe repair.
The ultimate successof the project hingeson
the skills and understandingfor the project
35
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by the contractor’spersonnel. While others
may have designedthe repair plan, the details of execution lie with the contractor.
Important considerationsmay include: (1)
scaffolding arrangements;(2) selection of
properheating equipment;(3) implementing
the restraint plan with appropriatejacks and
come-alongs;(4) placing the heatsin proper
patterns and sequences;and (5) analyzing
the progressof the repair. The contractor
must be alert to the responseof the structure
andbe preparedto suggestchangesto expedite the process. In spite of our current
knowledge and analytical capabilities,
movementsduring heat straighteningcannot
alwaysbe predictedaccurately.
The primary reasons for this difficulty are that: (1) damagepatternsare often
a complexmixture of the idealizedcasesand
require experienceto determine the details
of the heating process; and (2) residual
stressesand moments which may havebeen
locked into the structure during the damage
phaseare sometimesdifficult to predict and
may prevent the expectedmovement. The
contractormust be ableto assessthe reaction
of the structure to the planned repair and
suggestmodifications if the structure is not
performing properly. These modifications
may range fi-om changesin heatingpatterns
and jacking arrangementsto decisionson
whether to remove secondary or bracing
membersduring the repair.
Perhapsmost important is that the
engineer,the supervisor and the contractor
maintain open and clear channelsof communication. This interaction of the three
key players in a heat-straighteningrepair
will go a long ways toward insuring a successfulproject.
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Keys to a Successful Repair

A successfulrepair requiresthe conu-01and selection of certain specific parameters. The first key is the selection of
the heating patterns and sequences. The
combinationof vee, line andstrip heatsmust
be chosento fit the damagepatterns. Heat
should only be applied in the vicinity of
thoseregionsin which yielding of the material has occurred. Typically, vee heats
shouldbe relatively narrow. A good rule of
thumb is to limit the open end of the vee to
250 mm (10 in) for one inch thick plates.
However, a smaller limit should be considered for progressivelythinner plates. These
limits will minimize distortion which might
occur due to local buckling of the plate element.
The second key is to control the
heatingtemperatureand rate. Temperatures
shouldbe limited to 650°C (1200°F)for carbon and low alloy steels, 590°C (1100°F)
for A514 and A709 (Grade 100 and 1OOW)
quenchedand tempered steels and 565OC
(1050°F) for A709 (Grade 7OW) quenched
and temperedsteel. Higher heats may adversely affect the material propertiesof the
steelandleadto a weaker structure.
The third key is to control the restraining forces during repair. One of the
most critical factors is the applied restraining force. Researchhas shown that the use
of jacks to apply restraints can greatly
shorten the number of heating cycles required. However, over-jacking can result in
buckling or a brittle fracture during or
shortly after heat straightening. To prevent
such a suddenfracture as illustrated in fig.
3.1, jacking forces should alwaysbe limited.
The recommendedprocedureis to calculate
the plastic momentcapacityof the damaged
36
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Figure 3.1. Brittle fracture during heat straightening.

member and limit the moment resulting
from the combination of initial jacking
forces and dead loads to one-half of this
value. If practitioners do not take this precaution brittle tiactures may occur. It is
strongly recommendedthat jacks be gauged
and calibrated with the maximum force
limitation computed. Of course,the jacking
forces should always be applied in the direction tending to straightenthe beam. The
executionof a heat-straighteningrepair that
incorporatesthesekeys must begin with the
assessment
of the damagedstructure.
Stepsin the AssessmentProcess
Many incidents resulting in damage
to steel bridges produce an emergency
situation to some degree. The first step in
the rehabilitationprocessis to assessthe degreeof damageand the safety of the existing
structure during a site investigation. The
purposeof this section is to provide guideFederal Highway Administration

lines for damageassessment.Theseguidelines are in the form of stepsrequired for a
completeassessment. All aspectsmay not
be required in each case. Judgementmust
be used when deciding if, and when, to
eliminatea part of the process.
Initial Inspection and Evaluation
1.
for Safety and Stability
The purpose of the inspection is to
protect the public and emergency service
personnel. This inspection is often visual
and conducted with special concern for
safety. The major aspectsof damageare
recordedand documentedwith photographs
andmeasurements.During this inspection,a
preliminary list of repair options should be
made. Particular attention shouldbe paid to
temporary needs such as shoring, traffic
control, and other short-term considerations.
A part of this evaluationmay require a review of the design drawings and computa37
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tions to determinethe safety and stability of
the bridge. Knowledgeof the specific cause
of damagemay alsoinfluencethe final decision on repair and should be investigatedif
possible. Typical damage causesare: (1)
overheightor overwide vehicle impact; (2)
overweightvehiclesor overloads;(3) out-ofcontrol vehicles or moving systems; (4)
mishandling during construction; (5) fire;
(6) blast; (7) earthquakes;(8) support or
substructure movement; and (9) wind or
water-bornedebris.
2.

Detailed
Defects

Inspection

for

Specific

The decision to conduct a heatstraighteningrepair dependson the type and
degreeof damage. Three aspectsshouldbe
carefully checked:(1) signs of fi-acture;(2)
degreeof damage;and (3) material degradation.
Signs of Fracture.-While
some
fractures are quite obvious, others may be
too small to visually detect. However, it is
important to determineif such cracks exist
since they may propagateduring the heatstraighteningprocess. When in doubt, one
of the following conventionalmethods can
be utilized.
The use of a dye penetrantis effective in detecting cracks. The processinvolves first thoroughly cleaningthe surface.
Then a liquid dye is sprayedon the surface
and permitted to stand, during which time
the dye is drawn into surfacediscontinuities.
Excessdye is then cleanedfrom the surface
and a developingsolution applied. The developer reacts with dye remaining in the
cracks. The dye canbe observedbecauseof
the color change.

Another procedure is to use magnetic particle inspection. A magneticfield is
introduced by touching the metal with a
yoke or prods. A flaw in the steelcausesa
disruption of the normal lines of magnetic
flux. If the flaw is at or near the surface,
linesof magneticflux leak from the surface.
Fine iron particles are attractedto the flux
leakageandindicatethe crack location.
A third procedureis ultrasonic testing by one of several techniques. These
procedurestypically involve the analysisof
pulses passing through undamagedversus
damagedmaterial.
Finally, radiographictesting may be
utilized to produce a visual image of any
flaws in the material.
Degree of Damage.-An evaluation
of the degreeof damagerequires measurements to be taken. Two types of damage
require measurements:(1) Overall bending
or twisting of a member; and (2) localized
bulges or sharp crimps. These measurementscanbe usedto computethe maximum
damage-inducedstrain or to determine the
degreeof damage. The usualprocedureis to
begin by measuringoffsets from a taut line
or straight-edge. A typical layout is shown
in fig. 3.2. The idea is to use the unyielded
adjacent regions as reference lines since
their curvatureis small in comparisonto the
plastic zones,or use the offsets in the damagezoneto computethe degreeof damage.
For the first case,tangentsfrom the straight
portions define the angle or degreeof damagebetweenthe tangents. If the offsets are
takenin the elasticzone on either sideof the
damageas shown in fig. 3.2b, the degreeof
damage,
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Figure 3.2. Offset measurements to calculate degree of damage and radius of curvature.

qd, can be computed. Based on measurements taken at the site, degreeof damage
canbe calculatedas follows:

(pd

@‘(y
I

-1 Y3-Y4
.I+taIl (- L)

(Eq. 3.1)

2

where <pdis the degreeof damageor angleof
permanentdeformation at the plastic hinge
and yi is a measuredoffset as shown in fig.
3.2b. The length of damage,cd, is defined
by the chord connectingthe tangentsto the
inelastically damagedregion as shown in
fig. 3.3. If qa andcdareknown, the radiusof
curvaturecanbe computedas

Figure 3.3. Relationship of degree of damage to
radius of curvature and cord length.

In some casesdirect measurements
of <pdcan be made. One procedureis to
stretch two taut lines forming tangents on
either side of the damage. By stretchingthe
linesuntil they intersect,the degreeof damagecan be measuredwith a protractor. For
small zones of damage,two straight edges
canbe usedto producethe tangent intersections. Again, the angle of damagecan be
measured with a protractor. While this
method may seem somewhat crude, a reasonabledegreeof accuracycan be obtained.
For the casethe offsets are taken in
the damagezone (seefig. 3.2a). The radius
of curvature,R, canthen be approximatedas
1

Yr-I - 2Yr

R

L2

-=

R=

cd
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The degree of damagecan then be
calculatedfi-om:
sin-qd = -L
2
R

or

cpd= 2si&)

R

(Eq. 3.5)

It should be recognized that approximations are involved in using these
equations. The assumptionis made that the
radius of curvature is constant over the entire length of the damage. However, the radius of curvatureusually varies. If the damage curve is smooth, this assumption is
fairly accurate. If the curve is irregular, the
assumptionbecomesmore approximate. For
the more pronouncedirregular curvatures,it
is advisableto measureonly the worst portion of the damagedregion using the threepoint offset procedureandthe calculationof
radius of curvaturefrom eq. 3.3. In general,
the approachesdescribedhere give a good
estimateof the radiusof curvature and, consequently,strain. The use of theseparameters in the designof repairswill be described
in a later section.
Material

Degradation.-Certain

as-

pects of material degradationwill influence
the decisionto heat straighten. One areaof
concern relates to nicks, gouges and other
abrupt discontinuities. Such flaws in the
damagezonewill be stressrisers during the
repair when jacking forces and heat are applied. It is recommendedthat suchdiscontinuities be noted and ground to a smooth
transitionprior to heat straightening.

A secondaspectrelatesto exposure
to high temperature(such as a fire) when the
damageoccurred. As long as the temperature has not exceededeither the tempering
temperature or the lower phase transition
temperature, no permanent degradation
would be expectedto occur in the steel.
However, if the damagedsteel was exposed
to higher temperatures,metallurgical tests
should be performed to ensurematerial integrity before heat straighteningis applied.
Teststhat shouldbe consideredinclude: (1)
a chemicalanalysis;(2) a grain size and micro structure analysis; (3) Brine11hardness
tests; (4) Charpy notch toughnesstests; and
(5) tensile tests to determineyield, ultimate
strength,andpercentelongation.
Severalvisual signsmay suggestexposure to high temperature including:
melted mill scale, distortion, black discoloration of steel,andcracking andspallingof
adjacentconcrete. Tests can then be conductedat suspiciousregions. For example,a
significant increasein Brine11hardness,in
comparisonto undamagedareasof the same
member, indicates potential heat damage.
Or, for the Charpy V Notch test at 4.4”C
(40”F), a significantreduction in valuesover
those from an undamagedspecimen may
indicatedamage. The most definitive test is
usually a micro structure comparison between damaged and undamagedpieces.
Evidence of partial austenization and recrystallizationinto finer grain size indicates
heating above the lower phase transition
temperature.

_
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Geometry of the Structure.-Often

the bridge configuration is available from
design drawings and it is a good policy to
confirm that the systemdoesconform to

_
-
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Each of theseaspectsare discussedin the
following sections.
Neutral

Figure 3.4. Radius of curvature for a damaged
beam of curvature and cord length.
rcr

these drawings. If drawings are not available, then enoughmeasurementsshould be
taken so that a structural analysis can be
conductedif required.
Stepsin the Planning and DesignProcess

1.

Analysis of Degree of Damage and
Determination of the Maximum
Strain due to Damage

Researchdata has shown that heat
straighteningcanbe successfulon steelwith
plastic strains up to 100 times the yield
strain, E,. There is reason to believe that
even larger strains can be repaired. However, since no researchdata exists beyond
the 100~~range, engineeringjudgement is
required. In order to evaluatewhether the
damage exceedsthis level, the maximum
curvature shouldbe measuredas previously
described. Shown in fig. 3.4 is a damaged
beam of uniform curvature. The radius of
the bend is definedas radiusof curvature,R.
Sincestrain is proportional to curvatureand
curvature canbe computedfrom field measurements,it is often convenientto compare
the radius of curvature to the yield curvature, R,,, expressedas

Oncethe damageassessment
is complete, the repair can be designed. The following stepsmay be required as part of this
planningand designprocess:
Analyze the degree of damage and
maximum strainsinduced.

l

Conduct a structural analysisof the system in its damagedconfiguration.

l

MU

Select applicable regions for heat
straighteningrepair.

l

l
l

l

l

Selectheatingpatternsandparameters.
Develop a constraintplan and designthe
jacking restraint configuration.

where E = modulus of elasticity, F, = yield
stress,and y,, = the distancefrom the centroid to the extremefiber of the element.
The radius of curvature is related to
the strain by

(Eq. 3.7)

Estimate heating cycles required to
straightenmembers.
Prepareplans andspecifications.
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Figure 3.5. Strain ratio vs. normalized radius of curvature (p vs. IUymd.

where R is the actual radius of curvature in
the damagedregion.
Since damage measurements are
taken at discretelocations,the radiusof curvature can be approximatedfrom eq. 3.2 or
3.3. Oncethe smallestradiusof curvatureis
determined in the damaged region, the
maximum strain can be computed from eq.
3.7 andcomparedto the yield strain

E, =- 5
E

(Eq. 3.8)

The ratio of maximum strain to yield strain,
referred to as the strain ratio, p, is used as
Federal Highway Administration

one measureof the extent to which the steel
has been damaged. From eqs. 3.7 and 3.8,
the strainratio is

-

-

(Eq. 3.9)

-

Since E is a constant for all steel grades
(200,000 MPa or E=29,000 ksi), p can be
obtained graphically in terms of the ratio
WYmaxand F, for various steel grades as
shownin fig. 3.5. A similar approachcanbe
used for localized bulges, buckling or
crimps.

--
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line

Figure 3.6. Offset measurements for example 3.1(25.4 mm = 1 in and 0305 m = 1 ft).

Heat-straighteningrepairs have been
conductedfor strainsup to lOOa,,or p=lOO.
Repairs may be successfulat even greater
strains. However, researchstudieshavenot
included strains in excessof loos,. Engineers shouldusejudgement in straightening
beyond this range. Also, fire damageinvolving high temperaturemay be an exception to this limit. If the distortion is due to
fire, it is probable that material properties
havebeen affected. Repair decisions should
be basedon metallurgicalanalysisand engineeringjudgement as well as strain limitations.
As a rule of thumb for single curvature bendswith a plate depth about the axis
of bending of up to 305 mm (12 in), if the
degreeof damageis less than 12”, it is not
necessaryto measurefor maximum strain.
The only exceptionwould be if the region of
damage were concentrated over an extremely short length resembling a sharp
crimp as opposedto a plastic hinge type of
bend.
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Example 3.1
Problem.-The bottom flange of an
A36 steel composite bridge girder (W27 x
161with a flangewidth of 356 mm or 14.02
in) was impactedby an over-heightvehicle.
The flange deflected laterally producing a
plastic hinge at the impact region. Offset
measurementsare shown in fig. 3.6. Based
on these measurements,computethe degree
of damage,andthe radius of curvaturein the
damagedregion, the radius of curvature at
initial yield andthe ratio of maximum strain
to yield strain.
Solution.-The offset measurements
outsidethe yield zone are usedto calculate
degreeof damagefrom eq. 3.1

= 25.35” = 0.0224 rad.

The radius of curvature in the damaged region, R, is calculatedfrom the offsets in the
yield zoneusingeq. 3.3
43
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1 = 4-4 - 2(4*49) + 4-3 = +*0175

R

(412

R = 57.1 in. (1,451 mm)

The radiusof curvatureat initial yield, Ry, is
computed from eq. 3.6. Using E=200,000
MPa (29,000ksi) F,=248 MPa (36 ksi), and
ymax(one-half the flange width) = 14.02/2=
178mm(7.01 in).
R

=

w,ow7.w

Y

36

=5647 in. = 470.6 ft. (143.4

m)

Since R <<Ry, significant plastic deformations have occurred. The ratio of maximum
strainto yield strain is obtainedfrom eq. 3.9

~ = (2900fm7*01)
= 98 g
(57.1)(36)

,

.

indicating that the maximum strain is 97.1
times the yield strain. This value can be
obtainedgraphicallyusing fig. 3.5. Entering
the value of R/y,, as

RfY,

57.1
== 8.15
7.01

on the horizontal scale,the ordinate ~1is the
point at which R/y,, intersectsthe Fy=248
MPa (36 ksi) curve as shownin fig. 3.4.
2.

Conduct a Structural
the System

Analysis of

The strength of the damagedstructure is usually evaluated by a structural
analysis. This analysisservestwo purposes:
Federal Highwcry Administration

(1) to determinethe capacityin its damaged
configuration; and (2) to compute residual
forces induced by the impact damage. The
analysis can be based on the undeformed
geometry except when the displaced geometry of the Came or truss system (after
damage)resultsin changesin internal forces
by more than 20 percent. However, even if
undeformedgeometry is used in the analysis, the deformed geometry should be used
when computing the member stresses. The
allowable stressesshould be based on the
originalpropertiesof the material.
When a member has a significant
changein shapedue to damage,the section
properties should be modified when calculating stresses.While eachspecific application must be considered on an individual
basis,somegeneralguidelinescanbe developed. Assumingthat no fractures have occurred, bending and compressionmembers
are the most critical to evaluate. Forcesdue
to appliedloadsin tension members tend to
straightenout-of-planedamage(and arethus
self-correcting),while such forces in bending or compressionmemberstend to magnify the damage.

_
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Change in cross section shape.-The

primary variable in evaluating the stress
level for a damagedbending member is the
sectionmodulus. Typically, the most serious strength reduction is due to deformations resulting from twisting or lateral distortion of the crosssection. A good example
is animpact on the bottom flange of a bridge
girder by an over-heightvehicle. Two ideal
casesare evaluatedhere for two wide-flange
sections. As shown in figs. 3.7 and 3.8, the
damageis assumedto produce a rotation of
the web about the juncture of the web and
top flange.
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Figure 3.7. Reduction in effective section modulus
for a W 24x76 beam subjected to varying degrees
of idealized damage (Note: 25.4 mm = 1 in).

Figure 3.8. Reduction in effective section modulus
for a W 10x39 beam subjected to varying degrees
of idealized damage (Note: 25.4 mm = 1 in).

The bottom flange is modeledin two ways:
eitherit remainsparallelto the top flange, or
it remainsperpendicularto the web. Actual
combinationsof damageoften fall between
thesetwo conditions. Plotted in fig. 3.7 and
3.8 are the variations in the selection
modulus(for bending about the strong axis)
associatedwith different levels of damage
for two beams:a W24 X 76 and WlO X 39.
The case of the bottom flange remaining
perpendicularto the web is the more critical
casefor the comparisonof sectionmodulus
values. As can be observed, the section
modulusdips fairly rapidly with an increase
in the crosssectionrotation. A 10” rotation
results in a strength reduction within the
range of 8-15 percent, depending on the
section, while at 20”, strength reduction is
between 18 and 29 percent. Although an
engineershould evaluatethe specific conditions and config.urationof eachcase,a good
generalguidelineis to repair the member if
the sectionmodulus is reducedby 10 percent. This level of damagetypically corre-

spondsto a rotation of approximately 10”.
In referenceto the field tests conductedon
the WlO X 39 and W24 X 76 beamsas described in Chapter 7, the damage induced
was consideredto be moderate. In both
cases the flange remained almost perpendicular to the web. The calculatedbending
strength reduction for the WlO X 39 beam
was calculatedin the range of 25 percent.
The reduction for the W24 X 76 beam was
on the order of 9 percent.
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P-A Effects.-For compressionmembers, the square of the minimum radius of
gyration is the section property associated
with the strengthof the member. The effect
of the two idealizedcasesof damagepreviously described is plotted in fig. 3.9 and
3.10. In this case, the configuration in
which the bottom flange remainsparallel to
the top flange is the more critical. The
curves are very similar for both wide-flange
sections. The reduction in strength, as
measuredby the squareof the radius of gyration, is not quite as large as the
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corresponding case for section modulus.
The reductionis only about 5 percentfor the
10” rotation and about 14 percent at 20” rotation. However, another aspectthat must
be consideredwhen evaluatingcompression
membersis the strength reductiondue to the
P-deltaeffect. If a simply supportedcolumn
has an initial midpoint deflection,y,, due to
impact damage, then the deflection (and
bending moment) is amplified accordingto
the amplification factor

A.F.=

”
l-pKuk*

(Eq. 11.6)

where P is the axial load and Peuler
is the
Euler buckling load. This factor is taken
into accountin design codesby an adjustment in the safetyfactor for columns.
Consider the DISC code (1989), for
example. The long column formula (eq. E22) is the classicalEuler buckling formula,
divided by a safety factor of 23/12. Conversely, the safety factor for tension members is given as 5/3. The reason for the
higher safety factor for compressionmembers is to accountfor the P-deltamagnification effect. A plot of the amplification factor is given in fig. 3.11. As the load approachesthe critical buckling load, the deflection (and consequentlythe moment) approachesinfinity. Failure must thereforebe
defined as the point where the deflection
(and consequentlythe moment) remains finite but becomes excessively large. The
safety factor for column buckling was therefore increasedby 0.25 above that used in
tensionmembers. As can be seenfrom fig.
3.11, this extra safety factor accounts for
0.08 of the total load ratio reduction to alFederal Highway Administration

lowable values. In deciding upon this
value, it was assumedthat relatively small
initial values of lateral deflections would
exist due to lateral loads or fabrication imperfections, e.g., within the elastic range.
When a compression member has larger
permanentdeformationswell into the plastic
or strain-hardeningrange due to damage,
then the effective strength of the member is
reducedby a larger factor than expressedby
eventhe columnsafety factor.
In light of theseconsiderations,even
relatively small permanent deformations
shouldbe repairedfor compressionmembers
unlessadditionalbracing is addedor a stability analysisis performed to justify that the
strengthreductionis small.
Residual forces.-The analysisof residual forcesin damagedsystemsrequiresa
plastic analysis. To illustrate the procedure,
a bridge girder laterally supportedby diaphragms will be used. For lateral impact,
such asmight occur with an over-heightvehicle, the girder acts as a continuousbeam
with the diaphragmsas interior supports. If
an impact load occurs, the lower flange has
positive bending at the impact point and
negativebendingat the adjacentdiaphragm
supports. A layout modeling this type of
girder is shownin fig. 3.12. During impact,
it is assumedthat plastic hinges form at the
impact point and at adjacent supports.
Thesehingesform a mechanismfrom which
the impact load can be computed. Using a
plastic analysis,the load, P,, can be calculated and a moment diagram constructed,
fig. 3.12b. The impact load is now applied
in the reversedirection and an elasticanalysis performed,fig. 3.12~. The superposition
of these two diagrams (b and c) give the
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the suspectregion and then repair it inplace by mechanicalconnectors. In other
casesa portion of the member may be replaced while the remainder is repaired by
heatstraightening.

RJ

model

Plastic
diagram

analysis

(c)

Moment
diagram
elastic
analysis
Load = -PU

(d)

Residual

An example of combining heat
straighteningwith replacementis when one
or more girders are impacted by an overheight vehicle. This type of accidentoften
displacesthe bottom flange. If the impact
point is neardiaphragms,the diaphragmsare
often severely damaged. An example is
shownin fig. 3.13. It is usually much more
economicalto simply replace a diaphragm
rather than taking a lengthy time to
straightenit. The recommendedprocedure
is to remove the diaphragm(especiallyif it
would restrain desired movement of the
member)heat straightenthe girder, and then
replacethe diaphragmwith a new one.

moment

for
with

moments

( b+c

)

Figure 3.12. Plastic analysis for residual moments.
in a laterally impacted girder.

residualmoments due to the impact which
produces plastic deformation; fig. 3.12d.
Theseresultingmomentsshouldbe assessed
in combinationwith other loadingssuch as
the live anddeadload on the bridge.
3.

Select
Regions
Where
Straightening is Applicable

Heat

While the primary considerationfor
allowing heat-straighteningrepair is the degreeof damagelimitation, other criteria may
also influence the decision. Of particular
importance is the presenceof fractures or
previously heat straightenedmembers. A
fracture may necessitatethe replacementof
part, or all, of a structural member. In some
casesit may be feasible to heat straighten

Federal Highway Administration

In general,heat straighteningcan be
appliedto a wide variety of structural members. However, somehave cautionedabout
straightening fracture critical members
(Shannafelt and Horn, 1984). Although
thereis no researchdatato supporta ban on
heat straighteningfracture critical members,
practically no fatigue testing has been conducted. If careful control of heating temperature (including the limits imposed by
section 12.12 of the AASHTO/AWS D1.5
Bridge Welding Code) and jacking forces
are maintained,and if notchesand nicks are
ground smooth,there is no reasonto expect
problems. It is recommendedthat additional
carebe usedfor fracture critical membersto
insurethat the heat straighteningis properly
conducted.

-
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Figure 3.13. Diaphragm
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Figure 3.14. Heating pattern and sequence for
bending combination about both the
strong and weak axis.
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(d)

Bottom
flange
showing
line heats
only

Figure 3.15. Heating pattern and sequence for
combination weak axis bending and local
flange bulge.
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4.

Select Heating
rameters

Patterns

and Pa-

Typical Heating Patterns.-The fun-

damental heating patterns have been describedin Chapter2. Sincetypical damage
is often a combinationof thesefundamental
damage types, a combination of heating
patternsis often required. The key is to select the combination of patterns to fit the
damage. When in doubt, a good policy is to
addressthe attention to one of the basic
heatingpatternsat a time. For example,remove the Category W damageprior to addressingthe CategoryL damage. It should
be notedthat with proper combinations,several types of damagecan be removed expeditiously. For example,supposethat a wide
flange section is impacted such that the
bendingoccursabout an axis at an arbitrary
angleto the principal axes,i.e., bending occurs about both the strong and weak axis.
The heatingpattern, fig. 3.14, requiresa vee
heat on the web to restore the strong axis
damageand vee heats on the flanges to restore the weak axis damage. The heats
should be executed sequentially as numbered in fig. 3.14. Note that no stip heat is
required on the web since a vee is used
there. Restrainingforces should be used to
produce bending moments about both the
strong and weak axis as indicated in fig.
3.14 tendingto straightenthe damage. Once
the damageis corrected about one of the
principal axes, the heating pattern should
revert to one of the fundamental patterns
until straightening is complete about the
otherprincipal axis.
As a second example, consider a
wide flange beam with weak axis bending
damagecombinedwith a local bulge in one
flange. The heating pattern is shown in
Federal Highway Administration

fig.3.15. Vee heatsare usedon the top and
bottom flangesalong with a web strip heat
similar to the standard weak axis pattern.
However, partial depth vees are usedon the
flange with the bulge along with a seriesof
line heats along bulge yield lines. Since a
yield line is likely to occur at the lower web
fillet, a line heat is also neededon the web.
Restrainingforcesareusedto createbending
moments about the weak axis as shown in
fig. 3.15. In addition, a jacking force should
be applied on the local bulge as shown on
the cross sectionin fig. 3.15. The sequence
of heatsis alsoindicatedin the figure.
A third exampleis damageresulting
from impact of a composite bridge girder
which produces weak axis damage to the
bottom flange and twisting due to the restraint of the top flange. Theheatingpattern
is shown in fig. 3.16 consistingof a bottom
flange vee heat, a web strip heat and a line
heatat the top fillet of the web. The heating
sequenceis shown in fig. 3.16 aswell as the
restraining moment required on the bottom
flange.
A final exampleis the caseof multiple plastic hinges formed about the weak
axis such as might occur for a beam continuous over interior supports. The heating
pattern is shown in fig. 3.17. Note the reversed direction of the vees to reflect the
multiple curvaturedamage. The restraining
moments must also reflect the reverse curvature natureof the damageas shown in the
figure.
Vee Depth.-In generalthe vee depth
should be equal to the width of the plate
being straightened. Partial depth vees provide no advantagesin reducingshorteningas
somehavespeculated.The primary situation
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Figure 3.16. Heating pattern and sequence for
combination of weak axis bending of lower flange
and twisting.

for half depth vees is in the repair of local
damage.
Vee Angle.-The angle of the vee is
usually limited by practical considerations.
It shouldbe as large as practical for the specific application. If the open end of the vee
is too wide, out-of-plane distortion often occurs. Likewise the vee areashouldbe small
enoughto heat quickly so that differential
cooling is limited. A good rule of thumb is
to limit the open end of the vee to approximately one-third to one-half the plate width
but not greaterthan 254 mm (10 in). These
limits translateroughly to 20-30” vee angles.
If the width of the open end of the vee, V, is
selected,the vee angleis

8 = 2 tan-’ -

V

2w

where W is the platewidth.
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(Eq. 3.10)

(a)

Damage

(b)

Top

(c)

Side

(d)

Bottom

curvature

flange

flange

Figure 3.17. Heating pattern for reverse curvature
bending.

Number of Simultaneous Vee
Heats.-Simultaneousvee heatsmay be performed with proper spacing. It is recommendedthat the veesbe spacedat least one
plate width, W, apart. Also, if multiple
plastic hinges occur, each hinge may be
heatedsimultaneously.
5.
Developa Constraint Plan
Sincejacking forces can expediterepairs, it is recommendedthat such forces be
utilized. Jacksshouldbe locatedto produce
their maximum effect in the zonesof plastic
deformation. It is recommendedthat jacks
always be gauged and calibrated prior to
use. Also, jacks must be properly securedso
they will not fall out as pressure subsides
during cooling. The loads applied to the
structure should always be known and limiting valuesestablished.A jacking arrangement for a compositegirder bridge is shown
in fig. 3.18. Lateral forces are utilized on
the lower flanges, fig. 3.18a, while jacks
between flangesare used for local damage,
fig. 3.18b.
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Figure 3.18. Jacking arrangements

M,I- MP
2

where I$, is the plastic moment capacity of
the member.
For cases where residual moments
exist, the jacking moment should be limited
to
+M,)

where M, is the residual moment and is
positive when tending to straighten the
member. Residual moments will be relieved
during the first few heats. Rather than computing residual moments, an alternative is to
Federal Highway Administration
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for global and local damage on a composite girder bridge.

For cases where residual moments
are small, the jacking moment, Mj, should be
limited to

Mj ~~(M~

-

use a jacking moment of only ?4 Iv$, during
the first two cycles.

-

On occasion, a hairline fracture will
occur or become visible during an intermediate cycle of heat-straightening repair. The
causes are believed to be: (1) excessive restraining forces being applied during the
heating process; (2) repetitive repair of a redamaged element; and/or (3) the growth of
micro cracks initiated during the induction
of damage. As item (1) is the primary cause,
restraining forces should always be specified
at safe limits and should be monitored during actual repair. For item (2) the repair of
previously heat straightened material should
be limited to only two damage/repair cycles.

_._

One problem associated with the
computation of jacking forces is that for indeterminate members, the bracing, diaphragms or other attachments may be difficult to model. In addition, it is sometimes
necessary to make an estimate in the field as
to the magnitude of jacking forces. The

-
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jacking force limit can be approximatedby
measuringthe deflection when the force is
applied. Since end support restraint conditions will fall betweenthe two ideal casesof
simpleand fixed supports,the deflectioncan
be calculated by estimating the degree of
restraint. The deflection that produces a
maximum stressequalto 50 percentof yield
for 248 MPa (36 ksi) yield strengthsteel on
a center point loaded member can be expressedas:
(1) For 248 MPa (36 ksi) steel
(a) Simple supports

6,= &&))2

(Eq. 3.13)

(b) For fixed supports
(Eq. 3.14)

(2) For 345 MPa (50 ksi) steel
(a) Simple supports

LX =&c&g2

(Eq. 3.15)

(b) For fixed supports

Example 3.2
Problem.-For example, considerthe
caseof a compositegirder of A36 steel in
which the lower flange (305 mm or 12 in
wide) had been impactedby an over-height
vehicle at a diaphragmlocation. In order to
heat straighten the member, the damaged
diaphragm was removed, leaving a clear
distancebetween remaining diaphragmsof
1.16 m (38 ft). Determine the limits of lateral displacementdue to a jacking force if
thejack is placedat the midpoint of the span
at the point where the diaphragm was removed.
Solution.-For a 305 mm (12 in)
flangeym= 152mm (6 in). Using eqs.3.13
and 3.14, the rangeof deflections for a safe
jacking force is 22-44 mm (7/8 - 1 3/4 in).
A conservativelimit would be to use the
jacking force producingthe 22 mm (7/8 in)
deflection. However, if the bottom flange is
continuousover the supporting diaphragms,
a higher value may be used. One approach
would be to use a jacking force associated
with the averageof thesetwo valueswhich,
roundedto the nearest6 mm (l/4 in), would
be 31.8 mm (1 l/4 in). This type of approximation may serve as a useful guide
when more accurate modeling techniques
arenot available.
6.

(Eq. 3.16)
where e is the clear spanlength and y,, is
the distance from the centroid of the steel
sectionto the extremefiber. A safejacking
Federal Highway Administration

force shouldproducea midpoint deflection
within the range of these two values, dependingon the levelof end restraints.

Estimate the Heats Required to
Straighten the Members

The estimateof number of heatsprovides a time line for the project. Comparing
the estimated movement with the actual
movement as it progresses also indicates
whether the heatingis being properly done.
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The number of heats, n, can be completed as

y1=-<Pd
9P

(Eq. 3.17)

where q+,is the predicted plastic rotation per
heat and <Piis the degree of damage. Formulas for the plastic rotation associated
width various structural shapes and damage
conditions are provided in the Part II of this
manual.

7.

collapse load, P,, and the plastic moment,

P, =- 3%
7.5

-

For a W 12x40 bent about its weak axis, the
plastic moment capacity, q, is

-

A4, = FyZ,

Repair Plans and Specifications

The final step is to prepare plans and
specifications for the project. These plans
will be the supervisor’s guide as well as the
contractor’s directive. Suggested specifications are given in Chapter 12.

where Z, is the plastic section modulus
about the weak axis. Thus,

Example 3.3

50.43 - k (68.3kN - m)

M, = (36ksi)(16.8in3) = 604.8in -k =

-

Problem.-The truss section of A36
steel shown in fig. 3.19a was part of a bridge
through truss. The continuous member
ABC was damaged when a log fell fkom a
truck and struck at the midpoint between AI3
which is 4.57 m (15 I?) in height. Section
BC is also 4.57 m (15 fi). Member ABC is a
W 12x40 arranged such that the impact produced bending about its weak axis. Determine the jacking force and heating pattern
for the heat straightening repair of the member assuming that a plastic hinge formed in
the member at the impact point and joint B
and that adjacent members suffered minor
damage.
Solution.-It will be assumed that the
member can be analyzed as a continuous
beam as shown in fig. 3.19a. A plastic
analysis can be conducted assuming the
mechanism shown in fig. 3.19b. From a
plastic analysis, the relationship between the
Federal Highway Administration

and
p

u

= ww

7.5

= 20.2kips (89.8kN)

The moment diagram resulting from the impact is shown in fig. 3.19~. The residual
moments can be calculated by first applying
P, in the reverse direction, conducting an
elastic analysis and obtaining the moment
diagram in fig. 3.19d. The superposition of
moment diagrams (c) and (d) gives the residual moments in the truss member as
shown in fig. 3.19e. If residual moments are
neglected, the maximum allowable jacking
force will produce a maximum moment of
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Mj = -MP= 50.4 / 2 = 25.23 - k (34.2kiV - m)
2
(a)

Truss
member
continuous

(b)

Plastic

hinge
50.4ft*

analyzed

as

beam

failure

Referring to the elastic moment diagram,
fig. 3.19d, the jacking force canbe obtained
by proportioning the moments and applied
force

mechanism

pi
-=20.2

k

Pj = 8.2Skips

50.4ft.k

(c)

Moment
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due

to

61 .Sft* k
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Figure 3.19. Schematic diagrams for example 3.3
(Note: 0.305 m = 1 ft and 1.36 kN-m = 1 ft-kip).
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(36.8k-N)

impact

28.4ft.k

(d)

25.2
61.5

The moment diagramfor this load is shown
in fig. 3.19f. It is recommendedthat the first
2 heatsbe conductedwith a jacking force of
one-half the maximum value ~j = 18.4 kN
or 4.14 kips) which allows the residualmoments to be dissipated. If residual stresses
are included,the moment diagram for Mj +
M, is shownin fig. 3.19g. A reductionin the
jacking force is required so that the maximum moment does not exceed34.2 kN-m
(25.2 ft-k). The value Of Pj = 18.4 kN (4.14
k) providesa moment of 32.1 kN-m (23.7 ftk) which satisfiesthis constraint. Defining
the curvature after damage at the impact
point as positive, the curvature at point B
would be negative. Referring to fig. 3.17,
the heatingpatternat the impact point is that
associated with the negative restraining
moments and at point B the pattern is that
associatedwith the positive restraining moments. Sincethe jacking plus residual moments at point B are negative, point B
shouldnot be heatedduring the first two cycles. Once the residual moments are relieved, the jacking moment is positive and
point B can be heated simultaneouslywith
the impact point. The degreeof damageat
55

the impact point will be approximatelytwice
that at joint B. Therefore,the jacking force
should be placed near the impact point to
maximize the moment at that location.
Also, the moment at the impact point is approximately twice that at point B. Thus, the
plastic rotation at B will be on the order of
one-half that at the impact point and the
member will straightenwith about the same
numberof heatsat eachlocation.
If the openend of the vee is taken as
one-halfthe flange width, that is 152 nun (6
in), the vee anglecanbe calculatedfrom eq.
3.10 as

t9=2tan-’ GV = 2tan’[

&=28o

Supervisor’s Responsibilities
Monitoring

the

temperature.-

Excessivetemperaturesmay cause surface
damage or lead to increased brittleness.
Temperature can be monitored in several
ways. One of the most accurateis to use
temperature-sensing
crayons. Thesecrayons
melt at a specified temperature and are
available in increments as small as 14°C
(25°F) (fig. 3.20). By using two crayonsthat
bracket the desiredheatingtemperature,accuratecontrol can be maintained. The crayonswill burn if exposeddirectly to the flame
of the torch. Therefore, the torch must be
momentarily removed (one or two seconds)
so that the crayonsmay be struck on the surface. An alternativeis to strike the crayon
on the backsideat the point beingheated.
Another temperature monitoring
method is to use a contact pyrometer (fig.
3.21). This deviceis basicallya thermocouFederal Highway Administration

ple connectedto a readoutdevice. It canbe
used in a matter similar to a temperature
crayonby placingit on the surface. Because
the pyrometer relies on full contact with a
smooth surface,the readingsvary with position and pressure,typically underestimating
the actual temperature. It is recommended
that the pyrometer be calibratedwith ternperaturecrayonsprior to using.
Infrared devices are also available.
These devices record the temperature and
provide a digital readout.
To complement the crayons, pyrometer, or infrared devices, visually observethe color of the steel at the torch tip.
Under ordinary daylight conditions, a halo
will form on the steel aroundthe torch tip,
fig. 3.22. At approximately650°C (1200°F)
this halo will have a satiny silver color in
daylight or bright lighting. The observation
of color is particularly useful for the technician using the torch to maintain a constant
temperature.However, this is the leastaccurate method of monitoring temperatureand
is approximateat best.
Controlling

restraining

__
--

_
_
-

forces.-

Another concern for the heat-straightening
supervisor is the control of restraining
forces. Typically hydraulic or mechanical
jacks are used to apply restraining forces
(see fig. 3.23 as an example)and shouldbe
calibratedsothat the force being exertedcan
be determined. The maximum allowable
force shouldbe computedas part of the design processand specifiedin contract documents.

-_
_

-
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Figure 3.20. Temperature

Figure 3.21. Contact pyrometer

Federal Righway Administration

sensing crayons.

for measuring heating temperature.
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Figure 3.22. Heating in progress illustrating

silver color around torch tip.

-

-

Figure 3.23. Jacks in place on a Wisconsin bridge.

Federal Eighway Administration
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Approving Heating Patterns.-The
supervisorshould approvethe heating patterns and torch paths used. The general
patterns can be set as part of the designof
the repair. However, as heatingprogresses
there may be a needto modify the patterns.
The supervisor should understandthe principlesfor using variouspatternsand approve
modificationson site asrequired.
Checking Tolerances.-A significant
concern is the tolerance for the completed
repair. The contract documents should
specify the allowabletolerancesand the supervisorshouldverify that theselimits either
have been met or where (and why) exceptions were accepted. While tolerancelevels
similar to that of new constructionmay be
used,often a looser tolerancelevel may be
used to reduce the number of heat cycles
required,especiallyin restrictedareasandto
minimize the cost of the repair. This decision should be made as part of the design
process.
The aboveitems relatespecificallyto
heat straightening. The supervisor should
also exercisenormal control of the job site,
as with any construction project, including
monitoring of safetyprocedures.
Common Mistakes to Avoid
Because heat straightening has
evolved as an art form, many practitioners
have developedsome skills. Most of these
craftsmen have worked in steel fabrication
or erectionand many are experiencedwelders. They know methods to remove distortion in steel, However, many of their techniquesare not heat straightening. The most
conmionmistakesare:
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Mistake No. 1: Heating the Steel Until it
is Cherry Red
Such an approachis dangerousbecausethe steel may pass through both the
lower critical and the upper critical temperatures. The heating/cooling cycle may
not result in a reversiblemolecular change.
The heat-straightenedsteel may have brittle
characteristicsand not be suitablefor bridge
applications. Use temperature crayons to
verify the heatingtemperature.
Mistake No. 2:
Jacking the Girder
Straight While it is Hot
Over-jacking can lead to a sudden
brittle fracture. It may also result in micro
cracksnot readily visible which will weaken
the structure. All jacks should be gauged
and the forces limited to safe levels well
below the materialyield stress.
Mistake No. 3: Heating Too Large an
Area.
Somefeel that the more surfacearea
heatedthe better. However, the principle of
heat straightening is to allow differential
heating followed by contraction during
cooling to move the steel. Heat straightening is most effective when small regionsare
heated. Narrow vee, strip or line heats,with
unheatedmetal in between minimizes overall expansionyet allows contractioncooling
to take place. In fact, heatingtoo much area
may preventheatstraightening.
Mistake No. 4: Heating Outside the Yield
Zones
The goal of heat straighteningis to
gradually restore the yield zones to their
original configurations. By limiting heat to
only the vicinity of these areas,the damage
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mechanism is reversible. Heating in nonyielded regions often results in a misaligned
structure.

Mistake No. 5: Using Inefficient or Improper Heating Patterns
Certain heating patterns have been
shown to be particularly effective: vee heats
on major axis plate element bending, line
heats for minor axis bending, and strip heats
on stiffening elements. An understanding of
the role of each heating pattern is essential
to effective heat straightening.

Checking Procedures for Supervisors
Remember that the goal is not just to
straighten the damage, but to straighten it
safely. There are a number of checks that
should be made by the supervisor as the repair progresses.
1.

Review and approve all heating patterns prior to initiating the repair .

2.

Periodically check the jack gauges to
insure that excessive force is not being used.

3.

4.

5.

Periodically monitor the temperature
using temperature sensing crayons, a
contact pyrometer, or other sensing
device.
Constantly observe the color of the
steel at the torch tip. In normal daylight lighting, the steel should have a
satiny silver halo at the tip. At night
or in heavy shadows, a slight dull red
glow may be visible.
Establish reference points from
which to measure movements. A
taut line is useful although it must be
moved aside during heating.
In
smaller regions a straight edge may
be used. Sometimes it is convenient
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to measure from a fixed part of the
adjacent structure which will not
move during the straightening process.
6.

7.

Always be sensitive to safety issues
since the work is usually performed
with at least some vehicle lanes
open. Insure that jacks and other
equipment are secured from falling.
Final approval should be based on
meeting the specified tolerances.

_.
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Key Points to Remember
The engineer’s role is to design the repair.
The field supervisor monitors the repair
process to insure it meets plans and
specifications.
The contractor implements the design.
Communication is essential between engineer, supervisor and contractor.
Keys to a successful repair include:
Selection of appropriate heating
patterns and sequences.

-

Controlling the heating ternperatures and rates.

-

Using suitable restraining forces.

-

Damage assessmentincludes:
+ Initial inspection and evaluation
for safety and stability.
+ Detailed inspection for specific
defects such as signs of fracture
and material degradation.
+ Taking measurements to characterize damage.
+ Determining the cause of damage.
60
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+ Determining the presence of
cracks, tears or other problems
not amenable to heat-straighteningrepair.
l

Stepsin the planning and designprocess
include:

+ Developinga constraintplan.

l

+ Monitoring the heating temperature.

+ Analysis of degree of damage
and determination of maximum
strain dueto damage.
+ Conducting a structural analysis
of the system.
+ Selecting regions where heat
straighteningis applicable.
+ Selecting heating patterns and
parameters.
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+ Developing repair plans and
specifications.
Supervisor’sresponsibilitiesinclude:

+ Monitoring restrainingforces.
+ Approving heatingpatterns.
+ CheckingTolerances.
l

While some rational limitations exist
when consideringthe heat-straightening
option, engineeringjudgcment is an essentialingredientfor a successfulrepair.

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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PART II. TECHNICAL
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Chapter 4. Effects of Heating on the Material Properties of Steel
Introduction
The potential for detrimental effects
from heating damagedsteel has limited the
implementationof heat straightening. However,with an understandingof the properties
of steel, heat straightening can be safely
conducted. Heating steel reducesthe yield
stressas well as the elasticmodulusbut the
coefficient of thermal expansionincreases
with temperature. The behaviorof theseparameterscomplicatesattemptsto understand
the responseof steelto heat straightening.In
additionto theseshort-term effects, heat can
result in long-term consequences
which may
be detrimental.
The large majority of steelsused for
bridge constructionin the United Statesare
either carbonor low alloy steel. At ambient
temperature,these steels have three major
constituents:ferrite, cementiteand pearlite.
The iron-carbonequilibrium diagram shown
in fig. 4.1 illustratesthe relationshipof these
components. Ferrite consistsof iron molecules with no carbon attached,cementite is
an iron-carbon molecule, (Fe&); and pearIite is a mixture of cementite (12 percent)
and ferrite (88 percent). A low carbonsteel
has less than 0.8 percent carbon, too little
carbon to develop a 100 percent pearlite
compound,resultingin pearliteplus fkeeferrite molecules. High carbon steels (carbon
content between 0.8 and 2.0 percent) have
more carbonthan required to form pearlite,
resultingin a steelwith additionalcementite.
Low carbon steels tend to be softer and
more ductile becausethese are characteristics of ferrite. Cementiteis hard and brittle
Federal Highway Administration

thus high carbon steels are harder and less
ductile.
Temperatures greater than about
700°C (13OOOF)begin to produce a phase
changein steel. This temperatureis often
called the lower critical (or lower phase
transition) temperature. The body centered
cubic molecularstructurebeginsto assumea
face centeredcubic form. With this structure, a larger percentageof carbon will be
carried in solution. When steelcoolsbelow
the lower critical temperature,it attemptsto
return to its body centeredstructure. Since
this changerequires a specifiedtime frame,
rapid cooling may not permit the complete
molecularchangeto occur. Under thesecircumstances,a hard, strong and brittle phase
called martensite occurs. The steel in this
form may have reduced ductility and be
more sensitiveto brittle fracture under repeatedloads.
The upper critical (or upper phase
transition) temperatureis the level at which
the molecular changein structure is complete. At this temperature (around 8 15
925°C or 1500-1700°Ffor most steels,depending on carbon content) the steel assumesthe form of a uniform solid solution
called austenite. It is at temperaturesbetween the lower and upper critical that a
wide range of mill hot rolling and working
can occur. As long as the temperatureis
lowered slowly in a controlledmanner fi-om
these levels, the steel assumesits original
molecular configuration and properties.
This temperaturecontrol is more difficult to
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maintain at a fabrication shop or in the field
when conducting heat straightening repairs.

Residual
Plates

Consequently, if the temperature
during heat straightening is not kept below
the lower critical temperature, undesirable
properties may be produced during cooling.
It is this concern that has limited the application of heat straightening in many cases.
A related issue is the question of residual
stresses. When heated steel cools, the surfaces having the most exposure to the cooling environrnent contract more rapidly. This
unequal contraction produces the residual
stresses found in most steel shapes and it is
important to understand how heat straightening affects these residual stress patterns.
The purpose of this chapter is to first provide data on the residual stress patterns of
heat-straightened steel, and second, to provide a summary of how heat straightening
affects material properties.

Although residual stresses are often
mentioned in literature on heat straightening,
there has been little documented research in
this area. Past research was conducted in the
context of heat curving (not heat straightening), and thus is somewhat limited in its applicability to heat straightening. Some of
the most notable research was conducted at
the University of Washington (Roeder
1985), where a finite element model was
developed to predict the local behavior of a
plate element subjected to a vee heat. Residual stresses were estimated using the
model and experimental strains were also
measured. An example of Roeder’s results
are shown in fig. 4.2.
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Experimental research was conducted (Brockenbrough 1970b) to back up
earlier theoretical residual stress studies
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Figure 4.2. Experimental strain and theoretical
residual stress distribution for 2/3 depth, 45’ vee
heated plate subjected to 1000°F temperature
(Roeder, 1985).

(Brockenbrough1970a)on heat-curvedplate
girders subjected to line heats. These
stresses, determined by the “sectioning
method”, were reasonably consistent with
the theoretical values, Similar theoretical
methodswere used on vee-heatedplate elements (Nicholls and Weerth 1972) and on
wide flange beams (Horton 1973). However, the resultswere not supported by any
experimentaldata.
Significant residual stressesoccur in
most structural steel members. Such
stresses usually result from differential
shrinkageduring cooling in the manufacture
of both rolled and welded built-up shapes.
However, the cutting and punchingprocess
during fabricationmay alsoproduceresidual
stresses. Residual stressesare quite high
andvaluesmay reach50 percentof yield for
some rolled shapesand approachyield for
some welded built-up members. With one
exception, residual stresseshave been neglectedin coderequirementsgoverningsteel
Federal Highway Administration

design. The reasonsfor neglectingresidual
stressesrelate to two characteristics:(1) The
ductility of steel allows for a moderating
redistribution of residual stresseswhen a
member is subjectedto large loads, and (2)
since residualstressesare self-equilibrating,
largecompressivestressesat one location on
a cross section are balanced by tensile
stressesat another location. As a consequence,the stressesat a specific cross section productedby applied loads is additive
to the residual stressesat some points and
are subtractiveat others. The result is that
the ultimate strengthof a member is usually
not affected by residual stresses. The exception is compressionmembers in which
high residual stressesmay reducethe buckling strength. American design codes account for residual stressesin compression
members by assumingan averageresidual
stressvalue of 50 percentof the yield stress.
This assumption may lead to somewhat
conservative designs for rolled shapes
(which have smaller residual stresses)and
slightly lessconservativedesignsfor welded
built-up shapes(which have larger residual
stresses). Europeancodeshave adoptedthe
multiple column curve approachin which
different formulas are used depending,on
the magnitudeof residualstresses.For these
codesthe level of residual stressaffects the
designcapacity.
Avent, Robinson, et. al. (1993) have
conductedresearchto provide insight as to
whether heat straightening produces some
negative effects due to residual stresses.
The study included: both plates and rolled
shapes;variations in vee angle, vee depth
and level of externalrestraining forces; and
degree of initial damage. Residual stress
patterns were determined by using the
“sectioningmethod”, a well-established,but
67
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Figure 4.3. Measured residual stresses in a vee
heated plate prior to heating.

Figure 4.4. Average residual stress values for vee
heated plates which were originally undamaged.

destructive procedure. After taking initial
distance measurements between two fixed
points on the steel, a narrow strip containing
these points is cut out (by milling to avoid
heating the steel). The distance is remeasured and the change reflects the magnitude of residual stresses in that strip.
Practical considerations limit strips to approximately % in width and changes in
length are quite small over the gauge lengths
required; typically 4 in. These considerations limit the accuracy of the process.
However, the results provide a reasonable
assessment of residual stress patterns after
heat straightening. For all residual stress
values given in this chapter, a positive sign
denotes tension and negative denotes compression stresses.

(Avent and Wells 1982). A series of 100 x 6
x 610 mm (4 x */4 x 24 in) long, initially
straight A36 steel plates were vee heated
four times each. The heating parameters are
shown in table 4.1, Residual stresses were
measured across the vee heated zone for
each plate with the 102 mm (4 in) gauge
length centered on the vee for each strip. A
distinction can be made by classifying
“small vee angles” as those being less than
or equal to 60” and “large vee angles” as
those greater than 60’. These two categories
have significantly different magnitudes of
residual stresses, especially at the edges.
The averages of all plates within each category are shown in fig. 4.4. The smaller vees
exhibited considerably higher compressive
stressesat the edges.

An unheated plate (Plate UH) was
tested for residual stresses to provide the basis for determining changes resulting fi-om
vee heats. Stresses found in each strip are
plotted in fig. 4.3. The values are fairly low
and the shape compares reasonably well
with standard residual stress assumptions
and previous experimental measurements

The residual stress patterns in all of
the plates were similar in shape to Roeder’s
theoretical distribution (fig. 4.2), where
normalized values were used. An evaluation
of the individual results indicates that most
vee heat parameters had little effect on residual stresses. The exception was that the
largest vee angle cases (82”) had maximum
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Table 4.1. Heating parameters for undamaged plates.
I

I

I

I

I

Plate

Vee Angle

Jacking Ratio

Depth Ratio

P-l

20

0.00

1.00

P-2

45

0.00

1.00

P-3

60

0.00

1.oo

P-4

20

0.00

1.00

P-5

45

0.50

0.75

P-6

45

0.00

0.75

P-7

82

0.50

0.75

P-8

82

0.00

0.75

I

Table 4.2. Heating conditions and degree of damage for deformed plates.
Plate

Angle of Damage
(deg/millirad)

Max Strain
(Multiple of Yield
Strain)

Vee Angle
(degree)

Jacking Ratio
W&j

Vee Depth
Ratio

Avg. Plastic Rotation
per vee heat (milliradians)

P-9

6.40/l 11.8

30

45

0.25

1.00

4.63

P-10

23.621412.2

100

45

0.25

1.00

3.82

P-11

5.58/97.4

30

45

0.50

1.00

5.94

P-12

1l-80/205.9

80

45

0.50

1.00

5.60

P-13

18.71327.6

90

45

0.33

1.00

5.56

P-14

5.99Do4.5

30

45

0.50

0.75

4.69

P-15’

21.12/368.6

80

20

0.50

0.75

3.81.

P-16’

25.061437.4

90

20

0.50

1 .oo

3.41

P-17’

18.2U317.8

100

60

0.50

0.75

6.43

P-18’

25.021436.7

100

60

0.50

1.00

6.56

‘The last four specimens were used just for plastic rotation data and were not straightened completely (20 heats were applied to
each)
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Figure 4.5. Regjons utilized in residual stress
measurements of damaged and heat straightened
plates (Note: 25.4 mm = 1 in.).

stressesof 40-60 percentlessthan thosewith
smallerveeangles. However, for vee angles
from 20-60°, the residual stress variation
was small. Similarly, neither the jacking
ratios nor depth ratios significantly influencedresidualstresses. In all casesthe distribution of residual stresseswere symmetrical. Thus,with the exceptionof veeangle,it
appearsthat the heating/coolingcycle is the
primary factor influencing residualstresses.
Sincethe entirecross sectionwas elevatedto
the same temperature, the residual stress
distribution tended to be symmetrical. In
comparisonto the unheatedplate, the maximum stresseswere found to be over 100
percentlarger. For veesin the 20-60” range,
the maximum compressionresidualstresses
were on the order of 172MPa (25 ksi).
A secondseriesof 100x 6 x 610 mm
(4 x ‘/4 x 24 in) long plates were initially
damagedand then heat straightened. The
parametersare shown in table 4.2. After
straightening,averageresidualstresseswere
determined by the sectioning method for
three different regions on the damaged
plated: RegionsA, B, and C (see fig. 4.5).
Federal
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Typically, eight strips were cut from each
plate. The plates were classifiedin groups
of small degreeof damage(6”) andlarge degree of damage(12 to 24”) where degreeof
damage,(pd,is defined as shown in fig. 3.3.
Thesetwo groups experiencedslightly different residual stress patterns. The small
degreeof damageclassificationexhibited a
maximum strain ratio (eq. 3.9) of approximately 30 times yield strain and the larger
degree of damage cases 80 to 100 times
yield strain. The residualstressdistributions
for both casesare shownin figs. 4.6 and4.7.
Since all of theseplates had significant damage,a large number of heats (25
100) were required to straighten them. It
appearsthat the repetitive heating tendedto
reducethe residualstressesin comparisonto
the undamagedheatedplates. All but one of
the five platesexhibited the parabolicdistribution predictedby Roeder(1985). The exception(plateII) had compressionstressesat
the centeras well as the edges. As a result
the averagevalues for the two plates with
the 6” damagedid not follow the expected
pattern. For all casesthe maximum compressive stressesat the edges ranged between 83-179MPa (12-26 ksi) and, the tensile stressesranged between55-83 MPa (812 ksi). The stresseswere computedusing
the commonly assumedvalue of 200,000
MPa (29,000ksi) for the steel’smodulusof
elasticity (E). It shouldbe noted that a few
of the gage holes were destroyed in the
stripping process,thus rendering the strips
unreadable.
Based on the measured residual
stresses,’a theoretical model can be developed by assuming the distribution to be
parabolic. With a maximum tensilestressof
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69 MPa (10 ksi) and a maximum compressive stressof 138MPa (20 ksi), the residual
stressescan be approximatedby
(Eq. 4.1)

where x is the distancetiom the centerof the
plate to the residual stress location divided
by the plate width and o, is the residual
stressin ksi.
Residual Stressesin Rolled Shapes
Residual stress patterns have been
experimentally determined for some representative samples of angles, channels and
wide flange sections. The geometry of the
shapes prevented measurementswith the
extensometeron both sidesof certain strips.
However, the continuity and consistencyof
the values indicate that by just measuring
one side, sufficient accuracywas obtained.
The residual stress values for angles are
shown in fig. 4.8 - 4.11. The strip number
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Figure 4.6. Residual stress distribution for damaged and vee heated plates in region B (assumed
modulus = 200,000 MPa or 29,000 ksi).
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Figure 4.7. Residual stress distribution for damaged and vee heated plates in region A and C (assumed modulus = 200,000 MPa or 29,000 ksi).

locationsareshown in the figures alongwith
the locationof the vee and strip heats.
In the two originally undamagedangles (figs. 4.8 and 4.9), the residual stress
patterns were quite similar. Somewhat
higher compressivestresseswere found at
the edgesin Fig 4.9. The only difference
between these two specimenswas the vee
angleused (20” and 45”, respectively). For
thesetwo casesthe apex of the vee was located at the toe of one leg and a strip heat
was usedon the oppositeleg.
The residual stressesfor a 4x4~114
angle that was damaged and then heat
straightenedis shownin fig. 4.10. An interesting fact is that the damagedangle specimen exhibited the same pattern of residual
stressesas the undamagedangles although
the damaged angle had somewhat higher
values. For this case, the apex of the vee
was locatedat the heel of one leg anda strip
heatwas not requiredon the oppositeleg. It
is apparentthat the heating/coolingprocess
in the angles results in quite high (around
280 MPa or 40 ksi) compressivestresses
71
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Figure 4.12. Stresses in channel IX-6 (45’ we,
M#$Q = 0.50, depth ratio = 1.00).

near the toes, regardlessof the location of
the vee apex, relative to the stiffening element. For each of these casesthe residual
stresseswere large compressivevalues at
edges and comers and somewhat smaller
tensile forces over the central portion of
eachcrosssectionelement.

m

The residual stress pattern for an
unequalleg angleis shown in fig. 4.11. The
angle was damagedand straightenedwith
vee heatson the long leg. Sincethe apexof
the vee was at the heel,no strip heatwas required on the stiffening leg. Here the pattern
varied from the equal leg angles,although
the maximum values were of similar magnitude (approximately equal to the yield
stress).
Of primary importanceis the observation that residualstressesin heat

p4
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Figure 4.13. Residual stress strip locations (Category S heat).
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a

Figure 4.14. Residual stress strip locations (Category W heat).

straightenedangles are quite high and approach yield stress at some points. While
the distribution of these stressesmay vary,
the magnitudesare similar to that of welded
built-up shapes.
The residualstressesfor a categoryS
heating pattern on an originally undamaged
C 6x8.2 channelare shownin fig. 4.12. The
pattern is not as well defined as for angles.
However, significant residual stresseswere
found with the magnitudesapproachingthe
yield stress.
Residual stresseswere also experimentally determinedin the heatedregion of
W 6x9 wide flange beams using the sectioning method. In all of the beams, eight
strips were cut from each flange, and six
stripswere cut from the web (seefigs.
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Eight undamaged W 6x9 wide
flange beams were heated using the standard
patterns (five Category S and three Category
W). Four heats were conducted for each
beam. The heating parameters are shown in
table 4.3. Plots of the residual stress patterns are shown in figs. 4.16-4.23. From the
residual stress patterns in the heated undamaged beams, the following observations are
made:
l

Strip

Number

Figure 4.15. Residual stresses in unheated wide
flange beam “UJP.

4.13 and 4.14). The shape of the extensometer used to measure the gage lengths
prohibited obtaining stresses in the web
within about 1.5 inches from either of the
flanges, thus limiting stress reading to six
strips.
An unheated specimen (Beam UH)
was tested for residual stress (fig.4.15), to
compare with the heated specimens. These
stresses closely matched a plot of the residual stresses in a roller straightened W6x20
shape shown in the Structural Stability Research Council’s “Guide to Stability Design
Criteria for Metal Structures” (1976). Roller
straightening (or rotor-king) is a cormnon
mill practice for straightening small wide
flange shapes to meet sweep and camber tolerances. The process redistributes and
greatly reduces the initial residual stresses in
the flanges (a characteristic evident in Beam
UH, where these stresses are quite low).

--

-.

.-

The residual stresses are greatly
increased when vee heats are applied to undamaged beams. The
maximum values equal yield for
Category S and approximately
one-half yield for Category W
heats.
The patterns were significantly
different in the Category S and
Category W heated specimens.
Jacking ratio and depth ratio
were again found to not significantly change the stress patterns,
when all other parameters were
held constant.
By classifying the 20- and 30degree vee angles as small and
the 45degree vee angles as large,
there were significant pattern differences in the two classifications
in the Category S specimens (no
significant difference in Category
W specimens).

Four W 6x9 wide flange beams were
bent about their weak axis (Category W) and
repaired using the standard patterns. All
beams were repaired with % depth, 45” vees
and a jacking ratio of 50 percent.
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Table 4.3. Heating conditions for undamaged wide flange beams.
Beam

Vee Angle

Jacking Ratio

Depth Ratio

B-l

20

0.00

1.oo

S

B-2

30

0.00

1.oo

S

I

B-3

45

I

I

0.00

I

Category

1.00

I

s

B-4

45

0.25

1.00

S

B-5

45

0.50

1 .oo

S

B-6

20

0.00

1.00

W

I

B-7

I

B-8

I

I

20
45

0.50

I

w

1.oo

0.00

12345676

Strip

I

1 .oo

W

12345671

Number

Strip

Number

Vee
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Figure 4.16. Stresses in beam B-l (20” vt?e, Mj/M,
= 0.00, depth ratio = 1.00).
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Figure 4.17. Stresses in beam B-2 (30” vee, M,/M,
= 0.00, depth ratio = 1.00).
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Figure 4.18. Stresses in beam B-3 (45O vee, Mj/M,
= 0.00, depth ratio = 1.00).
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Figure 4.19. Stresses in beam B-4 (45’ vee, Mj/M,
= 0.25, depth ratio = 1.00).
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Figure 4.20. Stresses in beam B-5 (45” vee, Mj/M,
= 0.50, depth ratio = 1.00).
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Figure 4.21. Stresses in beam B-6 (20” vee, Mj/MP
= 0.00, depth ratio = 1.00).
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Figure 4.22. Stresses in beam B-7 (20” vee, MI/M,
= 0.50, depth ratio = 1 .OO).

Figure 4.23. Stresses in beam B-8 (45’ vee, Mj/M,
= 0.00, depth ratio = 1.00).

A unique part of thesetests was that
all beams except the first were re-damaged
andrepairedseveraltimes. Residualstresses
were obtained after the last repair cycle for
eachbeam. In eachcasethe degreeof damage was approximately 7O which required
about 20 heats to complete the repair. Residual stress measurementswere made on
beamsafter 1,2, 4, and 8 damage/repaircycles. Measurementswere taken at the center
of damage. Shown in fig. 4.24 are the average residual stressesin the flanges of the
specimensfor the different categoriesand
locations (the shorteningof the beamsprevented the measurementof residual stresses
in the webs, except for the single damage/repaircycle). The stresseswere fairly
consistent in the beams with one and two
damage/repaircyclesand fairly consistentin
those with four and eight damage/repaircycles. This behavior indicatesthat the number of damagecycles

has some effect on the residual stressdistribution. Values are shown, using an assumed
modulus of elasticity of 200,000 MPa
(29,000ksi).
It is interestingto note that the residual stresspatternsin all of thesebeamswere
exactly oppositein nature to that of the undamagedbeams which had tension in the
flangesand compressionin the web. For the
damage/repaircases, the large number of
vee heatstendedto shortenthe flangesmore
than the strip heatsshortenedthe web. Thus
the flanges had tension stresseswhile the
web had compression stresses. The web
compressionwas obvious by severe web
buckling which occurred after a number of
damage/repaircycles (A correction factor
was applied to account for curvature when
computingthe residual stressof eachstrip).
Actual repairswould haverequiredthis local
buckling to be heat straightened.
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Figure 4.24. Residual stress distribution

damaged, Category W side flange beams (assumed E = 200,000 MPa
or 29,000 ksi).

Residual stresses were measured for
a single W 6x9 beam with Category S damage which was repaired using the standard
pattern. The residual stress patterns are
shown in fig. 4.25. Both flanges were in
compression while the web was in tension.
The maximum compressive stresses in the
flanges approached yield while those in the
web were somewhat less. A comparison of
the residual stresses for the undamaged and
damaged beams showed a reasonably good
correlation for Category S.
The large residual stresses created
during heat straightening have several implications. First, if the member is a compression element, the high residual stresses are
similar to welded built-up members. Since
U.S. codes use a single column curve conFederal Highway Administration

Number

cept, these members are all treated the same
and no capacity reduction would be assumed. However, if multiple column curves
are used (typical of many European countries), then heat straightened columns would
fall in a lower strength curve after heating
due to residual stresses. Consequently, there
would be some loss of design strength.
Second, high tensile residual stresses
reduce the effectiveness of jacking forces by
effectively canceling out the compressive
stresses in areas with externally applied
force which causes compressive stresses.
Movement could be reduced or even reversed, if the jacking force moment does not
compensate for the residual stresses.
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Figure 4.25. Residual stresses in Category S damaged wide flange beam (45” vee, Mm = 0.50,
depth ratio = 1.00).

Basic Material Properties From Laboratory Tests
Thermal Expansion.-One of the
most fundamental aspectsof heat straightening is the thermal expansioncharacteristics of steel. The coefficient of thermal expansionis a measureof the rate of strain per
degree temperature. Between 65650°C
(250-1,200”F)this coeflkient varies directly
with temperaturesuchthat the rate of expansion increases as temperature increases
(Blodgett, 1972;Ditman, 1961;Nichols and
Weerth, 1972; Roeder, 1985).
A plot
showing the variation of the coefficient of
thermal expansionfor low carbon steels is
shown in fig. 4.26 (Roeder, 1985). Most
curves of this type do not exceed a temperatureof 650-760°C(1200-1400°F)
Federal

Highway

Administration

Figure 4.26. Variation of coefficient of thermal
expansion versus temperature (Roeder, 1985).

becausesomeresearchhas indicted that the
thermal expansion may become irregular
over the rangeof temperaturesbetween700870°C (1300-1600°F). This region is referred to as the phase transformation zone
and the behavior is attributed to molecular
changewhich might have detrimentaleffects
on the steel properties. However, Roeder
has shown that for vee heatsthe thermal expansion continues to increase in a wellbehavedmanner up to 870°C (1600°F) for
carbon steels, although at this temperature,
surfacedamagesuch aspitting becomesevident.
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process. The second is the permanent effect heat straightening has on yield stress
after the steel has cooled.
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Figure 4.27. Normalized yield stress and modulus
of elasticity versus temperature (Roeder, 1985).

Modulus of Elasticity.-Between 30650°C (lOO-1200”F), the Modulus of elasticity decreaseswith increasing temperature.
At 650°C (1200°F) the Modulus of steel
typically decreases to one-half of its
Modulus at room temperature. This relationship is shown in fig. 4.27 where E, is the
modulus at an ambient temperature of 21°C
(70°F) which is 200,000 MPa (29,000 ksi)
and T is in degrees Fahrenheit. Two investigators (Nicholls and Weerth, 1972 and
Horton, 1973) have reported the results of
measuring the Modulus of elasticity after the
heat straightening. No appreciable change
in the Modulus of elasticity was found after
completing the heat straightening process
and allowing the material to cool to ambient
temperature.
Yield Stress.-Two aspects are important in relating the yield stress to the heat
straightening process. The first is the variation in the yield stress during the heating
Federal Highway Administration
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A plot of the yield stress versus temperature (Roeder, 1985) is shown in fig. 4.27
for carbon steel where T is the temperature
in degrees Fahrenheit and F, is the nominal
yield stress at 21°C (70°F). It can be seen
that the yield stress may be on the order of
40 percent its original value when the temperature reaches the 650°C (1200°F) associated with heat straightening. This characteristic has the positive effect of enabling
plastic deformation to occur at relatively low
stresses during the straightening process.
However, it may produce a negative effect in
that the area being heated is temporarily
weakened.
Of long-range interest is the effect on
the yield strength after cooling has taken
place. A number of researchers have measured the yield stress after the heating/cooling
cycle to determine the modified characteristics. For the carbon steel tests representing
over 25 specimens fi-om various investigators (see table lO.l), the yield stress increases an average of 10 percent after heat
straightening.
Six specimens of high
strength, low alloy steel showed a 2 percent
increase in yield stress while eight specimens of heat-treated, high strength carbon
steel showed an average increase in yield
stress of 7 percent. The only steel that
showed a decrease in yield stress was the
quenched and tempered steel where the average of 12 specimens produced a 6 percent
decrease in yield stress. This data indicated
that the long term effects of the heat
straightening process has a small but generally positive effect on the yield stress.
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In addition, the tested specimens
were heated for various lengths of time,
cooledboth by air andby quenchingwith a
mist, and were subjectedto various superimposedloads and residual stresses. None
of thesesvariableshad significant effect on
the yield stresswith the possible exception
of the quenchedand temperedsteel. In the
caseof quenching,the yield stresswas, on
the average, unchanged from the original
yield.
Ductility After Heat Straightening.-Ductility has often been measuredas
the elongationover a two inch gagelength
expressedas a percentage. Test data (see
table 10.1) showsthat there is typically a lo20 percent decreasein ductility after the
steel has experienced a cycle of heat
straightening. This range is the percent reduction and should not be construedas the
actualreduction. The averagedecreasesare:
carbonsteels,8 percent; High strength,low
alloy steels 18 percent; quenchedand tempered steels, 14 percent; and quenchedand
temperedconstructionalalloy steels,11 percent. While these changesin ductility characteristicsare significant, the magnitudeof
the reductionis in an acceptablerange.

scissa)is generated. The resulting curve is
S-shapedwith an upper limit asymptoteof
constantenergy absorption as the temperatures increaseabovea certain upper critical
temperatureand a lower limit asymptoteas
the temperaturegoes below the lower critical temperature. Theselimits are referredto
as the upper and lower shelf. Tests (seetable 10.1)have shownthat there is no significant changein the upper shelf energy absorption before and after the heat straighteningprocessfor any gradeof steel.
A second measure of the notch
toughnesscan also be obtained from the
Charpy tests. The temperatureat which 50
percent of the upper shelf energy was absorbed,T,, is measuredand the difference
betweenthe original T,, and the T, after a
completion of a heat straighteningcycle is
checked. Positive differences represent a
decreasein notch toughness due to heat
straighteningwhile negativenumbersrepresent an increase. Researchers(table 10.1)
havefound a considerablevariation within a
given steel grade. However, the average
values indicate that only the quenchedand
tempered,low alloy steelshave a significant
positive shift (18OCor 32°F).

Notch Toughness.-The Charpy Vnotch test is widely used as a guide to the
toughnessof steelsin structuressusceptible
to brittle fracture. A small rectangularbar
with a specifiedV-shapednotch at its midlength is simply supportedat its ends as a
beam and fractured by a blow firom a
swingingpendulum. The amount of energy
required to fracture the specimenis calculatedfrom the height to which the pendulum
rises after breaking the specimen. The data
is takenat a range of temperaturesanda plot
of energy versus temperature (on the ab-

Another measureof notch toughness
is the fracture transition temperature. This
temperatureis the one in which the percentage of shear fracture is 50 percent of the
crosssection. Pattee,et. al. (1969) usedthis
criteria in evaluatingseveralgradesof steel
that had been heat straightened. The Drop
Weight Tear test was used instead of the
similar Charpy test. The fracture transition
temperature changes were modest for all
casesexcept the A517-A steel where there
was a significant positive shift indicating a
fracture sensitivity.
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Only one series of fatigue tests on
flame straightenedmemberswere found in
the literature (The shortening.. ., 1946). In
this case three eye bars of A-7 steel were
heat shortened and then fatigue cycled.
When comparedto similar specimenswhich
had not been heated,the fatigue strength at
both 500,000 and l,OOO,OOO
cycles were
similar. Although data is sparse,there is no
indication that carbon steels will have a
shortenedfatigue life after heat straightening.
Shanafeltand Horn (1984) have recommended that fracture critical members
(nonredundanttension members or components) not be repairedby heat straightening
unlessthe member is fully strengthenedby
the addition of cover or splicematerial. No
technicaldatawas presentedto back up this
recommendation. The data presentedhere
suggestthat suchrestrictionsare overly conservative with perhaps the only exception
being the high strength quenchedand temperedsteels. The reductionsin notch toughnessarerelatively modestotherwise.
Rockwell Hardness.-A few investigators have conducted Rockwell hardness
tests on heat straightenedspecimens.Patee,
et. al. (1969, 1970) indicatedthat the hardnesstest may be a better measureof material
properties than tensile tests because the
hardnesstest measuressuch a small area.
Harrison (1952) also conducted hardness
tests. Both of theseresearchersfound that
the hardnessvalues did not change appreciably beforeand after heatstraightening.
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Mechanical
Properties
Straightened Plates

of

Heat-

Most testing for the basicmechanical
properties of heat-straightenedplates have
been conducted on undamaged plates.
Thesetestswere typically conductedon undamagedplateswhich had been vee heated
only 3 or 4 times. Researchersconcluded
from these tests that: (1) little change occurred in modulus of elasticity, (2) slight
increaseswere found in yield and ultimate
tensile stress,and (3) lo-25 percent reduction in ductility was observed. Of more significance are the properties of damaged
plates (or rolled shapes)after experiencing
the large number of heats required to fully
straightenthe member. To investigatethis
behavior,materialpropertiestests were conducted on damagedplates in which a large
numberof heatshadbeenapplied.
Tensiletestswere conductedon coupons taken from the residual stress strips
describedpreviously. Yield strength,tensile
strength, percent elongation,percent reduction area; and modulus of elasticity were
determinedfor platesP-9 through P-14. For
each plate, coupons were taken from the
heatedareaat the apex (strip 1 or 2), middle
(strip 4 or 5), and open end (strip 7 or 8) of
the vee. Also, a strip from an unheatedregion of the sameplate (strip UH) was tested
for comparisonpurposes.
Yield Stress and Tensile Strength.-

The results of the coupontests are shown in
table 4.4. Some couponsexhibited significant increasesin yield stressesover that of
the unheatedmaterial (most notably at the
top of the vee). The averageincreasefor
eight couponsat the vee apex was 17 percent. This valueis nearlytwice the increase
82
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Table 4.4. Material properties of damaged plates.
Specimen/Strip

Yield Stress
(Mpa) WI

Maximum Tensile strength
WW (W

Percent*
Elongation

Percent Red.
In Area

UH

323 46.8

474 68.7

45

58

199

28.9

1

356 51.7

486 70.5

33

46

----

----

5

343 49.8

487 70.6

38

60

219

31.7

7

345 50.0

485 70.3

39

60

222

32.2

UH

336 48.7

494 71.7

41

56

222

32.2

2

361 52.3

491 71.2

30

62

209

30.3

5

358 51.9

496 71.9

31

60

172

24.9

7

356 51.7

481 69.7

34

64

125

18.2

UH

311 45.1

499 72.4

42

57

215

31.2

1

382 55.4

507 73.6

30

60

219

31.7

4

352 51.1

501 72.6

41

58

177

25.6

8

333 48.3

491 71.2

36

57

158

22.9

UH

303 43.9

459 66.5

46

60

167

24.2

2

359 52.0

472 68.4

34

63

154

22.3

5

333 48.3

474 68.8

36

60

158

22.9

7

324 47.0

476 69.0

36

60

117

17.0

UH

323 46.9

480 69.6

43

59

197

28.6

2

345 50.0

487 70.7

32

57

250

36.3

5

317 46.0

468 67.9

--

150

21.7

7

301 43.7

466 67.6

35

65

126

18.3

UH

292 42.3

476 69.0

41

58

192

27.8

2

414 60.1

521 75.6

28

51

301

43.6

4

335 48.6

494 71.7

35

59

245

35.5

351 50.9

487 70.7

34

56

199

28.9

F

P-9

P-10

P-11

(3

P-12

P-13

P-14

8

Modulus of Elasticity
(MFa x 103) (ksi x 10’)

Rates of strain=O.4545 in/in per minute up to yield
=1.07 14 in/in per minute up to failure
* 1-inch gage length
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found for the undamaged plates discussed in
the previous section. It is obvious that the
large number of repetitive heats provided a
degree of heat treatment not reflected in a
small number of heats on undamaged plates.
The maximum tensile strength values were
more consistent, having variations of less
than 4 percent except for plate No. 14,
which had a 10 percent increase. The net
effect of heat straightening is to narrow the
gap between yield stress and maximum tensile strength.
Modulus of Elasticity.-Based on
limited data, it has been assumed that single
vee heats on mild steel did not affect the
modulus of elasticity. However, the results
shown in table 4.4 indicate considerable
variation in modulus of elasticity. Variations for a given plate ranged fi-om 1l-77
percent. The average values for plates P-9
and P-14 increased 11 percent and 30 percent, respectively. However, the average
values for the other four plates decreased in
the range of 13-3 1 percent. This evidence
indicates that heat straightening tends to reduce the modulus of elasticity in the heated
regions.
Ductility.-The
percent elongation
significantly decreased for all strips tested.
This result is consistent with previous tests
on undamaged vee heated plates. The elongation of the unheated strips ranged from
41-46 percent while the average for each of
the heated plates ranged f?.om32-37 percent.
Thus the elongation of heat-straightened
plates tended to decreaseby nearly one-third
but all still met or exceeded material specification requirements.
An important observation is that the
changes in material properties resulting from
the damaging and straightening processes
were very similar for each plate, in spite of
Federal Highway Administration

the differences in degree of damage, jacking ratio, vee depth and the number of heats
applied. It appears that these parameters do
not significantly affect material properties.
An independent sample t-test was
conducted for each property in table 4.4 to
attach a statistical significance to the effects
of one damage/straightening cycle on these
properties. This test is an excellent method
to determine the confidence level for predicting changes from some process or event,
even with a small number of samples. Table
4.5 shows the confidence levels of one damage/repair cycle causing an increase (or decrease) in the particular material properties
of a steel plate specimen. A high level of
confidence exists that yield strength will increase, and that percent elongation will decrease (at all positions within the heated region). However, the confidence level of increased tensile stress and decreased reduction of area are low since values under 95 to
97.5 percent are often rejected in hypothesis
testing (Hicks 1982).
Considering only the high confidence levels for yield stress increase and
ductility reduction, the respective percentages of these properties (for each specimen)
in relation to those in the unheated specimens and the ASTM standards are listed in
table 4.6. For yield stress, the ASTM standard minimum value is 248 MPa (36 ksi),
and the standard for minimum percent elongation is 34 percent for a 50 mm (2 in)
gauge length.
It should be noted that the highest
values for yield stress (414 MPa or 60.1 ksi)
was obtained in strip #2 of plate P-14. This
was the only plate with a depth ratio of 0.75
for which tensile tests were conducted. Because this strip #2 is in a region that has undergone compressive deformation but has
84
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Table 4.5. T-test confidence levels for material properties of heat-straightened
Maximum

Stress*

Percent Elongation**

plates.

Strip No.

Yield Stress*

Percent Red. In Area**

land2

99.9

92.0

99.9

69.8

4and5

99.2

78.0

99.6

3.7

7and8

96.2

53.9

99.9

8.9

*Confidence level that heat straightening a deformed plate will cause an increase in the property shown over that of
the same specimen before the damage/straightening cycle
**Confidence level that heat straightening a deformed plate will cause an decrease in the property shown over that
of the same specimen before the damage/straightening cycle

Table 4.6. Comparison

Plate/Strip
P-9

1
5
7
P-10 2
5
7
P-11 1
4
8
P-12
2
5
7
P-13
2
5
7
P-14] 2
4
8

of material properties in heat straightened steel plates with unheated specimens and
ASTM standard values.

Yield Stress
% of UH Specimen
% of ASTM Standard
110
114
106
138
197
139
107
145
107
144
106
144
123
154
113
134
107
131
118
144
110
134
107
131
107
139
110
128
107
121
142
167
115
135
120
141

Federal Highway Administration

Percent Elongation
% of ASTM Standard
% of UH Specimen
74
97
84
112
87
115
73
88
76
91
83
100
71
88
98
121
86
106
74
100
78
106
78
106
74
94
_-w-v
81
103
68
82
85
103
83
100
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not been directly heated, it is suspectedto
retain more strain hardeningeffectsthan if it
were containedwithin the vee heatedarea
(as other strip #Z’s are for full-depth vees).
The minor restretching effect in the upper
portions of this plate (addressed by Roeder,
1985)may have causedcyclic hardeningnot
experiencedif the materialwas heated. This
specimenalone (among the plates) experienced a significant increase in tensile
strengthover the unheatedspecimenfor that
plate (10 percent). It should also be noted
that similarly elevated yield and tensile
strengths were experienced(near the vee
apex) after the first damage cycle in the
study of repetitively damagedwide flange
beams,describedin the next sectionwhere a
depthratio of 0.75 was alsoused.
Mechanical Properties of Heat-Straightened Wide Flange Beams

Tensile tests were conducted on
strips taken from four W 6x9 beamsdamaged by bending about their minor axis
(Category W). The residual stressesfor
thesebeamswere discussedearlier and the
resultsshown in fig. 4.24. In eachcase45”,
3/4depthvees and a 50 percentjacking ratio
were used. The standardCategory W pattern of vee heatson both flangesand a strip
heat on the web was employed. In addition
to evaluating material properties, the purpose of thesetests was to determinethe effects of repetitive cycles of damageand repair. Consequently,Beam B-l was damagedandrepairedonce,while BeamsB-2 to
B-4 were damagedand repairedtwice, four
times and eight times, respectively. In each
casethe degreeof damagewas in the range
of 6-8” and required about 20 heat cyclesto
repair. After the last damage/repaircycle for
eachbeam,one of the flangeswas sectioned
Federal Highway Administration

and tensile tests conductedon strips near
the apex, center and open end of the vee.
The resulting properties are given in table
4.7 where UH indicates an unheatedstrip
(seefig.4.14 for strip numbers).
Yield Stress.-A significant increase
in yield stressand tensile strength occurred
near the apexof the vee and it was progressively larger in proportion to the number of
damage/repaircycles. A plot of the variation is given in fig.4.28. The yield stresses
at other locationsincreasedin the range of
9-21 percentand averageda 13 percent increase(similar to the damagedplate results).
The dataconfirms that the apexof the vee is
the most sensitivezone. Repetitive damage
and repair cyclesresult in large increasesin
yield stress,especiallyafter two or more cycles. Tensile strength followed a similar
pattern as shown in table 4.7 and fig. 4.29.
However, the tensile strength at the apex
increasedat only half the rate of the yield
stressas shownin table4.8. This narrowing
of the normal gap between yield stressand
tensile strength suggeststhat heat straightening should be limited to no more than 2
damage/repaircycles.
Modulus of Elasticity.-The modulus
of elasticity averaged8-23 percentlower for
memberswith one or two damage/repaircycles. However an increasewas observedfor
the beam with four cycles. In general,the
level of variation was similar to that of damagedplates.
Ductility.-The elongation after one
or two damage/repaircycles(31-32 percent)
followed the trend of plates with about a
one-third reduction. However, for four or
eight cyclesthe elongationis proportionally
reducedasshownin fig. 4.30 andtable 4.8.
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Table 4.7. Mechanical properties of damaged and heat straightened W 6 x 9 Category W wide flange beams
(Vee angle=45”, jacking ratio=50 percent and depth ratio=75 percent)‘“.
Specimen/Strip

B-1

B-3

B-4

-

Maximum Stress
WW W)

Percent
Elongation

Percent Red.
In Area

Modulus of Elasticity
(MPa x 10’) (ksi x 103)

GJW

313 45.4

465

67.4

43

63

223 32.3

1

398 57.7

507 73.6

30

62

234 33.9

5

372 53.9

506 73.4

36

64

166 24.1

7

340 49.4

484 70.2

29

64

218 31.6

w-9

328 47.6

471

68.3

42

66

203 29.4

2

438 63.5

538 78.0

31

60

170 24.7

4

354 51.3

520 75.4

32

61

123 17.9

8

360 52.2

490

71.0

31

65

203 29.4

311 45.1

469 68.0

43

65

185 26.9

2

489 70.9

569 82.5

22

59

232 33.7

4

390 56.6

519 75.3

26

57

199 28.8

8

363 52.7

523 75.9

27

42

267

323 46.8

470 68.1

45

66

267 38.7

2

607 88.1

683 99.1

15

41

270 39.2

4

354 51.3

526 76.3

24

52

-_-- __I

8

343 49.8

493

23

61

--_

111

B-2

Yield Stress
WV
(ksi)

WI

0

71.5

38.7

_---

‘Rates of strain=O.2206 in/in per minute up to yield
=0.8824 idin per minute up to failure
*All values have been converted to represent an ASTM standard sized specimen (see ASTM A370 section
11.6.l)and a l-inch gage length was used
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Table 4.8. Comparison of material properties in heat-straightened steel beams with unheated specimens and
ASTM minimum standard values’.

Beam/Strip

Yield Stress

Tensile Strength

% UH

O/oASTM

% UH

B-112

127

160

109

B-114

119

150

B-1/8

109

B-2/2

% Elongation

% ASTM

% UH

O/oASTM

110

69

88

109

110

85

106

137

104

105

69

85

133

176

114

116

74

91

B-214

108

143

110

113

79

94

B-2/8

110

145

104

106

74

91

B-312

155

197

121

123

51

65

B-3/4

124

157

111

112

62

76

B-318

115

146

112

113

64

79

B-4/2

188

244

146

148

33

44

B-414

110

143

112

114

54

71

B-4/8

106

138

105

107

51

68

‘Converted values for ASTM standard size specimens were used
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Figure 4.30. Percent elongation versus number of damage/repair
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cycles.
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Table 4.9. Material properties taken from an improperly heat straightened girder of an Iowa bridge removed from service.

-

-

--

-

Note: Chemical analysis percent by weight: Carbon-0.289; Manganese-0.647; Silicon-0.032; Sulfur-O.03 1; Phoswhorus-0.009

I
-

The data reinforces the conclusionof limiting the number of damage/repaircycles to
no more than two.
Properties
Mechanical
Straightened Girders

from

Heat

Studiesof mechanicalproperties for
field straightenedgirders arerare. However,
one such study was conducted by
Putherickal, (1992). The Iowa Department
of Transportationhas allowed heat straightening of bridge girders for a number of
years. One such girder (W 30 x 108) was
removedfrom serviceseveralyears after repair for reasonsunrelatedto the original heat
straightening repair. Identical tests were
conductedon a segmentin the heat straightenedzoneand from an unheatedsegment.
A micro structure comparison between the heated and unheated specimens
showedclear signsof recrystallizationin the
heatstraightenedarea. The heatedpiecewas
partly austenitized and recrystallized into
finer grains. This evidenceindicatesthat the
steel was heated above the lower critical
temperature.

Federal Highway Administration

A summary of the mechanicalproperties measuredis given in table 4.9. Both
yield and tensile strength increasedsignificantly but the increaseswere not proportional. Elongation decreasedsignificantly
and the Brine11hardnessindicatesthat material becameharder, indicatingthat the material was overheated. The Charpy V notch
valuesin the unheatedregions were poor.
However, the values in the heated regions
were evenworse. All the data suggestthat
the material in the over-heatedzonebecame
more brittle. The needfor careful control of
material temperatureduring heating is reinforcedby this field data.
This example illustrates that even
though it is not advisableto overheatsteel
during heat straightening,it does not necessarily mean that the member should be
scrappedif accidentallyoverheated. Rather,
engineeringjudgement is required to determine the safetyof the memberbasedon data
presentedin this manual.

_,
-.
1I

Member Shortening

The subject of member shortening
due to heat straightening has been mentioned in the literaturebut little researchhas
90
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Original

Final
(after

Plate

Length

Plate
Length
straightenrng)

Figure 4.31. Shortening of a beam or plate after
heat straightening.

beenconducted. One researcherstatedthat
using smallervee depth ratios should result
in less member shortening, given any particular damage situation (Moberg 1979).
However, it could be arguedthat less shortening would occur when using fklldepth
vee heats, since the top fibers have been
heatedand are subjectedto a tensile stress.
In fact, the amount of shorteningin a member canbe quite significant, regardlessof the
vee depth used. Fig. 4.31 shows the basic
concept of the shorteningphenomenon. If
the plate is damagedabout its strong axis
with a midpoint loading as shown, the top
edge of the plate experiencescompressive
yielding (shortening)and the bottom edgeof
the plate experiences tensile yielding
(stretching). As the plate is subjectedto the
heat straighteningprocess,the top edge experiencessome ‘krestretching”in the longiFederal Highway Administration

tudinal direction (as evidencedby Roeder’s
strain distribution). However, thesepositive
strains are small in comparison to the simultaneousshorteningof the bottom edgeof
the plate. To quantify the amotmt of shortening experiencedfor a given amount of
damage,measurementswere made on some
of the deformedplates. Cold bending will
usuallyresult in an increasein the centerline
length of a member. To eliminate this factor, the initial lengthswere measuredbefore
damage was induced and final measurements taken after heat straightening was
completed. Regardlessof initial and final
lengths, all of the shortening occurs only
within the damagedregion (meaning shortening should not be expressedas a percentage of total length, but simply as a length
itself).
A plot of shortening vs. degree of
damageis shown in fig. 4.32 for 6 x 100 x
610 mm (% x 4 x 24 in) plates bent about
their strong axis. The shortening varies
quite directly with degreeof darnage,up to a
certainpoint (somewherebetween 18 and 24
degrees),for the specimensstudied. Shorteningappearsto be a function of plate width
(since strain will vary with plate width for a
given angle of damage). The shorteningis
also affectedby the degreeof damageitself,
but does not vary with vee depth ratio, at
least in the 0.75 to 1.00 range. The amount
of shorteningin the full depth veesof Plate
P-14 was about the same as for deformed
beams P-9 and P-11 in which the same
amount of damagewas experiencedand %depthveeswere used. All of the specimens
with % depth vees followed the sametrend
of shorteningexhibitedby thoseheatedwith
full-depth vees. A formula for estimating
shorteningis:
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Figure 4.32. Shortening versus degree of damage for plate elements.

s = 0.005wqd

for 0 < qd< 24”

(Eq.4.2)

where S = shorteningin inches,<pd= angle
of damagein degrees,andW = platewidth.
Four beams (W6x9’s) were also investigatedfor shorteningin the study. Each
beam was damaged repeatedly about its
weak axis to an angleof aboutsevendegrees
(approximatelythe same as the least damagedof the deformedplates). Eachincident
of damage was repaired using 45 degree
vees with a depth ratio of 0.75 and a load
ratio of 0.5. The number of damage/repair
cyclesvaried for eachof the beamsbut each
repair cycle consistedof approximately20
heatcycles. Eachtime a beamwas damaged
and straightened,a net shorteningof about
Federal Highway Administration

2.5 mm (0.10 in) occurredin the heatedregion. These values agreed well with the
plate shorteningequation. It therefore appears that eq.4.2 can be applied to wide
flangebeamsaswell asplates.

-

Redistribution

.-

of Material

As a result of shortening,the heated
portions of the deformed plate elements
thickened (or upset) upon straightening.
This fact becomesespecially important in
influencing future damage (if any) of the
plate element. After the residualstressstrips
were cut from each plate element, thicknesseswere measuredat various locations
along eachstrip. Thicknessesat five points
on eachof the eight strips were measuredto
0.025 mm (0.001in) accuracy.
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Thickening was greatest for the
plates damagedto the largest degrees. For
example, in Plate P-10, which was the
specimenwith the greatestamount of damage (23.62”), the thicknesses(measuredfor
eachstrip) along the centerof damageaveraged 16.6 mm (0.655 in). When compared
to the averagethicknessof the plate before
damage(12.3 mm or 0.485 in), the thickening resulted in a 32 percent increase in
cross-sectionalarea. At points further away
from the centerof damage,thickeningis less
pronounced,but nevertheless,some thickening occurs within the entire yield zone.
While a thicker cross-sectionresults in a
stronger member at that location, little
structural significance should be placed on
the thickeningexperienced.
For the damagedwide flange beams,
thickening also occurred in the heated region. After straighteningthe first time, the
thickening causeda spreadingof the yield
zone in each subsequentre-damage. The
thickening resulted in a smoother distribution of curvature (due to thinner portions
further from the centerlinetending to yield
first), although the total angle of damage
was kept as consistentas possiblefor each
bend. Due to the larger yield zone, the heat
locationswere spreadover a greaterlength.
The number of heatsrequired to straighten
each bend remained fairly consistent,just
more widely distributed.
Impact of Heat Straightening on Mechanical Properties of Steel
Clearly, researchdata indicates that
heat straightening does affect mechanical
properties of steel. Early researchersused
undamagedsteel and a small number of
heatsto concludethat property changeswere
minimal. However, tests on damagedand
Federal Highway Administration

heat-straightened
plates and beamsindicate
that some property changesmay be of significance. Yield stressmay increaseby as
much as20 percentin somecases,especially
in the vicinity of the apexof vee heats. Tensile strength also increasesbut at only onehalf the rate of yield stress. The ductility as
measuredby percent elongation may decreaseby one-third and the modulusof elasticity may decreaseby over 25 percent in
someheatedregions.
The importance of increased yield
stress and tensile strength and decreased
ductility in the specimenslies in the areasof
stress concentrationsand fatigue. Stress
concentrationsoften occur around discontinuities in structural memberssuch as holes,
fillets, welded stiffeners, and notches (Barsom and Rolfe, 1987). Structural designers
rely on the ductility of the material to redistribute the load around a mild stressconcentration, suchasa drilled hole, within specification-imposedlimits for fatigue. However,
a decreasein ductility may reduce inelastic
stressredistribution, thus the higher stresses
remainconcentrated.
Fatigue life is the total number of
cycles (load fluctuations) required at a certam stress level to causethe initiation and
propagationof cracksto a critical size. The
“fatigue limit” is the maximum stress at
which an infinite number of cyclescantheoretically be applied without initiating and
propagatinga crack. Cycles of stressabove
the “fatigue limit” lead to a lower fatigue
life for any given material and configuration
and the presenceof notches, holes, welds,
and other stress concentrationslowers the
fatiguelimit.
Studieshave shown that the fatiguecrack initiation threshold in various steelsis
93
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relatedto the yield strengthaswell astensile
strength (Barsom and Rolfe 1987). This
threshold basically establishesa maximum
stressfor a given configurationgeometry at
which an infinite number of cycles can be
applied without crack initiation. Equations
basingthe thresholdon both tensilestrength
and yield stresshave been formulated and
agreewell with each other for most structural steels (where the ratios of tensile
strengthto yield stressare fairly consistent).
However, the tensile strengthto yield stress
ratio may be altered in heat-straightened
members. In general,the fatigue-crackinitiation threshold increaseswith tensile as
well as yield strength, but tensile strength
increasesin the heat straightenedplateswere
relatively small, when comparedto ductility
losses. Thus, improvement of the fatiguecrack initiation threshold, based solely on
tensilestrength,could possiblybe more than
offset by increasedstressdue to the reduced
stressredistributionpermitted by the ductility loss. Somereductionin the fatigue limit
might occur asa result.
Like ductility, fracture toughness(a
value proportional to the energy consumed
during plastic deformation)may decreaseas
a material’s yield strength changesduring
heat straightening. The ability of a particular flaw or stressriser to causecrack initiation or evencatastrophicdamagedependson
the fracture toughnessof the material. Because the subject of stress concentrations
and brittle fracture dependsof specific conditions, it is difficult to make recommendations without detailed analysesof the particular situations.
In general, heatstraightening areas that will sustain high
stress concentrationsin service should be
avoidedwhen possibleand only doneafter a
sufficient analysisby a qualified engineer.
Federal Highway Administration

However, sincevarying degreesof damage
seemto have similar material propertiesafter heat straightening, degree of damage
alone should not be the deciding factor on
whether or not a member shouldbe straightened. Therefore,the suggestionto use damage strain as made by Shanafeltand Horn
(1984) to limit heat straighteningin high
fatigue areas (where strain hardening was
the basis)are consideredonly asprecautionary limits with little scientific rationale.
Further study shouldbe conductedto determine if heat straighteningshouldbe allowed
for any degreeof damagein areaswith fatigue-sensitivedetails or very high cycles of
fatigueloadings.
Since the effects of heat straightening on material properties do not relate to
the degreeof damageof platesandbeams(at
leastpast the initial strain hardeningpoint),
ShanafeltandHorn’s suggestedlimit of five
percent nominal strain in tension members
(41.67 times yield strain, if assumedyield
strain is 0.0012) has no basis. Recall that
this constitutesa fairly small angleof damage in a plate elementbent about its weak
axis, especiallywith a large plate width.
Researchhas shown that a strain of at least
100 times yield strain (EJ can be heat
straightenedwith little differencein material
properties from that of repairs with much
smaller strains. Thus, except for severefatigue sensitive areas, material properties
shouldnot be the primary determiningfactor
when contemplatingthe use of heat straightening.
The data presented here provides
guidanceasto how many times a girder can
be damaged and heat straightenedin the
same zone. Changes in all the material
properties become more evident with the
94

increasingnumber of damage/repaircycles.
Thesechangesare particularly significant at
the region associatedwith the apex of the
vee. After two damage/repaircycles, the
property changesare still relatively modest.
But after four damagecycles,the increasein
yield and tensile strength, and the loss in
ductility were sharper. Sincethe variation in
yield is larger, the gap between yield and
tensile strength decreases as the damage/repaircycles increase. As shown in table 4.7 the ratio of yield-to-tensile strength
is around 68 percent for unheated specimens. That ratio increasesto 78 percent after one damage/repaircycle and to 88 percent after 8 cycles. This behavior combined
with the ductility decreasingwith eachdamage/repaircycle, results in an increasingly
brittle material. This data illustrates why
over-jackingduring repairsmay f?acturethe
beamafter a numberof damage/repaircycles
in the samezone.
As mentioned previously, the point
at which loss in ductility becomesdangerous
is case-specific. However, the extreme
lossesencounteredin the repetitively damaged beams show that there is probably a
limit to the number of times that any given
member shouldbe repaired. Material property changeswere usually small after two
cycles. Thus, whatever is safe to straighten
once could usually be safely straightened
twice under the same conditions. The
changesbecomesignificantly greater after 4
and 8 damage/repaircycles, respectively.
These findings are further substantiatedby
the fact that during one study of full-scale
simulatedbridge girders, one girder exhibited brittle behavior by cracking during a
heat in its third damage/repaircycle. Based
on this researchevidence,redamagedmembers at the samelocation should not be subFederal Highway Administration

jected to heat straightening more than
twice, evenfor strainswell under 100a,
Key Points to Remember
At elevatedtemperaturesthe yield stress,
tensile stress, and modulus of elasticity
of steelis significantlyreduced.
The coefficient of thermal expansionincreaseswith temperature.
These property changes are reversible
upon cooling if the heating temperature
does not exceedthe lower critical temperature of approximately 721°C
(1330°F) for non-quenched and temperedsteels
Long-term effects of properly conducted
heat straighteningcarbon steelsmay include:
+Up to a one-third decreasein ductility.
+Small changesin notch toughness
characteristics.
+Little changein fatigue limits.
+Little changein hardnessvalues.
+A modestincreasein yield andtensile strength.
+A small decreasein modulus of
elasticity.
Residual stresses are large in heat
straightened members with maximum
valuesreachingyield at somelocations.
This characteristicis similar to that of
weldedbuilt-up members.
The high residual stressesin some heat
straightenedmembersmay work against
jacking forces and should be taken into
account.
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Changesin material propertiesafter heat
straighteningare unrelatedto degreeof
damage(at leastup to 100EJ.
The most sensitive area for material
property changesis the region of the vee
heatapex.
Repetitive damagingand repairing steel
elementstendsto increasebrittlenessand
reduceductility.

l

l

l

Recordsof heatedzonesshouldbe kept
for future referencein casethe member
is redamaged.
Member shortening will occur and
should be anticipated. Full and threequarter depth vee heats produce similar
levelsof membershortening.
The heatedzone will thicken as a result
of heatstraightening.

-_

-

‘_
-

Heat straighteningshouldbe limited to a
maximum of two repairs on the same
heatedregion.

-
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Chapter 5. Heat Straightening of Flat Plates
Introduction
The fundamental element of any
structi steel shapeis the flat plate. Damage to bridge structures consists of these
plate elements,in combination, bent about
their strong and/or weak axes. The purpose
of this chapter is to describe experimental
and analyticalresearchon heat straightening
as applied to plates and to present related
engineeringdesigncriteria for its use. This
work forms the basis for extensionsto heat
straighteningof rolled shapes.
Several detailed studies have been
conductedfor vee heats appliedto plates.
Thesestudieshave attemptedto identify parameterswhich influence vee heats and to
develop predictive models based on this
data. Weerth (1971) and Nicholls and
Weerth (1972) describethe bendsproduced
by 211 vee heats whose apex angle varied
fi-om 24” to 60” in 6” incrementsappliedto
10 mm (3/8 in) thick A36 steelplate. The
vee depth was also varied over full depth,
3/4 depth, and ‘/ depth. No attempt was
made to evaluate the effect of these parameters other than the generalresult that
the greater the vee angle and depth, the
greater the bend produced. Roeder (1986)
also conducteda study on undamagedvee
heated plates. He employed sophisticated
monitoring equipment such as thermocouples, contact pyrometers, and strain gauges
aswell as more conventionaltools such as a
vernier caliper and a steel ruler. His work is
particularly significant as the first attempt to
both experimentally and analytically quantify heat straightening behavior for plates
Federal Highwuy Administration

over a wide range of parameters. The parameters included vee geometry, specimen
geometry,heatingtemperatureandrate, steel
grade, restraining force, initial residual
stresses,and quenching. Roeder’s conclusion’swere basedon approximately60 heats
over a wide rangeof parameters.As a result
there were relatively few repetitive heats
using identical parameters. While trends
could be drawn from this data,its sparseness
limited the quantitativevalue of the results.
However, his researchprovided the initial
basis for much of the later experimental
work reported in this chapter. Roeder’s
most significantconclusionswere:
650°C (1,200”F) is a practical and safe
upperheatingtemperaturelimit.
Changesin material propertiesare small
when the heating temperature remains
below the phase transition temperature
of approximately720°C (1330°F).
The rotation producedby a vee heat is
directly proportional to vee angle and
heatingtemperature.
The rotation produced by a vee heat is
directly proportionalto restrainingforces
which producecompressionin the open
endof the veeduring heating.
Quenchingis effective and may increase
vee heat rotations, but heating temperatures should be kept below the phase
transition temperature (although some
practitionersrecommendquenchingonly
if the steel temperatureis below 700°F
or 37OOC).
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0 Plastic strain occursprimarily within the
vee heatregion.
l

Plastic strain is somewhat sensitive to
geometry of the plate. However, much
of this sensitivity can be attributed to
differences in rate of heating and heat
flow.

The research described in this chapter
(Avent, et. al. 1993) extendsRoeder’swork
andincludesenoughrepetitive datapoints to
quantify theseand other conclusions.
The actual method of heat straighteningis easilylearned;however,the handf%l
of practitioners currently using the method
rely extensivelyon their many years of experienceto guidethem through a repair. An
engineerlacking this wealth of experience
needsa set of analytical proceduresto determine how best to apply the heatstraighteningprocessto a particular repair.
These analyticaltools, for reasonsof economy, shouldbe relatively fast, easyto apply
and allow for such considerationsas different vee geometries,temperatureranges,external loadings, and support restraints. At
present,two extremesexist: (1) overly simplistic models (Holt, 1965, 1971; Moberg,
1979) which cannot take into account the
effect of either temperaturevariationsor internal and external restraint; and (2) comprehensive computer models (Burbank,
1968;For Chin 1962;Horton, 1973;Roeder,
1985, 1986, 1987; Weerth, 1971) basedon
elastic-plasticfinite element or finite strip
stress analysis combined with a similar
thermal analysis. While the former is too
simplistic to accuratelypredict behavior,the
latter requires such lengthy computational
effort to not be practical for design office
use. As a result, there is a need for an analytical model that offers both practicality
Federal Highway Administration

and comprehensiveinclusion of all important variablesto accuratelypredict behavior.
Of interest here are the currently
available simplistic models. Referring to
fig. 5.1, Holt (1965) developedone of the
first and simplest methods for predicting
plastic rotations, <pp,in a vee heatedplate.
His modelwas derivedfrom the geometryof
the vee heat as shown in fig. 5.1. Recognizing that heat straightening merely reshapesthe volume of material being heated,
Holt assumedthat the deformation through
the veewas linear over the depth of the plate
and that perfect single axis confinementexisted longitudinally during heating. His resulting formula in terms of the plastic rotation, (pp,was

v
vj7 =y-

-

-

-

(Eq. 5.1)

where S, = the plastic strain resulting at
temperature T for the single axis perfect
confinement case (Halt used 1200” F or
65O”C),V = the width of the openendof the
vee heat and W = the plate width. Moberg
(1979) modified the Holt equation to account for the depth of veeby consideringthe
experimentalwork of Weerth (1971). In
addition to Holt’s assumptions,he assumed
that the plastic rotation is proportionalto the
depthratio dJW where d, = the depthof the
veeheat. The resulting equationwas

-

--

(Eq. 5.2)

-

._
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Figure 5.1. Illustration

An important considerationnot includedin theseformulationsis the influence
of external and internal restraining forces.
The external forces, producing compression
in the vee during heating, will increasethe
available confinement and therefore, increasethe rotation producedper heat. The
field applications cited by both Holt and
Moberg involved the use of restraining
forces. Sincein most casesthe material restraint alone will be less than perfect, it
seems likely that any correlation between
the predicted and actual movement in the
structuresbeing repaired, as noted by both
Holt and Moberg, is primarily due to the influenceof the externalforces. An improved
analytical model should include the effects
of both internal and externalrestraints.
The researchreported here (Avent,
1987, Avent, et. al., 1993) was part of a
Federal Highway Administration

of vee heat geometry.

project to experimentally and analytically
developengineeringdesigncriteria for heatstraighteningrepair of damagedsteel structures. The portion of that study discussed
here was devoted to the quantification of
parametersand the developmentof simple
yet efficient proceduresfor predicting the
responseof deformed steelplatesduring the
heat-straighteningprocess. The approach
chosenwas to first identify all parameters
which have an important influence on the
heat-straighteningprocess. This phasewas
accomplishedby studying the experimental
dataavailablefrom previousresearchaswell
as by conductingan extensiveexperimental
program to provide additional data. After
synthesizingthis experimentaldata, an analytical procedurefor predicting member responsewas developed. Since rolled and
built-up sections are an assemblageof
plates, this researchis fundamentalto the
99

understandingof more complex shapes.Vee
shapedheats are used to repair plate elements with bends about their strong axis
while line and spot heatsareusedto remove
weak axis plate bends. Since damageusually includesstrong axisplate bends,the vee
heat can be considered the fundamental
heatingpattern for heat straightening. Only
the behavior of vee heats on plates is consideredin this chapter,but this material provides a basis for its extension to rolled
shapes.
Experimental Program
The tests conducted in the experimental program consistedof first applying
veeheatsto straight (undamaged)specimens
and measuring the resulting changein geometry. By using straight specimensas opposedto deformedones,a larger variety and
number of tests could be conducted more
efficiently. A total 255 individual heating
cycleswere performedduring this part of the
study with three or four heat cycles per
plate. While this data will be presented
graphicallyhere, specific results of all tests
can be found in a researchreport (Avent,
1987).
The secondphaseof the study consistedof straighteningmechanicallyinduced
strongaxis bends. A centerpoint loadingon
the simply supportedplateswas usedto create various degreesof damage. The degree
of damagewas measuredas the angleof the
tangents formed by the edges of the unyielded portions of each plate on either side
of the yield zone. The degree of damage
rangedfrom 6 to 25 degreesresultingin extreme fiber strains ranging from 30 to 100
times the initial yield strain. Between 20
and 100 vee heatswere appliedto straighten
the ten plateswith differing degreesof damFederal Highway Administration

age. A total of 336 individual vee heat cycles were applied. Detailed results of tests
for eachheat cycle are givenby Avent, et al.
(1992).
All plateswere hot rolled A36 steel,
andthe majority of them had dimensionsof
6 x 6 x 610 mm (1/4x 4 x 24 in). The only
exceptionsto thesedimensionswere associated with tests on variations in plate thickness and geometry. Plate deformation
measurementsconsisted of measuring the
offsets between the plate edge and a referenceframe.
As shown by Roeder (1986), the
plastic deformationdevelopedby a vee heat
occursprimarily within the vee area. Thus,
a very sharpbut small curvatureis obtained,
which can be expressedin terms of plastic
rotation, <pp,as shown in fig. 5.1. For initially straight specimens,the portion of the
plate from the ends to just outside the vee
heat remainsstraight. This fact was usedto
compute the plastic rotation based on the
straight line tangents. To reduce the influenceof possibleerrors in the measureddeflection, a straight line was first fitted
through the four points on either side of the
vee heat within the straight portion outside
the yield zone using the least squares
method. The change in the acute angle
formed betweenthesetwo lines is the angle
of plastic rotation, VP.
Evaluation of Results of Experimental
Program
The availabledata on plate behavior
can be found in three studies:Nicholls and
Weerth (1972), Roeder (1985), and Avent
(1987, 1992), Indicated on plots presented
here is the type or sourceof the data. Lack
of a referenceindicatesthat only the results
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from Avent’s researchare used,while referencenumbers are given for other data. An
evaluation of each parameteris considered
separatelyin the following sections.
Vee angle.- Researchersagree that
one of the most fundamentalparametersinfluencingthe plasticrotation of a plate is the
vee angle. The data shows a fairly linear
relationshipbetweenplastic rotation andvee
angle. For this reason, most data will be
plotted with the vee angle as the ordinate
and plastic rotation, <pp,as the abscissa. A
first order least squarescurve fit will sometimes be shown. Plots in succeedingsections show a consistent proportional relationship betweenthesevariables.
Of particular interest is the scatterof
the experimentalresults. In both Avent’s
results involving nearly 600 plate tests and
in Roeder’s research (1985) involving 59
plate tests, a similar level of scatterwas observed. In both cases,special efforts were
made to control the heatingtemperatureusing not only temperature sensing crayons,
but also thermocouplesor calibratedcontact
pyrometers. In spite of such efforts, a significant amount of variation occurred in
nearly identical repetitive tests.
Surprisingly, the smaller scale study by
Nicholls and Weerth (1972) which included
21 tests showed no evidence of random
scatter. The consistencyof data points was
suchthat smoothcurveswere producedwith
no curve fitting necessary. This pattern is
even more remarkablewhen apparentlythe
only temperature control was temperature
sensing crayons. These data points are
therefore viewed with some suspicion and
omitted from most of the comparativesmdies herein.
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Since a significant level of scatter
does exist, an evaluationwas conductedof
data samples. The coefficients of variation
for typical caseswere on the order of 50
percent. Sincethe coefficient of variation is
quite high, possible causes must be addressed. The most obvious source of the
scatterwould be the relative degreeof control exertedover the parametersof the heating process, in particular, the restraining
force and heating temperature. For the
availableequipmentof this research,the accuracy of measurementscould vary by lo15 percent. Similarly, the control of the
heatingtemperaturecould introducean error
of lo-15 percent. A third possiblecauseis
the developmentof residual stresses. Both
Holt (1971) and Roeder (1985) suggestthat
residualstressarenot significantin the heatstraighteningprocess. However, the results
from Chapter 4 indicate that large residual
stressesare possibleas a result of the heating process. Thus, due to the difficulty in
controlling the restrainingforces andheating
temperaturesand the possibledevelopment
of large residual stresses,a relatively large
scatterin the datais not surprising.
Depth of Vee.- Past researchers
(Nicholls and Weerth, 1972; Roeder, 1985)
have concludedthat the plastic rotation is
proportional to the depth ratio, %, which is
the ratio of vee depth, d, to plate width, W.
A review of Roeder’stest data in the range
of 650°C (k80’) or 1200°F (+ 150’) or is
inconclusiveas to vee depth effect. Recognizing that the data was sparse,neither the
depthratio of 0.75 nor 0.67 producedplastic
rotations that were consistentlyhiearchial.
To further evaluatethis behavior,a seriesof
tests was conductedfor depth ratios of 0.5,
0.75, and 1.0 and vee anglesranging from
20” to 60”. At least three heats were con101
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ducted on initially straight plates for each
caseand the results averaged. The results
are shown in fig. 5.2 for a combination of
three depth ratios, three vee anglesand two
jacking ratios. Thejacking ratios reflect that
a jacking force was usedto createa moment
at the vee heat equalto either 25 percentor
50 percentof the ultimate bendingcapacity
of the plate. As can be seenTom fig. 5.2,
the depth ratios of 75 percent and 100 percent track each other well. In fact the 75
percentdepthratio resultedin slightly larger
plastic rotations in all but one of the six
cases.The 50 percentdepthratio resultedin
an erratic behavior when comparedto the
other two. In three of the six casesthe 50
percent depth ratio producedmuch smaller
plastic rotations. In the other three cases,
the plasticrotationswere similar.
To fiu-therveri& this behavior, a series of plateswas damagedand straightened.
The degreeof damage was large enough
that at least20 heatswere required for most
of theseplates. Therefore,more statistically
significant average plastic rotations were
obtainedfi-om thesetests. Results are comparedin fig. 5.3 for ajacking ratio of 0.5 and
two vee depth ratios: 0.75 and 1.0. Again
the patternof plastic rotations doesnot have
a direct correlationto the vee depthratios.
Therefore, even though it would
seemintuitive that increasingthe vee depth
would increasethe plastic rotation, there is
no experimentaljustification for sucha general statement. It can be concludedthat the
variation of vee depth ratios between 0.75
and 1.0 has little influence on plastic rotation. However, a vee depth ratio of 50 percentmay reducethe plastic rotations.

Plate Thickness and Geometry.Researchershave generallyconsideredplate
thicknessto have a negligibleaffect on plastic rotation. The only reservationexpressed
hasbeenthat the plate shouldbe thin enough
to allow a relatively uniform penetrationof
the heat throughthe thickness. The practical
limiting value is on the order of 19-25 mm
(3/4 to 1 in). Thicker plates can be heated
on both sides simultaneouslyto ensure a
uniform distributionthrough the thicknessor
a rosebudtip can be used. The results from
testsinvolving different plate thicknessesare
shown in fig. 5.4. Each bar representsthe
averageof at least three heats. No jacking
forceswere usedin thesetests.
The results illustrate the level of
variability that may occur amonggroups of
heats. However, there is no discernable
pattern among the plate thicknessesfor the
three different vee anglesused. The randomnessof theseresults indicatesthat plastic rotation is not a function of plate thickness. A similar plot is shown for data fi-om
Roeder’stests (Roeder, 1985)in fig. 5.5. In
thesetests only one vee anglewas used(0 =
60”) along with several different jacking
forces for plate thicknessesof 6, 10, and 19
mm (0.25, 0.375 and 0.75 in). Again, there
is no discernablepattern among the plate
thicknesses.

_
_
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Roederalso investigatedthe effect of
plate width on plastic rotations. Shown in
fig. 5.6 is a comparison of the two plate
widths of 150and 200 mm (5.9 and 7.9 in).
Only one or two heats were used in each
caseandseveralplate thicknesseswere used.
Relatively little difference in plastic rotations was observedfor thesetwo widths.
--
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of plate geometry. Thus, plate geometry is
consideredto be a minor factor influencing
plasticrotation behavior.
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Plate Width (in) 4
12
8
(mm) 102 203 305
Figure 5.7 Comparison of average plastic rotation
(for three 20” vee heats) for plates of three widths
(jacking ratio = 0, depth ratio = 0.75, and heating
temperature = 650°C or 1200V).

In another test series conductedby
Boudreaux(1987), three plate widths were
studiedas shownin fig. 5.7. The plastic rotations are the averageof three heats. An
unusuallylow averagewas observedfor the
102mm (4 in) width. However, little differencewas found betweenthe 8 in. (203 mm)
and 12 in. (302 mm) widths. The results of
these tests show no clear relationship betweenplastic rotation andplate width.
In summary, the parametersof plate
thickness and width show little definitive
influence on plastic rotations. The test results do illustrate the variability of response
typical of heat straightening. It is probable
that the fluctuations shown here reflect this
variability characteristicrather than effects
Federal Highway Administration

Temperature.-One of the most important and yet difficult to control parameters of heat straightening is the throughthicknesstemperatureof the heatedmetal.
Factors affecting the temperature include:
size of torch orifice, intensity of the flame,
speedof torch movement, and thickness of
the plate. In his experimentsRoeder (1985)
made careful temperaturemeasurementsof
the heatsproducedby knowledgeablepractitioners. He found that these individuals,
when judging temperature by color, commonly misjudgedby 56°C (100°F) and, in
some cases, as much as 111°C (200°F).
Thus, there are considerablevariations in
temperaturecontrol, even with knowledgeableusers.
Assuming adequatecontrol is maintained over the applied temperature, the
questionarises as to what temperatureproduces the best results in heat-straightening
without altering the material properties.
Previous investigatorshave differed in answering this question. For example, Shanafelt andHorn (1984) statethat heatsabove
650°C (1200°F) on carbon and low alloy
steels will not increase plastic rotation.
Rothman andMonroe (1973) concludedthat
reheating areas where previous spot heats
were performedwill not produceany useful
movements. However, Roeder (1985) has
shown that the resulting plastic rotation is
generally proportional to the heating temperatureup to at least 870°C (1600°F). To
more clearly define the behavior suggested
by a limited number of data points in Roeder’sstudy,a seriesof heatswere appliedto
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Figure 5.8. Influence of heating temperature on
plastic rotation for 3/4 depth vee heats and a
jacking ratio of 0.16.

platesin which the heatingtemperaturewas
varied f?om 370-815°C (700” to 1500°F)in
incrementsof 56°C (100°F). The results as
shownin fig. 5.8 establisha clear and regular progressionof increasedplastic rotation
with increasingtemperature. Part of the reason for the regularity of the curve fits is that
the sametechnicianconductedall heatsand
varied the temperaturein consistentstep increments.
The maximum temperature recommended by most researchers is 650°C
(1200°F)for all but the quenchedand temperedhigh strength steels. Higher temperaturesmay result in greaterrotation; however,
out-of-plane distortion becomes likely and
surfacedamagesuch as pitting will occur at
760-870°C (1400-l 600°F). Also, temperatures in excessaround 700°C (1300°F)may
causemolecularcompositionchangeswhich
couldresult in changesin materialproperties
after cooling. The limiting temperatureof
680°C (1200°F)allows for a safety factor in
Federal Highway Administration

this regard. For the quenchedand tempered steels, the heat-straighteningprocess
can be used but the temperature should be
limited to 593°C (1100°F) for A514 and
A709 (grades 100 and 1OOW)and 566°C
(1050’F) for A709 grade70W to ensurethat
the properties are not adversely affected.
Permitting quenchedand temperedsteelsto
be heat straightenedis contrary to recommendationsof Shanafeltand Horn (1984);
however, Roeder (1985) concurs with this
recommendation.
To control the temperature,the speed
of the torch movementand the size andtype
of orifice must be adjusted for different
thicknessesof material. However, as long as
the temperaturequickly reachesthe appropriate level, the contraction effect will be
similar. This conclusion was verified by
two test serieson plates in which the intensity of the torch was varied. In one set, a
low intensity torch moved slowly to achieve
a 650°C (1200°F)temperature,while in the
other a high intensity torch was moved more
quickly while again attaining the same
maximum temperature. The rotations in
both caseswere similar.
Forces.-The term “restraining
forces” can refer to either externally applied
forces or internal redundancy. Theseforces,
when properly utilized, can expedite the
straighteningprocess. However, if improperly understood,restraining forces can hinder or evenpreventstraightening. The effect
of restrainingforces is explainedin Chapter
2. The basicmechanismof heat straightening is to createplastic flow, causingexpansion through the thickness(upsetting)during
the heating phase, followed by elastic longitudinal contraction during the cooling
phase.

-_
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While practitioners havelong recognized the importance of applying jacking
forces during the heat-straighteningprocess,
little researchhas been conductedto quantify its effect. A seriesof tests designedto
evaluatethis parameterinvolved applying a
jacking force to a plate such that a moment
is createdabout the strongaxis in a direction
tending to close the vee. This moment (at
ambient temperature) is non-dimensionalizedfor comparisonpurposesby forming a
ratio of the moment at the vee due to the
jacking force, y, to the plastic moment, q,
of the crosssection,that is Mj/Mp. This term
is referred to as the jacking ratio. The tests
includedjacking ratios ranging from zero to
50 percentwith four different vee anglesand
the veesextendingover either 3/4 or the full
depthof the plate. The resultsare shown in
figs. 5.9 and 5.10.
Roeder(1985) also studiedthe effect
of the jacking ratio variation and found a
similar pattern of behavior. However, the
numberof datapoints was limited. A plot of
plastic rotation versusjacking ratio for 60”
veeheatedplatesis shownin fig. 5.11 based
on Roeder’sstudy. It canbe concludedfrom
this datathat the variation of plastic rotation
is generallyproportional to the jacking ratio
and the proper use of externalloadsgreatly
expeditesthe heat-straighteningprocess.
The results shown in figs. 5.9-5.11
are basedon undeformedplateswhich were
heatedeither three or four times with each
data point representingthe average. The
total number of datapoints for any fixed set
of parameterswas typically six or less.
While such data illustrate the trends associatedwith variations of basicparameters,the
data set is too small to obtain statistically
meaningfulaveragevalues. To fill this void,
Federal Highway Administration
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a test serieswas conductedon similar size
6 mm (% in) thick plates which were initially damaged and then heated until
straightened. Ten damaged plates were
straightenedwith the number of heats requiredper plate ranging from 20 to 100(See
Chapter 4 for a discussion of residual
stressesin some of these plates). A summary of the test parametersand resulting
plastic rotations is given in table 4.2. The
heating temperaturewas 650°C (1200?).
Someof the results are also plotted in fig.
5.12 illustrating the jacking ratio effect.
Again, the plastic rotation is found to vary
linearly with thejacking ratio.
An interesting phenomenathat had
not beennoted in previous researchwas the
relatively high (statistically significant)
plastic rotations resulting after the first few
heats,particularly the first. After thesefirst
few heats,the plastic rotations were consistently lower and showed no significant statistical variation with respect to heat number. A similar, but much less pronounced
trend was noted on the undamagedplates.
This behavior is attributed to the initial residual stressesinduced during the damage
process. The implications of this result is
that theoretical formulations should be
evaluatedon experimentaldata with a large
number of data points rather than on tests
involving only a few heats.
A second type of constraint which
may exert external forces on a member is
axial restraint. A seriesof tests were conducted using a superimposedaxial load on
platesfor various vee angles. The load created a 138 MPa (20 ksi) axial stress or an
actual stressto nominal yield stressratio of
56 percent. Theseresults are shown in fig.
5.13 in comparisonto the results from the
109
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Figure 5.9. Influence of jacking ratio on average plastic rotation for % depth vee heats and 650°C (1200°F)
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heating temperature (lines represent a least squares curve fit).
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Figure 5.13. Influence of axial jacking force on
plastic rotation of vee heated plates (Temperature
= 650°C or 1200°F and depth ratio = 1).

previous flexural jacking ratios of 0 percent
and 50 percent. The axial load may slightly
increasethe plastic rotation but the effect is
limited.
In sumrnary, the parameterswhich
were found to haveNA important influence
on the plastic rotations produced by vee
heats are: (1) vee angle, (2) steel temperature, and (3) externalrestrainingforce. The
depth of the vee appearsto have a small effect in the usual range of three-quartersof
the plate width or greater. Likewise, the
plate dimensionsare of minor significance
as long as the desired heating patterns and
temperaturecanbe attained.
Analytical Development

Two general approacheshave been
usedto developan analytical procedurefor
predicting member responseduring a heatstraighteningrepair. One approachinvolves
finite element/finitestrip thermal and stress
analysesincluding inelastic behavior. The
stress and strain equilibrium is evaluated
over small time stepsand takesinto account
the influence of the non-uniform temperaFederal Highway Administration

ture distribution. This approach is a
lengthy computational task which is only
possible using computer techniques and a
typical analysisfor a single vee heat can require extensiveset up andcomputertime.
The other approach considers the
globalaction of the vee. The Holt equation,
eq. 5.1, is basedon such an approachand
assumesthat perfect confinement is provided at all times during the heating phase.
As a result longitudinal displacements
through the vee are linear. With this equation the number of vee heatsrequiredto remove a bend in a steel membercan be simply calculated. However, the Holt equation
neglectsthe effect of restrainingforces and
temperaturevariation.
The goal of the analytical development is to obtain an equationwhich can be
used to predict the angleof plastic rotation
producedby a vee heat. Referring to fig.
5.14, the most common assumptionspreviously usedin this type of developmenthave
been that: (1) longitudinal plastic strain occurs only in the vee heat zone (and in a reflected vee about the apex for partial depth
vees); (2) at any specifieddistancefrom the
neutral axis of the plate, the strains are constant in the longitudinal direction over the
zoneof the vee; (3) the planesdefinedby the
sidesof the vee remain planesafter heating
androtate about the apexof the vee; and (4)
confinementduring heating is perfect single
axis in the longitudinal direction. Roeder
(1985) has been the only researcherto experimentallyinvestigatethe validity of these
assumptions. He found that the statistical
correlationof planesectionsremainingplane
was typically lessthan 0.5 althougbthe apex
of the veewas closeto the centerof rotation.
While he found that most of the plastic
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Figure 5.14. Geometric changes resulting from a vee heat on a plate.
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strain occurred in the vee zone, the strain
was not constant in the longitudinal direction. Rather, he found that most of the permanent strain occurs over the middle twothirds of the vee. While it is recognizedthat
the assumptionslisted above are approximate, the poorest is that of perfect single
axis confinement. This assumptioncan be
improved using the experimentaldata as a
guide. fig. 5.14 illustratesthe geometryof a
vee, before and after heating, basedon the
first three assumptionslisted previously.
The changein the width of the openend of
the vee,6, canbe written as:

tal++$)

1

(Eq. 5.3)

specified maximum heating temperature,T,
after a heating/coolingcycle, then,

sp’(T)= f

m- 5.4)

or using trigonometric relations from fig.
5.14 to eliminateV:

6 = 24%’ (T) tan;

(Eq. 5.5)

Equating eqs. 5.3 and 5.5 and using the
trigonometric identity for the tangent fiurction:

If s;(T) is defined as the final plastic longitudinal strain at the openend of the vee for a
Federal Highway Administration
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where:
-

(Eq. 5.6)
E,(T) = 5a(T)dT

(Eq. 5.10)
-

Sincethe experimentaldata shows that both
‘pPand s;(T) are small, it is assumedthat
tamp&2z (~42,E,’ (T) << 1 and <pP
is in radians. Eq. 5.6 canthen be solvedfor ‘pP:

(pp= 2&,‘(T) sin B
2

(Eq. 5.7)

However, Roeder (1985) carefully
measuredstrain distributions over the vee
heat areasof plates. He found that most of
the permanent strains occurred within the
inner two-thirds of the vee. This observation suggestsusing an effective vee angleof
two-thirds the actual angle. By incorporating this assumption,the equationfor plastic
rotation becomes:

pp = PE,‘(T)sh;

(Eq. 5.8)

The actual plastic strain, s’(T), dependson the heating temperature(which is
usually known) and degree of confinement
(usuallyunknown). If the restraint is perfect
single axis confinementwith the strain designatedas s&T), then sP’=sP.In terms of the
total unconfined thermal strain, s,(T), and
the elasticstrain, s,(T):
E, m = E, V) - E, m

Federal Highway Administration

(Eq. 5.9)

s,(T)=-

f$m
E(T)

and F,,(T) is the yield stress at temperature
T, E(T) is the modulus of elasticity at temperature T, and a(T) is the coefficient of
thermal expansionat temperatureT. In order to obtain values for E, and E,, equations
are neededfor F,, E, and a as a function of
temperature.
Roeder (1985) used the equations
shownin figs. 4.26 and 4.27 to approximate
a (T), F, (T) andE (T) where T is in degrees
Fahrenheitand E is in ksi. Substituting a
(T) form fig. 4.26 into eq. 5.10, assuming
that the ambient temperature is 21.1“C
(70°F) andcarryingout the integrationgives
E, = (0.001T2 + 6.1T - 415)10-6

(Eq. 5.12)

-.-

By substituting F,,(T) and E(T) fi-om fig.
4.27 into Eq. 5.11, the unconfined elastic
strain for T>424”C (8OOOF)
is:
-

F,(-720,000+4,20OT-2.75T2)
Se = 29,000(500,000+1,333T-1.111T2)

(Eq.5.13)
.-

Substitutingeqs. 5.12 and 5.13 into eq. 5.9
and assumingT = 649°C (1200°F) and F, =
310 MPa (45 ksi), which is the value for the
steelplate tested,then E+= 0.00735. For the
114
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perfect confinement case where the actual
strain, E,’ equalssP,eq. 5.8 gives the plastic
rotation in the form:

pp = 0.0147sin$
3

(Eq. 5.14)

This equation is plotted in fig. 5.15 along
with the averagevalue for eachof the experimentalvee heat test series. The plot includes both damagedand initially straight
plates having jacking ratios of zero and 50
percent. A linear least squarescurve fit is
also shown for both jacking ratios. The averagevalues shown representover 500 vee
heats conducted by at least five different
techniciansover a three year period. There
is the characteristicscatter of data, particularly for the jacking ratio of 50 percent.
However, the trend of the data is reflected
by the leastsquarescurve fit.
Note that the theoreticalequationfor
the perfect confinement assumption, eq.
5.14, is nearly linear and falls between the
zero and 50 percentjacking ratios. If it is
assumedthat the plastic rotation varies linearly with the jacking ratio, then the theoretical perfect confinement casecorrespondsto
a jacking ratio of 20 percent. Using the experimental data, when the internal restraint
is combinedwith this jacking ratio, the total
constraint produced by the theoretical perfect confinement case is 31 percent of the
full plastic moment capacity. Basedon the
reduction in yield stress at 650°C (1200°F)
as shown in fig. 4.27, the uniaxial perfect
confinementcase is 36 percent. Thus, the
theoreticalequation for perfect confinement
is consistentwith the experimentaldata.
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A theoretical model can be developed for various levels of jacking forces by
introducing a jacking load factor, F,. Assume that: (1) the plastic rotation varies
linearly with jacking ratio, (2) perfect confinement is equivalentto a 20 percentjacking ratio as observedin fig. 5.15, and (3) the
zero jacking force equals60 percent of the
perfect confinement case as shown by the
datain fig. 5.15. Thejacking load factor can
be expressedas:

Fe =0.6+2-

Mj
&

andthe plasticrotation is:

%

= 2F,(Mj)~P(Z-)sin$

(Eq. 5.16)

Eq. 5.16 canbe usedto produceplots
for a range of temperaturefrom 400-565°C
(750-l 150°F). Such curveswere compared
to the temperature variation experimental
data in fig. 5.8. While there was little discrepancyfor the higher temperatureheats,at
the lower temperaturesthe predicatedrotations were much larger than thoseof the experimental data. This phenomenonis not
surprisingbecausethe computationof s&T)
assumesthe entire vee has been instantaneously heatedto a uniform temperaturewhile
the actual heating processis sequentialand
results in a non-uniform temperaturedistribution. Eq. 5.16 was modified to reflect this
effect. The criteria used was to assumea
linear variation in s&T) from 427 - 650°C
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Table 5.1. Plastic rotations for Example 5.1.
Plastic Rotation, ‘pp(milliradians)
8 (degrees)
10

20

30

40

45

50

60

0

0.6

0.513

1.02

1.53

2.03

2.28

2.53

3.02

10

0.8

0.684

1.37

2.04

2.71

3.04

3.37

4.02

20

1.0

0.855

1.71

2.55

3.39

3.80

4.22

5.03

25

1.1

0.940

1.88

2.81

3.73

4.19

4.64

5.53

30

1.2

0.940

2.05

3.06

4.07

4.57

5.06

6.03

40

1.4

1.20

2.39

3.57

4.75

5.33

5.90

7.04

50

1.6

1.37

2.73

4.08

5.42

6.09

6.75

8.04
-

m Initially damaged
A Initially undamaged
l lnitiily

damaged

plate with depth ratio=1 and jacking retk~O.5
plate with depth retk~O.75

and jacking ratii=OS

plate with depth ratio=O.75 and jacking retio=OS

-
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Figure 5.15. Plastic rotation versus vee angle for vee heated plates having a heating temperature
(1200°F).
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of 650°C
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(800-1200°F)with up at 427°C (8OOoF)reducedby 50 percent. The resulting equation
for ‘pPcanthen be modified with temperature
factor, F, (T) , as:

where cpis the plastic rotation factor defined
aS:

v, = 0,0147sin!
fpp7 2F,(r)F,(Mj)&P(T)sin~

(Eq. 5.21)

(Eq. 5.17)
and F, is definedby eq. 5.15.

where:
Example 5.1
F,(T) = [0.5+0.00125(T-X00)] (Eq. 5.18)
or
Ft(C)=[0.5+0.00225(C-427)]

(Eq. 5.19)

where T is the heating temperature in degreesFahrenheitand C in degreesCelsius,
respectively. Eq. 5.17 correlatesreasonably
well over the temperature range of 39065OOC(750-1200’F).
However, the equation is not applicable for temperatures above 650°C
(1200’F) becausethe equationfor F, is not
valid beyondthat point.
For carbonsteelwith a yield strength
rangingfrom 230-345MPa (33-50ksi) anda
650°C (12OOF”) heating temperature, E,
varies by only 3 percent. Therefore, upcan
be approximatedas E, = 0.00735. For this
caseFAT) = 1.0 and the equationfor plastic
rotation of a plate elementbecomes:
P’p=FtP

Federal Highway Administration

(Eq. 5.20)

Problem.-For a heating temperature
of 650°C (1,20O”F),the plastic rotation of a
plate heatedwith a full depth vee is a function of jacking force ratio and vee angle.
Develop a table of values for plastic rotations for variousjacking ratios and vee angles.
Solution.-The values for plastic rotation are obtainedfrom eq. 5.20 and listed
in table 5.2 in milhradians. This table is a
handy referenceas to estimatedplastic rotations per veeheat for flat plates.
Significance of Plate Response to Heat
Straightening
Since the plate is the basic element
of any rolled or built-up shape,understanding its responseto heat straighteningis fundamental. The experimental behavior of
heat-straightened plates has been documented with nearly 600 heating cycles on
some 70 plate specimens. A number of
factors were evaluatedto assesstheir effect
on the plastic rotation produced by a vee
heat on a plate bent aboutits strong axis. In
addition, a mathematicalmodel was developedto predict theserotations.
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The most important parametersaffecting plastic rotations during heat straightening are angle of the vee heat, maximum
temperatureof the vee zone during heating,
and restraining forces on the plate. Plastic
rotations were verified to be directly proportional to vee angle, temperature,and restrainingforce. On the other hand, depthof
the vee with respectto the plate width was
not significant for vee depths equal to or
greaterthan 75 percent of the plate width.
Plate thicknesswas also shown to be insignificant as long as the heat applicationprocess allows for penetration of the heat
throughthe thickness.
In order to aid engineersin predicting plate movements during heat straightening, a simple mathematical formula was
developed.This equationrelatesthe average
plastic rotation per vee heat to vee angle,
steel temperature,magnitude of restraining
force, coefficient of thermal expansion,and
yield stress. The formula compareswell to
the experimentaldata and is the first simple
formula availablethat includes the parameters of heating temperatureof the steel and
magnitude of restraining force (jacking
force). The form of this analyticalapproach
will also lend itself toward future extensions
to includethe behaviorof rolled shapes,axially loaded members, and composite and
non-compositegirders.
Key Points to Remember
l

Changesin material properties of heatstraightenedplates are minor when the
heating temperatureremains below the
lower critical temperature of approximately 720°C (1330°F) for carbonsteels.
However, using a safety factor, a limit
of 650°C (1200°F)is recommended.
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Plastic strain occurs primarily within
the vee heatedregion.
Due to the difficulty in controlling the
many variables associated with heat
straightening, the magnitude of movements for individualheatsmay vary considerably.
Plastic rotation is defined as the change
in angle of tangents located on either
sideof the damagedzone of a plate after
the completionof a vee heat.
The variation in vee depthsbetween75
100 percent of the plate width has little
influenceon the plastic rotation of a vee
heatedplate.
Platethicknessandwidth do not significantly influence plastic rotations, provided the heat is applied to generatea
specified consistent temperature within
the vee.

-

-

-

-

Plastic rotations are proportional to the
angleof the vee heat.
External restraints can significantly increasethe movementsper vee heat with
the movementbeing proportional to the
level of restraint.
The movement associatedwith each of
the initial few heats is often larger than
subsequentheats due to internal restraints developedwhen a member is
damagedseverely enough to require a
high numberof cyclesfor straightening.
Axial forces can be usedas constraining
forces, however bending moments are
usually more efficient in producing
movement.
The plastic rotation per vee heat is proportional to the heatingtemperatureused
between370~87OOC
(700-1600’F).
I18
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l

l

A simple analytical formula for predicting the plastic rotation in a vee heated
platewas developedas a function of: vee
angle, heating temperatureof the steel,
restrainingforce, and the plastic strain at
the elevatedtemperature. This plastic
strain can be related to yield stress,
modulus and coefficient of thermal expansionat the elevatedtemperature.
The influence of yield stress on plastic
rotation is small for mild steelhaving an
F, between 230-345 MPa (33-50 ksi).
Thus, the analytical formula of eq. 5.20
is applicableover this range.

Federal Highway Administration
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Chapter 6. Heat Straightening Roiled Shapes
Introduction
The process of heat straightening
damagedrolled shapesis basedon a logical
extension of the straightening of plates.
Rolled shapescan be viewed as an assemblage of flat plate elements. When damaged, some plate elements are bent about
their strong axis, someabouttheir weak axis
and someabout both. The overall effect on
a memberresultsin damagewhich is a combination of one or more of the fundamental
damagecategoriesasfollows:
0
Category S: Denotes primary bending about the major or “strong” axis
(seefig. 1.1).
0
Category W: Denotes primary
bending about the minor or “weak”
axis (seefig. 1.2).
l

0

Category T: Denotes torsional or
twisting of a member about its longitudinal axis (seefig. 1.3).
Category L: Denotes localizeddamage to plate elementsin the form of
bulges, buckles,and crimps (see fig.
1.4).

The first step in developinga
methodologyfor heat straighteningcomplex
damageon rolled shapesis to understandthe
behavior of such shapeswhen subjectedto
single fundamentaltypes of damage. The
purpose of this chapter is to examine this
behavior from an experimentaland analytical perspective. The focus will be on categoriesS and W. Local distortions(Category
L) will be addressedin Chapter 9 and torFederal Highway Administration

sionaldistortions(CategoryT) in Chapter7.
A distinction will be made between the
primary elementsand stiffening elementsof
a cross-section. The primary elementsare
the plate elementsof the cross-sectionsubjected to bending about their own local
strong axes. The stiffening elements are
perpendicularto the primary elementsand
arebent abouttheir own local weak axes.
For example, consider the channel
shownin fig. 6.1, which hasbeenplastically
deformed about its major axis, resulting in
Category S damage. The web of this channel, a plate element bent about its major
axis, is therefore a primary element. The
two flangesare bent about their minor axes
and arethus secondaryelements.
For rolled shapeswith flexural damage, the pattern of yielding usually differs
for the primary and secondaryplate elements. Typically, the primary plate elements develop plastic hinges. A plastic
hinge definesa state of stressin which the
entire cross-sectionhas reachedyield (F,):
Tensileyield in one region and compressive
yield in the other asshown in fig. 6.2a.
The secondaryelements of a damagedrolled shapemay exhibit oneof several
scenarios. In the first, yielding doesnot occur becausethe secondaryelementis located
near the neutral axis of the cross section,
e.g., when a wide flange beamis bent about
its minor axis,the web may not reachyield.
In the secondcase,the secondaryelementis
located near the extreme fibers of flexural
yielding (such as the flangesof the charmel
shown in fig. 6.1). In this situation the
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Figure 6.1. Primary and Secondary plate elements
for a channel bent about its major axis (Category
S damage).

flanges yield due to axial stress(eithertension or compression)as illustrated in fig.
6.2b. In the third case,the secondaryelement is yielded in weak axis bending in
which a region of yield is forrned as shown
in fig. 6.3. The stressdistribution is similar
to that shownin fig. 6.2a. However, the results are a narrow strip of flexural yielding
often referredto as a yield line.
As a consequenceof the various
patternsof yielding which occur in damaged
rolled or built-up shapes,the heatingpattern
for repair must be tailored to fit. While the
vee heat is generallyused on primary plate
elementsof a sectionbent abouttheir major
axes,the secondaryelementsmay require a
strip heat, line heat or no heat at all. These
heatingpatternsintroduce an additional degree of variability in that the time to complete a heatmay be considerablylonger than
heatinga singleplate. Considerablecooling
may have occurredat the initial heating locations before the last element is heated.
Movement may be retarded in such cases
Federal Highway Administration

element

Figure 6.2. Typical yield zone patterns in the plate
elements of the channel shown in fig. 6.1.

due to increasedinternal restraints. A good
practice to minimize the heating time is by
using more than one torch for complexpatterns.
In additionto the jacking load factor,
the various combinationsof plate elements
found in structural steel shapesintroduces
two other parameters that may affect the
member’s behavior during heat straightening. The first is a shapefactor and the second is a stressfactor. It is obvious that the
shape may influence behavior. However,
the stressfactor requiresan explanation.
For casesin which jacking forces are
applied prior to heat straightening,the distribution of stress over the heated section
will vary accordingto the shapeof the cross
section and the magnitude of the moment.
As the torch moves over the section, the
steel temperaturerises and then falls in a
mannersomewhatanalogousmoving across
calm water. The heat variation produces
continuous and complex changes in the
stressdistribution. As a consequence,
stress
I22
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will be presented. The basis for this model
is the plate equation for plastic rotation developed in Chapter 5. For mild steel, the
equation for plastic rotation of a structural
shapecanbe expressedas

view

0%. 6.1)
Edge

view

Figure 6.3. Weak axis bending resulting in a yield
line in the plate element.

distributionsmay be quite different between
two membersof different shapes.
Onemeasureof this effect is the ratio
of plastic moment, %, to the moment at
initial yield, M,. For a constantyield stress
this ratio is Z/S where Z is the plastic section modulus and S is the elastic section
modulus. Sincethe moment due to jacking
is usually expressedas a percentageof %,
the degreeof yielding during heatingis often
a function of this ratio. For example,Z/S =
1.5 for a rectangularplate and is only about
1.12 for typical wide flange beams. In other
words, yielding is initiated at two-thirds of
ultimate capacity for a plate but does not
occur until 90 percent of capacity for most
wide flangemembers. For a moment due to
jacking in the rangeof 35-50 percent of Mp,
some localized yielding will occur during
heat straightening. The amount, and consequently the degreeof straightening,will depend on the stress factor as a function of
Z/S.
In this chapter,the behavior of common structural shapes subjected to heat
straighteningwill be examined. In addition
to considering the experimental data, an
analytical method of predicting movement
Federal Highway Administration

where F, is the factor associatedwith the
externaljacking force, F, is a factor reflecting the shapeof the cross section, F, is the
stressfactor, and (pbis the basicplastic rotation factor derived for a rectangular plate
(seeeq. 5.14) and expressedas:

qTb= 0.0147snl~

In the following sectionsthe experimental
data on structural shapeswill be evaluated
and equationsfor the various factors usedin
eq. 6.1 will be presented.
Behavior of Channels with Strong Axis
Damage(Category S)
When a channel has Category S
damage,a flexural plastic hinge forms in the
web and axial yield zones form in the
flangesas illustrated in fig. 6.2. As shown
in fig. 6.4, the heatingpattern consistsof a
vee heat in the web followed by a strip heat
on the flange that was subjectedto tension
(flange 1) during the damagephase. The
reason for this pattern is that during heat
straighteningthe vee will close, tending to
reduce the damage curvature. However,
flange 1 will tend to prevent this closureif
unheated. By continuing the vee heat into
the flange as a strip heat, the upsetting
123
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Figure 6.4. Heating patterns for channels bent
about their strong axis (Category S).

processwill include the flange and expedite
the movement. The heatingsequenceis: (1)
web vee heat and (2) flange 1 strip heat.
Note that flange2 is not heated.
One note of caution should be mentioned for both this and other heating patterns for structuralshapes.The strip heat on
the flange may produce minor curvature
about the undamagedaxis. Typically, this
movement is small and can be corrected
with a few heats directed toward removing
this curvature.
A seriesof heatswas conductedon a
C 6x8.2 channelusing the veekrip pattern
in fig. 6.4. Threeheatseachwere conducted
for jacking ratios of 0, 25, and 50 percent
andvee anglesof 20” and 45’. The average
values of plastic rotations are shown in fig.
6.5. The resultsfollow the sametrend found
in plates. The curvature causedby heat
straightening is proportional to vee angle
andjacking ratio.
The plastic rotation was first computed by the plate equation(eq. 5.20) using
the dimensionsof the channelweb. The resultswere significantly lower than the actual
channelplastic rotations suggestingthat the
shape of the channelmagnifies the movement over that expectedfrom an equivalent
sizedplate. An explanationfor this behavior
Federal Highway Administration

can be developedby consideringthe geometry of the section. The channelcan be
consideredas a folded plate as shown in fig.
6.6. First, consider the section in its unfolded position with the heat appliedbeginning with the vee and continuing acrossthe
strip. If the vee was extendedacrossthe
web portion of the unfolded section,the result would be a standardvee heat having a
vee depthequalto the channelweb depth,d,
plus the flange width, b,. By using a strip
heat on the flange portion, the effect is
similar except that the heating pattern is
somewhatnarrower over the flange. Since
most of the plastic deformation occurs over
the middle two-thirds of a vee (Roeder,
1985),the differencebetweena vee andstrip
on the flangeportion is small and canbe neglected. Assuming that the longitudinal
strain is small and varies linearly with distance from the vee apex, (fig. 6.6) the relationshipbetweenx, andx, is:

_
-_
-

(Eq. 6.3)

Now considerthat the sameheatingpattern
is appliedwith the flange in its folded position. The averagelongitudinalmovementof
the flange, x2, will tend toward the same
value as in its unfolded position. However,
in its folded position its distance from the
apexhasbeendecreasedfrom d + bd2 to d.
If the samemovement,x,, occursat a shorter
distancefi-om the vee apex, the changein
curvature is magnified. From eq. 6.3 this
magnification can be expressedas a shape
factor:

--
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theoretical plastic rotations for a C 6x8 channel with Category S damage.

F, = 1-

2Cl-

2 ’
(&‘I

Mj
M

(Eq. 6.5)

P

Note that this analysisassumesa full depth
vee heat. Since little difference has been
notedbetweena full and three-quarterdepth
vee,the equationis valid in this range.
The stress factor, F,, can be computed by normalizing the Z/S ratio for the
channelbent about the major axis to that of
the plate (Z/S = 1S) sincethe plate equation
is the basis for developing equations for
rolled shapes. The stress factor should be
unity for the zero jacking force caseand is
assumedto vary linearly to the maximum at
the 50 percentjacking ratio case. The stress
factor canbe written as
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where Z/S is the ratio of plastic to elastic
sectionmodulusfor bendingaboutthe major
axis, i.e., Z,/S, in this case. Since channels
typically have a ZJS, ratio of about 1.2, the
stress factor for channels can be approximatedas
F, = 1 - 0.4-Mj

(Eq. 6.6)

MP

The jacking load factor is identical to that
developedfor plates,that is
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Figure 6.6. Unfolded flange for a Category S
channel.

(Eq. 6.7)

and the shapefactor, F, is given by eq. 6.4.
Using these factors, the plastic rotation can
be obtainedfrom eqs.6.1. and6.2.
A comparison of the experimental
and theoretical results for the C 6x8.2 is
shownin fig. 6.5 indicatingreasonablygood
agreement. From this investigationof Category S channels,it is seenthat the plate
equationfor plastic rotation can be used as
the basisfor other rolled shapebehavior.
Behavior of Channels with Weak Axis
Damage (Category w)

A channelwith CategoryW damage
is more complexthan the CategoryS dueto
lack of symmetry about the weak axis.
Also, the heatingpattern will differ depending on whether the compressionzone inducedby damageis in the web/flangejuncture or flange tips. The heat-straightening
processis basedon the open end of the vee
Federal Highway Administration

heat lying in the zone stressedin tension
during the damagephase. Thus, the apexof
the vee heat on the flangesmay lie at either
the flange tips or the web/flange juncture
dependingon the direction of bending moment damage. The heating patterns are
shown in fig. 6.7 for both cases. A combination of veeheatson the flangesand a strip
heat on the web is requiredfor case(a), here
referred to asnegativemoment damage,and
only vee heats on the flanges for case (b),
positive moment damage. Experimental
studieshave been conductedfor both damagecases.
A comprehensiveseriesof tests was
conductedon C 6x8.2 channelswhich were
initially straightusing the heat configuration
shown in fig. 6.7a. The plastic rotation was
measuredafter eachheat cycle. The results
are plotted in fig. 6.8 along with a linear
least squarescurve fit. The responseof
thesechannelsgenerallycorrespondedto the
typical pattern of behavior for heatstraightenedplates although the variations
were not as linear. The averagevalues for
plastic rotations were higher than expected
for 20” vee heats and lower than expected
for 45” vees.
This behavior illustrates that even
under controlled conditions consistencyin
heating is difficult to maintain. Also, the
amount of plastic rotation for a single heat
significantly exceededthat expected of a
plate of the samesize as the flanges of the
channel. Applying the plate equationto the
vee heatedflanges of the channel (and neglecting the web) leads to a prediction of
plastic rotation much smaller than observed
in the channel. In fact, the channelplastic
rotations averaged2.5 times more than an
equivalentsizedplate.
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Figure 6.7. Heating patterns for channels bent about the weak axis (Direction of moment producing damage
indicated by MJ.
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and theoretical plastic rotations for Category W damage of a C 6x8.2 with the open
end of vees at flange-web-juncture
as shown in fig. 6.7a.
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Conversely, a C 6x8.2 was heated
with the heatingpattern shown in fig. 6.7b.
Using a jacking ratio (M#J of 50 percent
and a 45” full depth vee, 14 heatsproduced
an averageplastic rotation per heatingcycle
of 5.78 milliradians. Use of the plate equation for the flange (and neglectingthe web)
predicts the nearly identical value of 6.09
milliradians. Thus, no magnification over
the plate equationvaluewas required for the
casewhen the vee apex was located at the
web/flangejuncture.
The explanation for the seemingly
contradictoryresultsrelatesto both geometric and stressconsiderations.First, the most
significant aspect is the geometry of the
channelsection. For the caseof the vee/strip
heat combination shown in fig. 6.7a, the
channelsection(fig. 6.9a) can be viewed in
terms of its symmetrical componentshown
in fig. 6.9b. This componentof the channel
section can be consideredas a folded plate
in a manner similar to the category S channel. First consider the section in its unfolded position with the heat appliedin the
standardfashion: beginning at the apex of
the vee, moving across the vee, and then
continuingacrossthe strip. If the vee is extended across the web portion of the unfolded section, the result would be a standard vee heat on the flange of depth d plus
one-half the web, dJ2. By using the strip
heat on the web portion, the effect is similar
exceptthat the heating pattern is somewhat
narrower.
Referring to fig. 6.9c, the maximum
longitudinalshorteningof the web portion of
the sectionwill occur at the axis of symmetry of the web portion as designatedby x,.
Because of the linear strain assumption,
(similar to CategoryS damagedchmels) x,
Federal Highway Administration

andx, areproportionalto the distancefrom
the vee apexsuchthat:

(Eq. 6.8)

-

where d = vee depth (which equals the
flange width) and b, = width of stiffening
element(or the web width).
Now considerthat this sameheating
pattern is appliedto the sectionin its folded
position. The tendencywill be for the same
x, valueas shownin eq. 6.8 to occur. However, sincethe channelis folded, this average movement, x,, acts over the distanced
ratherthand+~.

-

-.
-

Hence, the plastic rota-

tion will tend to be magnified by the factor,
F,:

-

-

(Eq. 6.9)

For the C 6x8.2 channel,d = 48.8 mm (1.92
in) and b, = 152 mm (6 in) thus F, = 2.56.
Consequently,a magnification of more than
double would occur in comparison to an
equivalentplate with the same dimensions
as the flange of the channel. This analysis
illustratesthat the veekrip heat combination
doesmagnify the movement. On the other
hand, for the caseof the vee heat in the opposite direction and no strip heat required,
fig. 6.7b, no magnification would be expectedsincethe web is not heated. The experimentalresults showedno magnification
which reinforcesthis conclusion.
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where d is the vee depth and b, is the width
of the channelweb or stiffening element.
The equation can be modified to include
both positive and negativemoment damage,
if the term d in the numerator of the second
term is replacedby d, which is definedas the
distance from the apex of the vee to the
stiffening element (the web in this case),
thus:
1 bd
F, =1+-(-=-)
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Figure 6.9. Geometric effects on heat straightening a channel with negative curvature damage.

The stress factor, F,, can be consideredin the form previously given by eq. 6.5
where the ratio Z/S is related to weak axis
bending,i.e., Z,,/S,. For typical casesZ,,/S,
is approximately2.05. For exampleZJS, =
2.02 for the C 6x8.2. Therefore,using ZJS,
= 2.05 the stressfactor can be approximated
(for channelswith weak axis damage)as:

F, =1-0.7-

Mj
%J
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(Eq. 6.10)

d*

(Eq. 6.12)

Consequently,ds= d for the casein fig.6.7a
andds= 0 for the casein fig. 6.7b. Note that
since little difference was noted in plastic
rotations for full and three-quarter depth
vees, d should be taken as unity unlessthe
vee depth ratio is less than 0.75. Research
data is not availablefor more shallow depth
vees. Applying thesefactors, the plastic rotation for a channel with flexural damage
about the weak axis is given by eqs.6.1 and
6.2 where F, is defined by eq. 6.12, Ft by
eq. 6.7, andF, by eq. 6.5 (althoughF, canbe
approximatedby eq. 6.10 for most cases).
The theoretical equation is shown for the
negativemoment damagecasein fig. 6.8 for
the three jacking ratios. The theoreticalresults tended to be larger than the least
squarescurve fit of the experimentaldata.
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Figure 6.10. Heating patterns for weak axis damage to a wide flange beam (Category W).

Behavior of Wide Flange Beams with
Weak Axis (Category W) Damage

For a wide flange beam bent about
the weak axis, the flanges are the primary
elementsand the web is the stiffening element. The heating pattern consistsof vee
heatson eachflange and a strip heat on the
web as shown in fig. 6.10. In this casethe
stiffening element is located at the neutral
axis of bending and introduces additional
complexity in behavior. The yield pattern
consists of a flexural plastic hinge on the
two flanges. Sincethe web lies at the neutral axis of bending, it doesnot usually undergo significant yield. However, a strip
heat is required on the web so that the closing of the flange veeswill not be resistedby
the web. This caseis one exampleof when
it is appropriate to heat a location where
yielding may not haveoccurred.
Horton (1973) conducted tests on
undamagedsections. The results of these
tests are shown in fig. 6.11. Avent (1992),
Avent and Fadous (1989) and Boudreaux
(1987) also conducted tests on W 6x9
beams. In some casesthe beamswere undamagedprior to vee heating while others
Federal Highway Administration

were damaged. The averageplastic rotations are shown in fig. 6.12. The data from
Horton’s tests generallyfollowed the pattern
of increasingplastic rotation with vee angle.
Avent’s tests showedthe plastic rotation to
be proportionalto both vee angle andjacking ratio. The data was fairly linear with
respectto vee angle for zero and 25 percent
However, considerable
jacking ratios.
variation was found for the 50 percentjacking ratio.
The same model as used for Category W damagedchannelsis applicablefor
wide flange beams. The plastic rotation is
given by eqs. 6.1 and 6.2 where F e is defined by eq. 6.7, F, is given by eq. 6.12 and
F, by eq. 6.5. The ZJS,, value for typical
wide flangebeamsis around1.5. Using this
value, the stressfactor can be approximated
by F, = 1. Also note that in this case, the
stiffening element is located at mid-depth,
thus d, equalsone-halfthe flangewidth (4 =
1.97 in. or 50.0 mm for the W 6x9). This
theoretical equation is also plotted in fig.
6.12. The results compare well with the
leastsquarescurve fit.

_
----

Repetitive Damage and Straightening for
Category W Damage to Wide Flange
Beams

A comprehensivestudy was conductedon rolled beam sectionshaving multiple cyclesof damageandrepairs. The procedurewas to damagethe beam by bending
about the minor axis. The beam was then
heat straightened. After straightening was
completed,the beam was re-damagedand
againheat straightened. Up to eight cycles
of damagewere repaired in some cases.
Four beams (W 6x9’s) were used in the
study. Eachbeamwas damaged
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(degrees)

6.11. Vee angle versus plastic rotation for wide flange beams using the Category W heating pattern, Horton
(1973).

- - -

Theoretical
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Eq. 6.1
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Figure 6.12. Plastic rotation versus we angle for W 6x9 using the Category W heating pattern (Temperature
= 650°C or l~OO°F).
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Figure 6.13. Spreading of yield zone in subsequent cycles of damage and repair for W 6x9 wide flange beam
specimens.

-

Table 6.1. Summary of damaged beam data for W 6x9 beams with Category W damage.

Beam/Repair
Cycle No.

Angle of Damage
(degree)

No. of Heats

(millirad)

Avg. ‘pP(millirad)

Coefficient of
Variation

B-l/l

7.34

128.1

20

6.85

0.28

B-2/1

7.67

133.9

20

6.65

0.30

B-212

8.22

143.5

23

6.70

0.26

B-3/1

7.15

124.8

18

6.64

0.16

-

-

-.

-

-

.-
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Table 6.2. Increasing yield zone after each damage/repair

Beam

Length of yield zone (in) after Bend #: (Top row = A, bottom row = B)
1

1

cycle for W 6x9 with Category W damage.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

-I
---

2

3

---

8.20

---

8.40

5.90

8.05

9.75

10.30

6.00

8.65

10.40

11.65

5.50

8.15

9.50

10.50

10.70

10.70

11.50

11.50

5.80

8.40

10.20

12.00

13.20

13.30

15.25

15.25

5.70

8.13

9.63

10.40

10.70

10.70

11.50

11.50

5.90

8.48

10.30

11.83

13.20

13.20

15.25

15.25

c11

4
c”*

~ Averages

around its weak axis to a degreeof about
sevendegrees. All beamswere repairedusing the heating pattern of fig. 6.10 and 45”
veeswith a depthratio of 0.75 and a jacking
ratio of 0.5. The number of damage/repair
cycles varied for each of the beams. Each
repair cycle consistedof approximately 20
heats, with the average plastic rotation
shownfor eachrepair cycle in table 6.1.
As the beams straightened,a thickening developedin the middle region, causing a spreadingof the yield zone in each
subsequentbend as seenin fig. 6.13 (values
are shown in table 6.2). The thickening resulted in a smoother distribution of curvature (due to thinner portions further fi-om the
centerline tending to yield earlier than before), although the total angle of damage
was kept as consistentas possible for each
bend. Due to the larger yield zone, the vee
heats were distributed over a longer length
to accommodatethe spread.
Federal Highway Administration

Sincethere were over 200 heatsperformed, statistical analysis can be used to
evaluatetrends in the data. DeBajar, etal.
(1992) addressedtwo questions: (1) Does
the responseto heat straighteningvary if the
member is re-damagedand repaired more
than once; and (2) Is the responseduring a
single repair cycle dependenton the heat
number? An independent sample t-test
(Hicks, 1982) was used to evaluatethe responsefrom different damage/repaircycles.
The probability that the averageplastic rotation in successiverepair cycles was less
than the averagevalue of the first repair
rangedfi-om 71-87percent. The results suggest that there may be a small trend toward
larger plastic rotations in the first repair cycle.
To look at whether the amount of
movementvaried from heat to heat within a
single repair cycle, a dependentsamplesttest (Hicks, 1982)was used. Theprobability
133
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values were high enough to conclude that
the first heat does produce greater movement than successiveheats, although there
was no trend that anotherheat had preeminenceover any other. This conclusionconfums observationsin the field that the first
heat producesmore movement. The probable causeis that residual stressesare often
created during the damageprocess. These
stressesoften act in a direction tending to
reduce the damage thus magnifying the
jacking force. The initial heat tendsto relax
these residuals so that successiveheats are
not affected. Becauseof this behavior it is
recommendedthat the jacking force during
the first two heats be limited to approximately 25 percentof the membercapacityso
as not to risk over-stressingthe member.
The averagevalue of plastic rotation
for all damage/repaircycles (240 heat cycles) was 6.78 milliradians. The average
value, considering the first damage/repair
cyclesonly (75 heats) was 5 percenthigher
at 6.64 milliradians. These values were
within 20 percent of the value predictedby
the theoreticalmodel of eq. 6.1.
Behavior of Wide Flange Beams with
Strong axis (Category S) Damage

The heating pattern and yield zone
for Category S damageis shownin fig. 6.14.
Severalresearchers(Avent, 1992, Moberg,
1979and Boudreaux,1987)have conducted
tests on Category S damagedand undamagedwide flange beams. The averageplastic rotation for eachcaseis shown in table
6.3 and valuesfor the W 6x9 are plotted in
fig. 6.15.
The resultsshown in table 6.3 follow
the trend that plastic rotation is proportional
to vee angle but are inconsistent. The W
10x33valuesare far too low and suggestan
Federal Highway Administration

improper heating procedure. The values
for the shapesheatedwith a 50” vee angle
also appearlow, again suggestingthat the
steel temperature was not adequate. The
valuesfor the W 6x9 with 20” and 30° vee
angles appear too high suggesting either
over-heatingor lack of lateralrestraint. The
only values which appear consistent with
other categoriesof damageare those with a
jacking ratio of 50 percent. To evaluate
these inconsistencies,a W 12x14 was vee
heated. The temperatureand jacking force
were carefully controlled. The results are
plotted in fig. 6.15.
A model to predict this behaviorcan
be developedsimilarly to the channel. The
flange of the beam is the stiffening element
for the category S damageheatingpattern.
The flange at the open end of the vee provides a magnificationeffect similar to that of
the channel. Using the folded/unfolded
flange concept (fig. 6.16) similar to that of
the channel along with the same assumptions, a shapefactor can be derivedidentical
to the channelof eq. 6.4 or 6.12 where for
the wide flangebeam ds= beam depth,b, =
flangewidth and d = beamdepth.
The equationfor plastic rotation, Q,,
is given by eqs.6.1 and 6.2, F e is definedby
eq. 6.7, F, is given by eq. 6.12, andF, by eq.
6.5. Note that ZJS, is typically around 1.12
for wide flange beams. Using this value in
eq. 6.5, the stress factor can be approximatedby

F, =1-0.5-

M.i

Eq. 6.13

_
_
-.
.--

--

-

-
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Figure 6.14. Yield zone and heating pattern for Category S damage to wide flange beams.
Table 6.3. Plastic rotations for Category S damage to wide flange beams (heating temperature
1200°F9.
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Figure 6.15. Influence of vee angle and jacking ratio on plastic rotation for W 6x9 (Category S damage pattern).
.-

Figure 6.16. Geometric relationship between
Category S wide flanges and plates.

The theoretical equation for the W 12x14 is
plotted in fig. 6.15. The theory agrees reasonably well with the data.
Angles
Angles differ from other rolled shapes in
that the plate elements of the cross section
are not orthogonal to the principal axes. As
a result, the damage to angles is often due to
flexure about an axis other than a principal
Federal High way Administratz*on

axis. In addition, the jacking force applied
during heat straightening often causes flexure about a non-principal axis. In one sense
the angle is the most simple of rolled shapes
which can be considered as a plate with a
single fold. The heating pattern consists of a
vee on one plate element and a strip on the
other element as shown in fig. 6.17a or simply a vee heat if the apex of the vee is located at the stiffening element (fig. 6.17b).
The results of tests on originally straight angles using the heating pattern of fig. 6.17a
are shown in fig. 6.18. Other parameters
included jacking ratios, Mj/Mp, of 0, 25 and
50 percent; vee angles of 20” and 45’; a
depth ratio = 1.0; and a heating temperature
650°C (1200°F). In general the plastic rotations were significantly larger than for
equivalent plates. The reasons for this

-

-

-

__

__
-
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Figure 6.17. Yield zone and heating patterns for flexural damage o f a typical angle.
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Figure 6.18. Influence of vee angle and jacking ratio on plastic rotation for L 4x4~114 angles with the heating
pattern of fig. 6.17a.
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behavior involve both geometric and stress
considerations.
The geometric amplification for the
angle is (with the apex at the toe per fig.
6.17a) the same as that of the category S
channel. Using the sameassumptionsas for
the channel(fig. 6.6), the shapefactor, F,, is
the sameas given by eq. 6.12 where d, = d =
the leg length being vee heatedand b, = the
width of the other leg.
If a jacking force is applied during
the heating process, the stress distribution
throughout the vee heat zone differs for an
anglecomparedto a plate. First, the ratio of
plastic to elastic sectionmodulus is lower.
Second,since the cross-sectionis not symmetrical, bendingabout the primary element
is biaxial unless some type of lateral restraint is used. If no lateral restraint is provided, the simple bending stress formula,
M/S, cartnot be usedto calculatestressesin
the vee heatedareadue to the jacking force.
Instead, the biaxial bending formula must
be utilized. For example,an L 4 x 4 x l/4
angle bent about the axis of one leg and
having no lateral restraint has a maximum
stressat the heel of 2.5 times that for the laterally restrainedcase.
In order to incorporatethis behavior
into the stressfactor, the ratio of Z/S will be
modified by the shapefactor, F,. The stress
factor is definedby eq. 6.5 in which the ratio
of Z/S is definedas
ZlS=F,(Z'IS')

(Eq. 6.14)

where Z/S’ is the ratio of plastic to elastic
sectionmodulus for the angleaboutthe axis
of bending.
FederaZ Highway Administration

The plastic rotation can thus be expressed
by eqs.6.1 and 6.2 where F e is givenby eq.
6.7, F, by eq. 6.12, and F, by eqs. 6.5 and
6.14. This theoretical curve is plotted in
fig.6.18 and show relatively good agreemerit.
A seriesof angleswere damagedand
then heat straightenedwith the vee pattern
shown in 6.17b and the results are shown in
table 6.4. The magnitudesof plastic rotations were not magnifiedto the extentof the
previouscasesincewith the apexof the vee
at the heel, the shapefactor is one and only
the stress amplification factor is needed.
Thus the plastic rotation is givenby eqs.6.1
and 6.2 where F, = 1.O from eq. 6.12, F e is
givenby eq. 6.7, andF, by eqs.6.5 and 6.14.
The theoretical values are shown in table
6.4 and comparereasonablywell with most
of the experimentalvalues.
Movement.-Basedon
the geometric configuration of angles, an
out-of-plane movement (in the direction
perpendicular to the desired direction of
movement) would be expectedto occur.
With the linear continuousstrain conceptfor
folded plates, even though the stiffening
elementis heatedwith a rectangle,its strain
behavior resemblesthat of a vee heat and
thus the stiffening element would shorten
more on one edgethan the other (at the free
edge away from the vee heated leg in the
caseof the angle). For the anglesshown in
fig. 6.18 the average out-of-plane plastic
rotations were measuredand comparedto
the plastic rotations in the desireddirection.
Thesevaluesandcomparisonsare shown in
table 6.5. As canbe seenfrom table 6.5, the
out-of-plane movements are quite large in
all cases, and they increase significantly
with jacking ratio. However, when
Out-of-Plane
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Table 6.4. Damaged angle specimens with the heating pattern shown in fig. 6.17b’.

Specimen/Damage
Category

Mm

Depth
Ratio

No. of Heats

Avg. Plastic Rotations
(milliradians)

Theoretical Plastic
Rotations (milliradiansl

L6x4x5/16 (S)*

0.22

1.00

3

4.66

4.31

L6x4x5/16 (S)

0.50

1.00

16

9.10

7.31

L6x4x5/16 (W)

0.50

1.00

3

11.11

7.19

L4x4x1/4

0.33

0.75

2

5.57

7.28

L4x4xU4

0.33

1.00

5

6.75

7.28

‘S denotes bending about axis of long leg, W denotes bending about axis of short leg. All vee heats were 45”,
and all had the stiffening element at the vee apex and heating temperatures = 650°C (1,200”F)

Table 6.5. Comparison of out-of-plane plastic rotations to plastic rotations in the in-plane direction of movement for initially straight L 4x4x% angles (in-plane movement shown in fig.6.18).

Vee angle (Deg)

I

1

Out-of-Plane Plastic Rotations
(millirad)

Ratio of Out-of-Plane to In-Plane
Movement

20

0

2.93

2.07

20

0.25

4.03

0.72

20

0.50

6.59

0.59

45

0

4.55

1.44

45

!

0.25

Federal Highway Administration
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7.85

/

0.84

I
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comparedto the plastic rotations in the desired direction, the zero jacking ratio cases
exhibitedmore relative movement. In fact,
the out-of-plane movements were greater
than the in-plane ones. The large out-ofplanemovementsareprobablya result of the
vee heatedleg of the angle already being
heated and offering less resistanceto rotation. The lower ratios of out-of-planeto inplane movement encounteredat larger jacking ratios are probably due to an ineffective
distribution of stressesin the outstanding
leg.
Depending on whether or not the
out-of-planemovementsarebeneficialto the
overall repair of the given specimen,either
bracing againstthis movement or using alternative heating patternsmay be necessary
to prevent or reduce them. The vee heat
would be applied as normal, and the stiffening elementwould still needto be heated
to allow rotation is the desired direction.
However, instead of a rectangular heating
pattern, it is likely a reversevee heat (continuing fkom the open end of the original
vee, and tapering down to a point) would
encouragethe desired rotation, while reducing the out-of-plane movement. In its
“unfolded” position, the heating pattern
would resemblea diamond shape,a pattern
usedby pipe welders to straightenpipe distortions. Heating in the proper fashion is
essentialfor obtainingmovement.

C 12x20.7 (strong axis bending), (c) L
5x3~518(bendingabout the axis of the short
leg with tensiondamageto short leg.
first step is to compute the expectedmovementper heat cycle
using eq. 6.1. For all cases(Piis computed
from eq. 6.2 as:
Solution.-The

.-.

andFe is obtainedfrom eq. 6.7 as

-

F, = 0.6 + 2(.5) = 1.6

.-

The other factors are dependenton the cross
sectionandarecalculatedasfollows:
(a) W 36x170(CategoryW damage)
d, = 12.03 in/2 = 6.02 in
b, =36 in
d = 12.03 ipt

Z/S = 83.8 in3 153.2 in3 = 1.58
From eq. 6.5
F = 1+
= 1 75
s
1[(36)(6.02)]
2 12.033
From eq. 6.12
Fa=l-2{1-~(1.58)}(1.5)=1.05

beam is damaged in
flexure producing a 4.5” degreeof damage
at the impact point. Computethe estimated
number of heats to straighten the member
for each of the following sections using a
jacking ratio of 50 percent and 30” vee angle: (a) W 36x170 (weak axis bending),(b)

andfrom eq. 6.1

Federal Highway Administration
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q)b= O.O147sin(y) = 0.00255rud = 2.55miZZirad _

Example 6.1
Problem.-A

_

-

pp = (1.6)(1.75)(1.05)(2.55)
= 7.50 milhad

-

(b) C 12x20.7(Category S damage)
140
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The numberof heatscan be determined
from eq. 3.15 where the degreeof damage(pd= 78.5 milliradiansasfollows:
For the W 36x170

d, =12 in
b, = 2.94 in
d=12

in

z/s = 3.4911.73= 2.02
From eq. 6.5

n = 78.5/7.5= 10.5or 11
For the C 12x20.7

F - l+ Lc(2.g4)(12)] = 1 12
s2
122
-

n = 78.5/6.17= 12.7or 13
For the L 5x3x5/8
n = 78.5/8.12= 9.7 or 10

From eq. 6.12
Summary
F, = 1- 2{1- $ (2.02))(.5) = 1.35

and from eq. 6.1
qp = (1.6)(1.12)(1.35)(2.55)= 6.17 millirad

(c) L 5x3x5/8 (bending about axis of short
leg with tensiondamageto short leg)
The vee heat should be located on the
long leg with the apexat the toe.
d, = 5 in
b, = 3 in
d=5

in

ZlS=Z,lS,

=6.27/3.55=1.77

From eq. 6.5
F - l+y)@
s2 521=1-3
From eqs.6.5 and 6.14
F, =l-2{1-~(1.3)(1.77)}(1.5)=1.53
and from eq. 6.1
yP = (l-6)(1.3)(1.53)(2.55)= 8.12 miZZirad
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Summarizedin this chapter is the
responseof rolled shapesto heat straightening. The focus was on the two fundamental
damage conditions: weak axis bending
(Category W) and strong axis bending
(Category S). Over 300 heatswere applied
to 30 rolled shapesin order to documentthe
behavior of heat-straightened,angles,channels and wide flange beams. This data
formed the basis for developing simple
analytical formulas for predicting the responseof rolled shapesto heat straightening.
Theseformulas canbe usedto designheatstraighteningrepairs.
Key Points to Remember
l

There are four fundamental damage
categoriesfor rolled shapes:
Category S:
strong axis.

Bending about the

Category W:
weak axis.

Bending about the

CategoryT: Twisting.
Category L:
andcrimps.

Local bulges, dishes
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The heating pattern for rolled shapes
typically consists of vee heats on the
primary elementsand strip heatson the
secondaryelements.

stressfactor, F,, and can be generalized
for rolled shapesas

If a secondaryelementlies at the apexof
the veeheat on a primary element,a strip
heatis not applied.

where the basic plastic rotation factor,
R, is definedas

The amount of movement when heat
straighteningrolled shapesis a function
of: the vee angle, heating temperature,
magnitude of the externally applied
jacking force, the shapeof the crosssection, and the distribution of stressesdue
to jacking.
l

Typically, the factors listed above tend
to magnify the movementabovethat expected from a vee heated plate of the
same size as the primary element (or
elements)of the rolled shapes.
Heat straightening of angles produces
componentsof movement in directions
parallelto both legs evenwhen only one
may be desired.
Rolled shapescan be damagedand repaired multiple times with similar
movement responsealthough it is recommendedthat the sameareanot be repairedmore thantwice.
The first heat cycle often produceslarger
movementsthan successivecyclesdueto
residualstresses.
Analytical formulas were derivedto predict movementduring heat straightening
of rolled shapessubjectedto CategoryS
andW damage.

cpb=0.0147 sine

-

3

andthe modification factors are:
F, =0.6+2-

Mj

MP
1 bd
F, =1+-(L)
2 d2
2 Z
F, =l-2{l-5(-)}r

-

Mj

P

where

-

Mj = the moment at the heatedzone due
to thejacking force;

-

% = the ultimate plastic moment capacity aboutthe axis of damage;
Z/S = The ratio of plastic-to-elasticsection modulus about the axis of damage
(except for anglesin which the ratio is
multiplied by F,);
b, = width of stiffening element;

-

-

ds = distancefrom apex of vee heat on
primary member to intersectionof stiffeningelement;and
d = depthof the vee heatedelements(assuming a vee depth of at least threequartersof this depth).

The analyticalformula was basedon the
plate equation(eq. 5.21) modified by the
addition of a shape factor, F,, and a
-.
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Chapter 7. Heat-Straightening Repair for Composite Deck-Girder Bridges
Perhaps the most typical type of
damagefound on steel bridge membersresults Corn impact of vehicles or freight on
the beams or girders of composite deckgirder bridges. Heat straighteningis an attractive repair alternativebecauseof its low
cost and minimal disruption of traffic.
However, little information has been availableto guide either the Engineeror the heatstraighteningtechnicianon safe and acceptable implementationprocedures. The purpose of this chapter is to provide such a
guide.
The available literature shows little
quantitative research related to heatstraightening repair of composite deckgirder bridges. Moberg (1979) describeda
limited field investigation of the heatstraightening behavior of damagedbridge
members. Shanafelt and Horn (1984) addressedthe general damageassessmentof
structures and suggestedan approach for
using heat straightening as one of several
repair alternatives. A comprehensivesummary of the state-of-the-artof heat straighteninggivenby Avent (1989) emphasizedthe
lack of quantified engineeringdata on heatstraightening repair procedures and addressedmyths about heat-straighteningrepair.
To provide quantified heatstraighteningdata, Avent and Fadous(1989)
initiated a study of the behaviorof composite girders followed with additionalresearch
conductedby Avent, et. al., (1993).
Severalimportant questionsarise in
conjunction with heat straightening composite deck-girderbridges: What is the role
Federal Highway Administration

of internal and external constraints? What
are the important parametersfor straightening compositemembers? What is the basic
methodology? Why do the memberssometimes crack during repair? How much
jacking restraint canbe safely applied? And
can movements be accurately predicted
analytically?
One fundamentalparameterthat has
been overlookedin previous studies is the
internal redundancyof the structure. Often,
the damagedsteel member in the field displays an inherent redundancy due to its
structural configuration, imposing an internal constraint on the potential heatstraighteningmechanism for the member.
An understandingof this behaviorcombined
with knowledgeof the role of jacking forces
in heat-straighteningis needed to answer
thesequestions.
First, a detailedand controlledset of
field experimentsis summarizedwhich were
designedto provide a more comprehensive
data baseon the field behavior of damaged
composite bridge members. Second, the
heat-straig,hteningbehavior of those members is quantified both analytically and experimentally. Emphasisis placedon studying the interaction of the internal redundancy with both the external restraining
forces and heatpatterns. A number of heatstraighteningtests have been conductedusing two 6 m (20-R) long, A-36 steelbeams
of different geometries(WlO x 39 and W24
x 76). Each beam was damagedand then
repaired using the heat-straightening
method. The level of jacking forces was
143
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varied in the courseof repair to evaluatethe
effect of external restraining forces. Based
on theseexperiments,analyticalmodels and
guidelines for conducting such repairs are
given.
Experimental Procedures
There are inherent problems associated with conducting research on actual
bridges in the field. Among the most important are: public safety and traffic control;
variability in the level and degreeof damage; and limitations on conductingparameter studies. As a consequence,it was decidedto simulateheat straighteningof an inservicedamagedmemberwith a test facility
capableof handling full-scalebeams. In addition to mitigating the problems cited, the
facility also provides a training facility for
engineersand operators. The test frame has
been designatedas the Heat-Straightening
EvaluationAnd Testing (HEAT) facility.
A prominent feature of the HEAT
facility is the ability to control the damageinducementprocess. Static as well as dynamic loading can be appliedto distort the
member plastically. Static loads were applied by the use of a hydraulic jack, while
dynanric loads were created by an impact
ram. In addition, a specialU-shapedreference f&me was constructed for specimen
measurements.Eight measuringpoints were
taken at each cross section: five points defining horizontal movement and three defining vertical movement.
Three primary parameters affecting
heat straightening-vee angle,heating temperature,and depth ratio of vee to plate element-have been discussed in previous
chapters and reported elsewhere (Avent
1987;Boudreaux1987; Nichols and Weerth
Federal Highway Administralion

1972; and Roeder 1986). However, three
additionalparametershave also beenshown
to play a central role in the heatstraighteningprocess. One factor relatesto
the influenceof restraining forces, a second
to the heating patterns used, and a third to
the damage-inducementpattern. The best
way to evaluatethesefactors is to study actual structuralsystems.
The HEAT facility is unique in allowing, for the first time, a comprehensive
evaluationof heat straighteningas appliedto
prototype structures. Within the limits previously describedfor prototype experimental
girders,five specific aspectsof heat straightening were evaluated: (1) The degree to
which restraining forces affect behavior
during the process; (2) the effect of various
heatingpatternson movement;(3) the effect
of successiveheating cycles on damage
restoration; (4) the effect of repetitive damage and straighteningon material properties
of the steel;and (5) an evaluationof whether
dynamic (as opposedto static) damageinducement influences the heat-straightening
process. Until these tests, there had been
little documentedevidencerelatedto eachof
the characteristics.
Heat-Straightening Repair of a W 10x39
Composite Beam
An initially straight compositebeam
was statically loaded to produce a plastic
lateral deformation of 70 mm (2.75 in) at
mid-length of the bottom flange. A force of
125 kN (28,000 lb) was required. The pattern of damageshown in fig. 7.1 is typical
for bridge girdersandthe level canbe classified as light to moderate. Two yield zones
were formed as a result of the load application. The lower flange yielded in flexure
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Figure 7.1. Typical deformed shape and yield zones in damaged composite girders.

Figure 7.2. View from underside looking up at damaged beam SB-1.
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(about the strong axis of the flange plate)
over a short length and there was a local
bulge in this region. A yield line also
formed in the web approximately57 mm (21/4 in) below the top flange, extendingover
the middle two-thirds of its length. A view
of the damagedbeamin the HEAT facility is
shownin fig. 7.2.
Typically, a lateral jacking force is
applied to the lower flange during heatstraighteningrepair. However, the determination of the jacking ratio is complicatedfor
compositegirders due to the internal redundancy of the system. First, when a lateral
jacking force is appliedto the lower flange,
only a portion of that force producesa moment in the flange. Part of the force follows
a load path through the web into the upper
compositeflange and is resistedby the concrete deck. The determinationof the actual
moment in the lower damagedflange is required to prevent over-stressduring jacking
andto predict the expectedmovement. Second, the moment capacity due to a laterally
applied load is also influenced by the load
path transfer making it difficult to compute
the plasticmomentcapacity,q.
The procedureadaptedhere is to define the apparentmoment due to jacking, M+
as the moment carried by the lower flange
assumingall the jacking force was transferred to the lower flange alone. Likewise,
the lateral capacity of the beam, &, is defined as the plastic moment of the lower
flange aloneabout its strong axis. The ratio
of Mj to q will be referred to as the apparent jacking ratio. The actualmoment in the
lower flangedue to the jacking force will be
referred to as M, and will be expressedas a
percentageOf Mj.
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Five primary heating paterns/jacking combinations were used in the repair,
with a sufficient number of repetitions to
establishthe pattern of behavior. The basic
heatingpattern is shown in fig. 7.3. In two
cases,a singlevee heat on the bottom flange
was used and the restraining force, applied
laterally at the center of the bottom flange,
producedan apparentjacking ratio w/MJ
of either 56 percent or 112 percent. The
other two caseswere identical, exceptthat a
line heat was also appliedto the centertwothirds of the web along the length of the
girder at the damage-inducedyield line. In
all cases,the vee heatswere identical: a vee
depthof three-quartersof the flangewidth, a
30” vee angle, and a constant heating ternperaturein the range of 650°C (1,200”F) (as
measuredwith contactpyrometer and multiple temperaturecrayons). The vee heat was
always appliedwithin the yield zone of the
flange at the point of maximum curvature.
A single-orificeoxyacetylenetorch was used
for the heating. Graduatestudentstrainedin
heat straighteningperformedthe heats.
After the completion of the repair
process,the same W 10x39 girder was redamagedby exerting a concentratedstatic
force with a midspanjacking device. That
force causeda permanentdeflection in the
bottom flange of 57 mm (2.23 in) in magnitude. A load-deflectioncurve was obtained
during the process. Consideringthe elastic
rebound,the initial yield load could be estimated as 71kN (16,000 lb). Basedon this
yield value, the externaljacking force was
limited to 35 percent of initial yielding.
Since a 650°C (1,200”F) temperature can
reducethe yield stressto approximatelyonehalf to one-third its original value, this limit
was intendedto ensurethat hot mechanical
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Figure 7.3. Heating patterns for composite girder.

straightening did not occur. This jacking
force correspondedto a force which would
produce approximately 100 percent of the
plastic moment in the bottom flange acting
alone. The damagewas quite sirnilar to that
of the first case.
A number of combinations of vee
heat, line heat andjacking ratios were used.
A summary of all sequencesof heats is
shown in table 7.1 and comparisonsof the
averageplastic rotation and the jacking ratio
for sevensequencesare plotted in fig. 7.4.
An inspectionof the data showsthat certain
heating patterns are much more effective
than others. Two aspectsaccountedfor behavior differences:(1) The magnitudeof the
restrainingforce; and (2) the inclusionof the
line heat on the web in addition to the vee
heat on the lower flange. While theseconditions may seem independent,they are actually related. Both laboratory research
(Boudreaux 1987; and Roeder 1986) and
field experience(Moberg 1979)have shown
Federai Highway Administration

that applying a constraintforce in a direction
tending to reduce damage curvature expedites the heat-straighteningprocess. Conversely, a constrainingforce applied in the
oppositedirection can result in little or no
straightening effect after heating (Roeder
1986). The most effective combinationsof
heating patterns and restraining forces are
ones that minimize any internal constraints
inhibiting the straighteningwhile maximizing the positive external constraint effect.
For any damage condition, an analysis of
thesefactors is requiredto optimize straighteningeffects. For the caseunder discussion
here, the wide flange can be analyzed in
terms of its web and bottom flange plate
componentsas interacting elements. Each
has plastically deformed so attempting to
straightenthe first componentindependently
of the secondleadsto the secondcomponent
acting as a negativeconstrainingforce rather
than a positive one.
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Table 7.1. Summary of plastic rotations for a damaged composite WlO x 39 beam after heat
straightening with various heating patterns.

‘Only a partial line heat was used omitting the center one-third of the web yield line sincethis portion was essentially straight
3The first heating cycle had only a single vee heat
Vhe movement from the first heat of each sequenceafter damage inducement was not included in the average
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of average plastic rotation for various patterns and jacking ratios.
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As a generalrule, heat shouldbe applied in the vicinity of every zone in which
plastic deformation has occurred to reduce
this negative restraint. The heating pattern
should correspond to the specific type of
damage. This principle is illustrated when
comparing the first pair of heating patterns
(1 and 2) to the secondpair (3 and 4). In
sequences1 and 2, the vee heat was applied
to the plastic zone of the bottom flange
without a web line heat. Sincethe web was
unheated,it tendedto resistthe straightening
effect of the flange. Even with a positive
external force appliedto the flange, the restoring effect was relatively small.
In sequences3 and 4, the yield line
in the web was heatedin additionto the vee
heat in the flange. As a result, the restoring
effect was more than doubled during each
sequence.In a similar fashion, the application of an externalrestrainingforce acting in
the direction of desiredmovementenhanced
the process. Doubling the external force
more than doubled the restoring movement
for both heating patterns. A method of
computing the safe limitations for such
forcesis discussedin a latter section.
Severalinterestingbehavior patterns
were noted when comparingthe heating effect cycle-by-cycle. It was observedthat a
significantly larger amount of movement
occurred from the first heat of a given sequenceafter damagewas initiated than after
successiveheats of the sequence. Residual
momentscausedby the damageinducement
are the primary causeof this phenomenon.
After damage,the internal redundancyprevents full elastic rebound. Thus, there is a
residual moment tending to straighten the
beam in addition to the jacking force. The
combination of forces results in larger
Federal Highway Administration

movementthan expected. Most of the residualmoment is relieved after one heat so
that subsequentheats do not exhibit this behavior. In computing averagevalues, the
first heat of sequences1 and 6 were excludedfor this reason.
Careful measurementsof the web
were made and the length of the yield line
was computedafter eachheating cycle. At
the beginningof the 5”’ sequence,the central
635mm (24-in) portion of the web yield line
had been completely straightened. This
portion correspondedin length to the yield
zone of the flange where the inelastic deformation occurred. To have continuedapplying a line heat in this region would have
producedsome reverse curvature along the
web yield line. Therefore,in sequenceNo.5,
the center 0.635 m (2 ft) length of web was
not heated. Rather, the line heat was only
appliedto thoseportions still showing plastic curvature.
The removal of the web curvature
using the line heat is based on the same
principle as the vee heat. The cold material
aheadof the heat, alongwith the restraintsof
the lower flange and external force, holds
the plate in its initial position creating the
upsetting effect. Once the entire line is
heated,the resistanceto contraction is decreasedand rotation occurs during cooling,
tendingto straightenthe plate. By itself, the
line heat produces movements which are
small comparedto those produced by vee
heats. However, when the lower flange is
alsobeing straightened,this tendsto pull the
web plate evenstraighter. In contrast,when
the line heat was appliedwithout the lower
flange vee heat, negligible movement was
detected.
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Figure 7.5. Line heat in progress on a composite girder.

Two single-orificetorcheswere used
to perform the heating sequenceswith line
heats. As shown in fig. 7.5, the line heat
was appliedfirst to the convex crest of the
web yield line, starting from the outside
ends and moving toward the middle in a
longitudinaldirection. Just before getting to
the middle portion, one of the operators
stoppedheatingthe web and startedheating
the vee areain the bottom flange, while the
other operatorcontinuedthe line heat. This
procedureallowed both operatorsto finish
the heating cycle simultaneously. The
heated areas in the middle portion of the
beam,both in the web andin the flange,thus
reachedmaximum temperatureat the same
time.
After successfullyheat-straightening
the lateral displacement of the bottom
flange, two localizedbulges still existed in
that flange. To achievea completerestoraFederal Highway Administration

tion to the original undeformedshapeof the
girder, the bulgeswere removed. Both spot
heats and circumferential line heats were
appliedto the “dish-like” bulge. As a result
of removingthe bulge, the lower flange deflected laterally backwards 7 mm (0.28 in)
in a direction opposite to the earlier movements. That movementwas expected,since
the spot heatswere acting similarly to small
vee heatsplaced in the wrong location. A
detailed discussion of straightening local
bulgesis given in Chapter9.
The beam was re-damaged as describedpreviously and heatingsequenceNo.
6 was used to completely straighten the
beam. The heating pattern was similar to
that shown in fig. 7.3, except that two simultaneous vee heats were used on the
lower flange. Essentially,only the most effective heating pattern fi-om the previous
casewas usedthroughout. The first heating
cyclewas performedusing oneveeheat. All
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subsequentcycles were applied using two
vee heats simultaneously. The decision to
apply two vee heatsin the sameheatingcycle was madebecausethe middle portion of
the bottom flange contained two sharp regions of curvature. In addition to the vee
heats, each heating cycle involved a line
heat alongthe yield line in the web. A total
of 13 cycleswas requiredprior to removing
the local flange buckles. At the end or the
repair process,the “dish-like” distortion in
the bottom flange was also removed using
line andveeheats.
The valuesof the averageplastic rotation per vee heat for sequenceNo. 6 is
shown in table 7.1. Fig. 7.6 shows a plot of
the progressiveeffect of heats on the behavior of the girder. After the applicationof
the thirteenth heating cycle, the lateral displacement of the girder was eliminated.
However, the “dish-like” distortion was still
present in the bottom flange. A final sequenceof line and spot heatswas appliedto
remove the “dish-like” distortion which existed in the bottom flange. This processalso
produceda reverse lateral deflection of 4.6
mm (0.18 in). One additional heat cycle of
sequence6 was appliedto remove the slight
out-of-plane curvature which developedin
the bottom flange during removal of the
bulge. This last heatingcycle removedmost
of the lateral deflection resulting from the
removalof the bulges.
Heat-Straightening
Composite Beams

repair

of W 24x76

Rather than use gradually applied
static loads to induce damage, a swinging
ram was usedin the first caseof damageto a
W 24x76 beam. The girder was supported
similarly to the W 10x39: composite connection to the slab, simple supportedends
Federal Highway Administration

for resistance to gravity loads, and diaphragms at the ends for resistanceto lateral
loads. The ram was a 15kN (3,400 lb) steel
section which was suspendedfrom a 12 m
(40 ft) craneboom. Damagewas inducedby
swinging the ram in pendulumfashion such
that the bearing plate impacted the lower
flangeof the beam. The type of damagewas
similar to that of the previous beam. The
maximum deformation, which occurred at
point of impact, was 110mm (4.33 in).
The repair processwas similar to the
most efficient of the previous cases. The
horizontal component of the jacking force
applied as an external constraint produced
an apparentMj/Mp = 0.33. For eachheating
cycle, a single 650°C (1,2OO”F), threequarter-depth,30” vee heat was used to repair the damage. During eachheatingcycle,
a line heat was used along the yield line.
The location of the flange vee heat was varied fi-om cycle to cycle over the 610 mm (2
ft) yield zone. The straighteningprocess
(sequenceNo.7) required 28 heating cycles
for completion. The averagevalue of the
plastic rotation achieved during this sequenceshown in table 7.2. Again, significantly larger plastic rotation angles were
obtainedduring the first cycle.
The samegirder was damageda second time and then repaired(sequenceNo.8).
In this case a gradually applied static load
was used to inducethe damageand a lateral
load-deflection curve was obtained. The
resultingdamagewas similar to the previous
casewith a bottom flange deflection of 53
mm (2.1 in). The girder was repairedin an
identical manner, except that two vee heats
were applied simultaneously during each
heatingcycle.
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progression for a damaged W 10x39 beam using heating sequence No. 6 (25.4
mm = 1 in).

Table 7.2 Summary of plastic rotations for a damaged W24 x 76 beams after heat straightening
patterns.

with various

Damage Cycle

Heating sequence

No. of
Cycles

No. of simultaneous vee heats

No. of web line
heats

Apparent
Jacking
ratio

Average plastic
rotation per vee
heat (milliradian)

1

7
8
9

28
12

1
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.33
0.33

2.22*
2.48*

0
0.5
0.5

2.99*
3.89

2
3
3
3
4

1
10
1
11’
1
12
8
1
1
13
7
1
‘A half depth web strip heat was also used in this sequence
*The movement from the first heat of each sequence was not included in the average
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11
9
10

0.33
0.75

3.75
4.33*
9.99*
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The results are tabulated in table 7.2 and
were similar to thoseof sequenceNo. 7.
The sameW 24x76 beamwas damageda third time. Damagewas inducedby
staticallyloadingthe beamto obtain a flange
lateralplastic deformationof 127mm (5 in).
At the midspan. Thirty heatingcycleswere
conducted with three jacking ratio and
heatingpattern variations (sequences9-l 1).
A 30-degreevee angle, three-quarter-depth
vee, and heating temperature of 650°C
(1,200”F) were maintainedthroughout. The
heat patterns consistedof a vee heat in the
plastically deformed portion of the bottom
flange accompaniedby a line heatappliedto
the yield line in the web.
The heat-straightening parameters
used and plastic rotations found are shown
in table 7.2. SequenceNo. 9 was conducted
without a jacking force, and sequences10
and 11 were performed with an apparent
jacking ratio of 0.50. At the completionof
nine heats of sequenceNo. 10, it was observedthat the web had developedconsiderable bulging about the minor axis in the
lower half of its depth, extending over a
centralspanof 460 mm (18 in). The longitudinal contraction in the heated bottom
flange had apparently created enough longitudinal residual stressesin the lower web
section to cause buckling. Becausethe
beam had been damagedand straightened
severaltimes, the flange shorteninghad become significant. To alleviatethe problem,
it was decidedto apply half-depth strip heats
on the web at the location of the vee heat.
Thewidth of the strip heat was kept equalto
the width of the vee at the flange fillet. SequenceNo. 11 consisted of this modified
pattern with a 0.5 apparentjacking ratio.
The application of the strip heats did not
Federal Highway Administration

significantly affect the plastic rotations.
However, the strip heats effectively relieved
the buckling in the web. At the end of 10
cycles of SequenceNo. 11, the girder was
restoredto practically its original configuration The plastic curvatures in the bottom
flange as well as the web were corrected.
Only a minor local kink remained in the
bottom flange at the center of damage. The
local bulge was still discerniblein the web
becauseof the earlier buckling, but it was
lesssevere.
The same W 24x76 girder was redamaged statically by a midspan jacking
load for a fourth time. A permanentlateral
deflection, 114 mm (4.5 in) in magnitude,
was obtained at the center of the damaged
flange. The heatingpatterns and repair procedureswere identicalto thoseshown in fig.
7.3. The strip heatswere not includedin the
heat pattern, because the damage had
stretched the web back into its unbuckled
configuration. An apparentjacking ratio of
33 percentwas selectedfor sequenceNo. 12
to establisha pattern of variation in the heatstraighteningresponseof the beamwith this
specificjacking ratio and to comparethe results with those obtained from the heatstraighteningtests performed previously in
the project by different operators. The purposewas to checkfor inconsistenciesdue to
the human factor involved. Nine heating
cycles were performed in this sequence.In
the course of the ninth heating cycle, a
crack, as shown in fig. 7.7, was formed on
the convex side of the web yield line (on
which the line heat had not yet been applied), extendingover a length of 127mm (5
in). The resultsfi-om the ninth heatingcycle
were discarded. The reasons for the
cracking will be discussedlater.
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However, enoughheatingcycleshad
already been completed for evaluating the
responseof the girder under a 33 percent
jacking ratio. The heat patternsand plastic
rotations obtained as a result of the first
eightheatingcyclesare shown in table 7.2.
A newly installed W 24x76 composite beam was damagedby a rnidspanstatic
load to obtain the characteristic damage
patternof fig. 7.1. The repairwas conducted
using the previous methodology. The apparentjacking ratio was increasedto 75 percent. This jacking ratio was rather high and
had seldombeenusedin laboratorystudies.
It was appliedin an attempt to find the limiting jacking ratio that would replicate the
hot mechanical straightening phenomenon
encounteredin the past studieson W 10x39
compositegirders. This sequence(No. 13)
consistedof eight heating cycles. The averageplastic rotations are given in table 7.2.
Federal Highway Administration

As expected,the plastic rotations encountered in this sequencewere abnormallyhigh,
averaging9.89 mrad. Thus, the average
plastic rotation increasedby 124 percenton
raising the jacking ratio from 50 to 75 percent. This beam also fractured during the
eighthheatingcycle. The crack initiated on
the convex longitudinal edgeof the bottom
flange at the point of applicationof the vee
heat as shownin fig. 7.8 and continuedover
a length of 25 mm (1 in) to the apex of the
vee. Causesfor this cracking will be discussedlater.

__
-

Evaluation of Factors Affecting HeatStraightening
Behavior of Composite
Girders
Heat Patterns.-The term “heat patterns” refers to the combination and layout
of vee heats,line heats, and strip heatsused
to conduct the heat-straighteningrepair.
Conceptually,veeheatsareusedto
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Figure 7.8. Crack in bottom flange of beam after heating sequence 13.

repair plate elements with plastic bending
about the major axis, while line heats are
appliedto repair plate elementswith flexural
damageabout the minor axis. Hence, a vee
heat on the bottom flange in conjunction
with a line heat on the web, appliedto their
respective plastically yielded portions, are
the proper heat patterns to repair composite
beams impacted by high loads. Care must
be taken to continually adjustthe spanof the
line heats, so that only thoseportions of the
web are heated that show plastic curvature
after the last heating cycle. Similarly, the
vee heats are confined to the portion of the
bottom flangewith plastic deformations.
An important modification introduced in this study was the inclusion of a
half-depth web strip heat during one sequence. The purposeof this heat was to reducethe differential shorteningbetweenweb
and flange. By heatingthe web with a halfFederal Highway Administration

depth strip, the web can deform and relieve
some of these stresses. The applicationof
strip heats on the web in SequenceNo. 11
did not influence the averageplastic rotations appreciablybut, it did tend to reduce
the buckling of the web near the center of
damage.
Residual Moments.-A characteristic
of eachdamagedgirder was the presenceof
residual moments. When damage is induced,the web acts as a spring resistingthe
movement. While a yield line typically occurs near the top of the web, there is also an
elastic component of stored energy. This
characteristicis often referred to as internal
redundancy. The initial plastic rotation relieves the majority of this stored force. So,
successiveheats are not influenced significantly. During the first heat cycle, this restoring force acts as an additional jacking
force tending to straightenthe girder. Unlessthe externaljacking ratio is reduced,the
I55
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plastic rotation during the first heat cycle is
magnified. For example,the plasticrotation
after the first heat cycle for all sevengirders
testedaveragedover two and one-halftimes
greater than the averageof the succeeding
values with the samejacking ratio. If the
girder is externally indeterminate,residual
momentsare also createdduring the damage
phase. For either casethis behavior should
be consideredwhen developinga constraint
plan. It is recommendedthat a reduced
jacking force be used during the first two
heats to minimize this effect and minimize
the possibility of cracking. In order to
eliminate this factor when computing the
averageplastic rotation for a specific set of
parameters,the first heat after damageinducement was not consideredwhen computing averages.
Restraining Forces.- The simplest
way of providing restraining forces is to allow the unheatedmetal within the member
to restrict thermal expansionby usinga suitable heat pattern (as in the case of a vee
heatedplate). This is a form of an internal
constraint. Internal constraint may also be
imposedby the self-weight, axial loading,or
statical indeterminacyof the member. Frequently, externalrestraining forces are used
to complementor even substitutefor the internal constraints required for the heatstraighteningphenomenon. The importance
of restrainingforcesin the heat-straightening
processhas been recognizedin the field for
many years. Hence,jacking forces have often been used to enhance the heatstraighteningrepair of a wide rangeof damaged structural steel members. The tests
herewere designedto evaluatethe effect of
external restraining forces on the heatstraighteningbehaviorof damagedcomposite bridgegirders.
Federal Highway Administration

Fig. 7.9 shows the effect of the applied apparentjacking ratios on the average
plastic rotations for various heat sequences
conducted. The average values for each
jacking ratio were connectedwith a straight
line. As shown in fig. 7.9, the jacking ratioversus-plasticrotation curvesexhibit a sharp
discontinuityat higher loads for the W 24 x
76 beam. This behavior will be explained
later.
Internal redundancyaffects the heatstraighteningresponseof a compositegirder.
Caused by the interaction of the bottom
flange and the web, redundant forces are
produced at the web-flange interface and
impede the plastic rotations by acting as a
negativeinternal constraintto the vee action
in the bottom flange. Comparingthe plastic
rotations of the WlOx39 and the W 24x76,
the trend is apparentthat plasticrotations are
directly relatedto the jacking ratio, although
not necessarilyin linear proportion. However,there is somethingakin to a rigid body
shift of the data with the W 24x76 showing
consistentlylarger valuesthan the W 10x39.
It can be concluded that the redundant
forces producedby the web-flange interaction in composite members inhibit the
straighteningeffect more for a shallowbeam
than for a deep beam. The damageto the
compositemembers produce plastic curvaturesin the web abouttheir minor axis along
the yield line. This plastic deformation resistsany elasticbendingof the web aboutits
minor axis during the straighteningprocess
of the bottom flange. Hence,the presenceof
the yield line in the web tends to magnify
the counterproductiveredundantforces and
further inhibits the straighteningeffect of the
bottom flangevee.

-_
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When applying a lateral load to the
bottom flange near the center of the composite girder, the moment producedis transferred to the end reactions by two mechanisms: the bottom flange acts as a flexural
beamsupportedat the ends,andthe web acts
as a flexural plate (and, at large deformations, a membraneplate) supportedby the
deck and end diaphragms. A shallower
Federal Highway Administration
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Figure 7.9. Apparent jacking ratio versus plastic rotation

By using a line heat on the web along with
the vee heat in the bottom flange, theseinhibiting forces are mitigated. This conclusion was verified in an appraisalof the influence of the web line heat on the heatstraighteningresponseof the W 10x39compositegirder. Referring to table 7.1, the first
two heatingsequences1 and 2 (without web
line heats) result in very small plastic rotations in comparisonto sequences3 and 4
with web line heats.

1.2

for composite girders.

girder would be expected to have greater
stiffness and thus smaller lower flange moments than that of the deeper girder subjected to the same lateral load. The data
tend to verify these observationssince the
jacking ratio hasless effect on the shallower
girder. By adopting a jacking ratio definition with the plastic moment of only the
bottom flange in the denominator,the implication is that most of the lateral stiffhess is
provided by the bottom flange. With the W
10 x 39 compositegirder showingrelatively
small plastic rotations at jacking ratios
greater that 100 percent, it is obvious that
the web carries a significant portion of the
jacking force. A primary questionthen becomes: how is the distribution of jacking
forcesbetweenthe flange andweb to be determined?
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Stiffening

Effect of Web.- Corre-

lating the jacking ratio to the plastic moment
capacityof the bottom flange is misleading
if the web interaction effects are significant.
Only the fraction of the total force that is
directly carried by the bottom flange provides external restraint to the vee heat.
Hence,the apparentjacking ratio as defined
earlier for a composite girder does not reflect the true bendingmoment in the bottom
flange and may be considered only as a
nominaljacking ratio. It is more relevantto
calculatethe jacking ratio using the actual
bending moment transferred to the bottom
flange. This ratio will be calledthe effective
jacking ratio.
Hot Mechanical Straightening.- A
large increasein plastic rotations was observedusing SequenceNo. 13, when an apparent 75 percentjacking ratio was applied
to the W 24x76 compositegirder. The averageplastic rotation obtainedfor this jacking
ratio was almost three times the value extrapolatedfrom the straight-line fit through
the data points associatedwith the lower
load ratios. The past studies on the temperaturecharacteristicsof steel have shown
that the yield stress of steel decreaseswith
increasingtemperature. It is known from
these studies that a heating temperatureof
650°C (1,200”F) may reducethe yield stress
in anA-36 steelmemberto aslittle as a third
of its original value. Thus, the elevated
heattemperatures associated with
straighteningenablethe member to yield at
the relatively low stressesproducedby the
externaljacking forces. In effect, during hot
mechanicalstraighteningof a steel member,
the jacking forces are merely pushing the
member mechanically because of the reduced yield stress. Consequently, large
movementswould result. It is concluded
Federal Highway Administration

that the large movements associatedwith
the high jacking ratios involve somehot mechanicalstraightening.

-

Cracking.- An unusualphenomenon

observedin the courseof these experiments
was the cracking in two of the girders subjected to heat-straightening.The crack that
appearedat the end of sequenceNo.12 occurred during the fourth damageand repair
cycle. It occurred in the web, parallel and
adjacentto the line heat. The crack alsocarrespondedto the tension side of the web
with respectto the applicationof the jacking
force. It was observedin Chapter4 that the
yield stressincreasesand ductility decreases
dramatically after more than two damagerepair cycles. The implication is that the
stress-straincharacteristicsbecome similar
to brittle materials. It has also been found
that high residual stressesoccur in areasof
concentratedheats such as the apex of the
vee. Line heatsare similarly concentrated.
It is thereforeconcludedthat repetitive damagecombinedwith high residualstressesled
to a brittle failure.
The crack at the endof sequenceNo.
13 occurred under quite different circumstances. The beam cracked during the first
damage-repaircycle on the tension side of
the bottom flange (as definedby the applied
jacking force). An unusually high jacking
force was used(75 percent apparentjacking
ratio). Similar fractures have also beenreported during field repairs. The probable
causeswere: (1) the high jacking force combined with the somewhatreduced ductility
due to the heating; and (2) the residual
stresses,which may tend to increasethe total
stress aboveultimate. This behavior reinforces the concept that the jacking forces
should be evaluatedanalytically and never
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appliedwithout a gaugeto control the magnitude. Recommendationsfor maximum
jacking forces are given in a later section.
Adhering to these recommendationswill
greatly reduce the likelihood of brittle
cracking. Should such cracking occur, the
heat straighteningmust be stoppedand the
situation evaluated. An alternativeis to finish the heat straighteningwith the crack present. Then a bolted splice plate can be designedfor the flange to transfer load across
the crackedarea.
Theoretical Model for Heat-Straightening
Response

Kj =-

4EIj
e

where Ij is the equivalentmoment of inertia
that includesthe bottom flange and the web
stiffening effect. The deflection of a simply
supportedbeam with a concentratedload at
the centeris:

A-

pi”
48EI,

(Eq. 7.3)

Modeling of Simple Span Composite Girders.-The first step in modeling
compositegirders is to considerthe caseof
the simply supported beam without diaphragms. The information required to develop this model is the amount of the applied lateral jacking force that is actually
distributedto the lower flangeas opposedto
that which is transferred through the web to
the compositedeck. The apparentmoment,
Mj, is defined as the moment inducedin the
lower flange by the jacking force, Pj, as if
the lower flange alone supportedthe lateral
force (i.e., the web is neglected). If Pj is applied at the center of the spanthe apparent
momentis:

or in termsof I$

Mj = Pill4

The stifhess of the system includes
both the effect of the lower flange and the
web stiffening effect due to connectivity
with the uppercompositeflange. Thus, only
a portion of the moment generatedby the
jacking force is actually distributed to the
lower flange. An estimate of the actual
moment can be obtained by assumingthat
the moment in the flange, Mf, is equivalent
to that producedby the applicationof a por-

0%. 7.1)

where L is the spanlength.
The stiffness of the system can be
expressedas:
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A- pj”
12Kj

(Eq. 7.4)

Solvingfor I$

K, =-

Pip”
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(Eq. 7.5)

In the elastic range, I$ can be determined
experimentallyby measuringA for a specified appliedload Pj.
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tion of the jacking force to the lower flange
with the web effect neglected. The moment
in the flange canbe written as:

or
M, = ywj

Mf

= P,ll4

(Eq. 7.11)
-

(Eq. 7.6)
wherethe distribution factor, r, is givenby

-.
where P, is the portion of the jacking load
transferredto the lower flange. The lateral
deflectionof the flange canbe written as
Pfp’
A=-=48EIf

Pf12

12K,

(Eq- 7.7)

where I, is the flange moment of inertia
about the axis of bending and Kf is the
flange stiffness, 4EI/!.
Since the deflections from eqs. 7.4 and 7.7 are identical,
then,
P/l’

12Kf

= 5””

12Kj

(Eq. 7.8)

or
Pf

_ Pj

Kf

-K,

using eqs.7.1 and 7.6 to eliminatethe forces
P, andPj, Eq. 7.9 can be written as:

Mf
-=-

Kf

Mj

Kj
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(Eq. 7.10)

Kf
y=Ki

(Eq. 7.12)

-

SinceI& can be calculatedfor a given lower
flange and Kj obtained from experimental
measurements,the value for 7 can be
found. The lateral deflection, A, was measured for known applied loads so that Kj
could be determinedexperimentally. Consequently, r can be determined from eq.
7.12. For the W 10x39, the distribution
factor 7 was determinedto be 0.183and for
theW24x76, 7 = 0.427. Thesefactors are
appropriatewhen the effect of the web line
heat on bottom flange stiffness is neglected.
However, a comparison of results for sequences1-5, (with and without line heats)
indicatesthat the line heat significantly reducesthe web’s restraining stifhess. As a
result, more jacking force actually goesinto
the bottom flange when the line heat is not
neglected. By measuringthe shift in the
plastic rotation value for identical cases
without and with the line heat, the stifmess
reductioneffect producesa magnificationon
the order of 160 to 190percent. Thereforea
reasonableapproximationis to assumethat
the distribution factor, 7, is increasedby an
averagevalue of 175 percent when a web
line heat is used. Consequently,the modified factor, y, for the W 10 x 39 and the W
24 x 76 is 0.320 and 0.747, respectively,
160
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where y is the reduction factor includingthe
line heat effect. Thus, the relationshipbetween the apparentmoment, Mj, associated
with the jacking force and the actual moment in the bottom flange, M, (after the line
heatto the web is applied)is:
% =yikij

(Eq. 7.13)

Applying this distribution factor, the data
from fig. 7.9 is replotted in fig. 7.10 for an
effective loadratio M$k$.
The plate equationis also plotted in
fig. 7.10 for comparisonpurposes. It falls
betweena curve fit of data for the W 10x39
and the W 24x76. Comparing to the plate
equation,it can be concludedthat the web
stiffening effect significantly reducesplastic
rotations for shallowbeams. As the stiffening effect is lessenedfor deeperbeams,the
plastic rotations tend to be magnified in a
pattern similar to that of damagecategoryW
wide flange beams. Consequently,the stiffnessfactor would be expectedto be a function of the squareof d/L where d is the beam
depthandt, is the web thickness. Assuming
that the plate equationis a reasonablemodel
for the compositegirder, a factor canbe introduced to incorporate the web stiffening
effect. Sincethe plate equationtendsto fall
betweenthe valuesfor the two girder types,
a stiffness modification factor can be approximatedas:

WV
F, = (46)

2

(Eq. 7.14)

r (prior to web line heat) canbe translated
to valuesof y (after web line heat) as:
y = 1.75(F)

(Eq. 7.15)

The measuredvalues for the W 10x39 and
W 24x76 areplotted in fig. 7.11 with respect
to d/h ratio. Also plotted is the value for a
W36 x 170 taken from Avent and Bra&e
(1996). An equationcan be obtainedfor the
stiffness reduction factor, y by assuminga
secondorder curve fit between the known
datapoints:

y = &(lS

9

+ 2.75d/t,)

(Eq. 7.16)

This equationis plotted in fig.7.11 for comparisonto the measureddata.
Utilizing these factors, an equation
for plastic rotation of compositegirders (including web line heats) can be written in a
form similar to that of rolled shapes in
Chapter6, that is,
PC= v?P,

(Eq. 7.17)

where (Pi is the basic plate plastic rotation
factor of the lower flange acting as an independentplate, eq. 5.21, andis givenby

p)b= 0.0147sinz

The measuredexperimentalvaluesof
Federal Highway Administration
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Figure 7.10. Actual load ratio versus plastic rotation for composite girders.
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F, is givenby eq. 7.14, the load factor, F e is:

F, =(0.6+2

(Eq. 7.19)

or using eq. 7.13
F’, = 0.6+2y- Mj
MP
where q is the plastic moment capacity of
the lower flange about its strong axis. The
theoreticalplastic rotations, eq. 7.17, for the
W 10x39 and W 24x76 composite girders
were superimposed on the experimental
plots in fig. 7.10 in which effective jacking
ratio was the ordinate. Excluding the high
jacking ratio data point associatedwith the
hot mechanicalstraightening phenomenon,
the analyticalformula provides a reasonable
approximation.
The experimentalevidenceindicates
that the degree of plastic rotation per heat
cycle is proportionalto the magnitudeof the
restraining force up to a certain limit. For
higher forces, the behavior becomesnonlinear with increasedplastic rotations, as illustrated in fig. 7.9. This phenomenonis attributed to a combinationof (1) the jacking
forces creating stressesgreater than the reducedyield stressin portions of the flange
heatedzones (often referred to as hot mechanical straightening); and (2) the spreading of the yield zone and the associatedredistribution of moments. Since little evidence exists as to the safety of such high
jacking forces,a load limit is necessary.
Federal Highway Administration

An approximate limiting value of
the jacking force can be estimatedfrom the
data presentedhere. Since the W 10 x 39
and W 24 x 76 compositegirdersrepresenta
range of section geometries,a conservative
value can be chosenfkom the two cases. It
is recommendedthat the actualjacking ratio
in the heat-straighteningof compositegirdersbe limited to 33 percent,thus:

M,I- MP
3

(Eq. 7.21)

The apparentjacking ratio can be obtained
usingeq. 7.13 as

Mj < l
-MP

-

3Y

(Eq. 7.22)

Modeling Statically Indeterminate
Spans Due to Intermediate Diaphragms.Practicallyall spansover roadwayshave intermediate diaphragms. When the lower
flange is impacted, its behavior resembles
that of a beam continuousover severalsupports with the diaphragms acting as these
supports, fig. 7.12a. The impact usually
produces a plastic hinge mechanism as
shown in fig. 7.12b. The three plastic
hinges produce reverse curvature bending
andyield zonesat the impact point and adjacent supportsa shownin fig. 7.12~. The vee
heat pattern is also shown in fig. 7.12~.
Both the positive and negative curvature
sectionsshould be heated either simultaneously or in quick succession. Plastic rotation will occur at all three locations with
relatively little restraint from adjacentplastic
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Impact

(a)

the residual moment distribution, M,, due
to the impact loading. These residual moments may either aid or hinder heat straightening dependingon their directions. The
moment in the flangeis M, + M, where M, is
positive when the residual moment has the
same sign as the moment due to jacking.
Using the limit of MJ3:

load
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-

(Eq. 7.23)
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or
1
(c)
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Figure 7.12. Lower flange of composite girder
modeled as a continuous beam.

hinges. Consequently,the model for the
singlespancaseshouldprovide a reasonable
approximationof this more complex situation. An important considerationfor composite girder repair is the residual stresses
inducedduring both the damageand the repair phase. For diaphragm-braced
members,
the result of the damageinducementprocess
is the creation of residualmoments. These
moments can be computed by first performing a plastic analysison the continuous
beamto determinethe ultimate load (impact
force), P,, and the plastic moment diagram,
Mu. A modified stiffnessof Ki = l/r Kr can
be usedfor thesecomputations. The second
step is to take the computedP,, apply it in
the oppositedirection, and computean elastic moment diagram,Me, evenif the stresses
are greater than Fr. Finally, the superposition of these two moment diagrams yields
Federal Highway Administration
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MlJ
M, I --M,
3

(Eq. 7.24)
-

The apparentjacking moment is found by
substitutingeq. 7.23 into eq. 7.13 and solving for M& thus

1 MP
Mj S -(-“r)
Y 3

-

(Eq. 7.25)
-

and the apparentjacking force can be found
from eq. 7.1. Note that the movement associatedwith the first severalheatswill eliminate the residual moment. Care must be
taken not to over-jackon the first few heats.
If the residualmoments are not computed,
than the maximum jacking ratio should be
reducedduring the first two heats. The recommended limit is one-half the standard
limitation or 16 percent. After two heatsthe
33 percentlimit canbe used.

_
_
-
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M, I y$-k=39.7ft-k

(53.8 kN-m)

P, =23.4k

The apparentjacking moment can be found
from eq. 7.25 if residual moments are included,as:

Mj
Figure 7.13. Deflected shape and structural
sis of damaged beam.

Problem.-The lower flange of a
compositeA36 steel beam (W 36x170) was
impactedby a craneboom which broke its
moorings as the truck carrying it passedunder the bridge. The deflected shapeof the
lower flange is shown in fig. 7.13 after the
degreeof damageat the threeplastic hinges
had been calculated. Compute the maximum jacking force that shouldbe usedin the
heat straighteningrepair assumingthat the
diaphragmat joint 5 is removedprior to repair. Shown in fig. 7.13 are the results of
the plastic analysis,(a), the elastic analysis,
(b), andthe residualmoments,(c).
Solution.-For a W 36x170, the d/L
ratio is 53.2. From eq. 7.16:

+ 2.75(53.2)]= 0.858

The limiting moment in the flange during
heat straighteningfrom eq. 7.21 is:

Federal Highway Administration

’ (E-22)=20.63-k
0.858 3

(27.9 M-m)

analy-

Example 7.1

y = -=-[15
,

I-

and the apparentjacking moment if residual
momentsareneglected,is:

Mj = ---&y)

= 46.23 -k

(62.6 kN - m)

Basedon the elasticanalysis,thesemoments
translateto jacking forces,Pj, asf0110WS:
For residualmomentsincluded
Pi =3.42 K (15.2 N)

For residualmomentsneglected
Pi = 7.67 K (34.1 Idv)

Summary
Presentedin this chapter have been
experimentaland theoretical results for the
behavior of heat-straightened composite
bridge girders damaged by impact to the
lower flange. The typical damagepattern
was defined and a recommendedheating
Because of the
pattern described.
web/flange interaction, the moment in the
bottom flange due to jacking forces cannot
be directly calculated. A methodologywas
developed for determining the actual moment transferred to the bottom flange by a
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jacking force during heat straightening.This
formulation included the influence of the
web line heat on the moment transfer. The
procedures described here are effective
meansto repair compositebridgegirders.
Key Points To Remember

Laterally deformed composite girders
are complex, internally indeterminate
structures.
The primary damage mechanism is a
plastic hinge at the impact point of the
lower flange and a yield line in the web
nearthe upper fillet.
Secondarydamagefrequently occurs in
the form of flange bulges at the impact
zone, web bulges.in the vicinity of diaphragms, and crushed or buckled diaphragms.
The movementper repair heat is proportional to the magnitude of the jacking
forcesapplied.
The heatingpattern primarily consistsof
vee heats in the flange and line heatsin
the web. Strip heatsin the web may be
neededin specialcases.
The responseto repair is not influenced
by whether the damageis statically or
dynamicallyinduced.
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Larger movementsoften occur as a result of the first heat, as opposedto successiveheats, due to relieving residual
momentsin the girder.
Over-jackingmay producehot mechanical straighteningand lead to brittle fkactare.
Repetitivedamageandrepair cyclesmay
lead to brittle fracture. Therefore, a
compositegirder should not be repaired
more thantwice.
The moment inducedin the lower flange
by jacking forces can be computedusing
a distribution factor, y, (eq. 7.16).
The plastic rotation per heat (eq. 7.17)
can be estimatedby modifying the plate
equationwith a jacking ratio factor (eq.
7.20) and a stiffness modification factor
(eq. 7.14).
Jackingshouldbe limited to a value that
producesan actual flange moment of 16
percentof yield during the first two heats
(unless residual moments are directly
computed).

-

After the first two heats,jacking forces
shouldbe limited to valuesthat produce
an actualflangemoment of 33 percent.
The actual jacking force must include
the web stiffening effect.
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Chapter 8. Heat Straightening Trussesand Other Axially Loaded Members
Introduction
The stress condition of a member
plays a major role in its behaviorduring heat
straightening. Yet, practically no research
hasbeen conductedon this effect. In some
casesthe loadson a structurecanbe reduced
to the point that member stressesare a minor
factor. However, for other cases,even after
the removal of live loads, the dead loads
producesignificant stresses.A primary case
in point is the truss bridge. Typically, the
dead load stresseson such structures may
range from 25-50 percent of maximum in
somemembers. It is thus necessaryto examine the stress distribution of a structure
prior to initiating heatstraightening.
First, consider the beam shown in
fig. 8.1 in which the dead loads produce
bending about the minor axis of the wide
flange beam. The dead load can have a
neutral, positive or negative effect depending on the type of damage. For exampleif
the damageis a result of bending about the
major axis in fig. 8.1, but dead loads producemomentsaboutthe minor axis, the web
vee heat is in a region of nearly zero stress.
The deadload stresswill havelittle effect on
movement after heating. If the damageis
the result of bendingabout the weak axis (in
the direction of the dead loads), then the
flangevee heatswill be working againstthe
dead loads. Without the use of jacking
forces to overcomethe deadload moments,
the straighteningwill be reducedor possibly
be zero. If the damagewas oppositeto the
direction of the dead load, the movement
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after heat straighteningwould be enhanced
by the deadload.
For columns and axially loaded
membersit is important to considerthe P-A
effect. If an axially compressedmember is
damagedby lateral loads as shown in fig.
8.2, a momentis generatedwhich is equalto
PA. Tbis moment is in the opposite direction to the moment generatedby a jacking
force during the straighteningprocess. If the
lateral deflectionis large,the moment due to
the PA effect could retard or prevent the
restoration movement during heat straightening.
For truss members the internal
stressesare typically axial tension or compression. Compression stressesact as a
positive constraint during heat straightening
and may be expected to generate larger
plastic rotations than if no compressionwas
present. Likewise, tension would be expected to retard movement. To investigate
tbis behavior, a series of tests were conductedfor axially loadedcompressionmembers damagedabout either the major (Category S) or minor (Category W) axes. The
purpose was to evaluatethe PA effect and
the jacking ratio on the magnitudeof plastic
rotationsduring heat straightening.
Response of Columns to Heat Straightening
A study of the responseof two steel
girders was conducted. An HP 12X53 was
tested for weak axis damage(Category W)
and a W 10X39 was tested for strong axis
damage(CategoryS). During the repair,
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Figure 8.1. Dead load conditions on a simply supported beam.

both beamswere subjectedto axial compression of 0.35 times the AISC (1989) allowable axial load. A total of 70 heatingcycles
were performed. Jackingratios rangedfrom
zero to 50 percent. A zero jacking ratio sequencewith an axial load of 0.175times the
allowable axial load was also conductedin
the caseof the CategoryW damage.
The specimensusedwere 6 m (20 ft)
long, A-36 steelmembers. In four casesthe
member was damagedabout the minor axis
while in three casesthe damagewas about
the major axis. The damagewas statically
induced at the center of the member using
hydraulicjacks. The memberswere simply
supportedand diaphragmswere placed only
at the ends. No axial loads were applied
during the damageprocess. Prior to heating,
the axial force was appliedby meansof the
tension rods attachedto end plates on the
members (fig. 8.3). Lateral jacking forces
were applied by meansof hydraulic jacks.
One heating pattern was % depth, 45” vees
on the flangesand a strip heat on the web.
This pattern is the standardpattern for Category W damage (see fig. 2.12). For the
Federal Highway Administration

Figure 8.2. PA effect on an axially loaded column.

Category S casesthe standardpattern was a
full depth, 30’ vee on the web followed by a
strip heat on the flange at the open end of
the vee (seefig. 2.11).
Heat Straightening Response of Columns
with Category W Damage

With the axial load applied, a moment in the member is createddueto the PA
effect. This moment tends to impede the
heat straighteningprocessas it acts to magnify the damage. The approachused here
was to cancelout this moment with the application of the lateral jacking force. After
each cycle, the moment resulting from the
PA effect was computed. The jacking force
was adjustedto includethe specifiedjacking
ratio plus a moment to cancel out the PA
moment at the center of damage. Thus, the
jacking ratio for thesetests is definedas the
ratio of the moment at the center of damage
due to both the PA effect and the jacking
force, M, divided by the plastic moment capacity of the cross-sectionabout the axis of
damage,q. The HP 12X53 had an axial
load, P, of 362 kN (8 1.4 kips), producing a
compressivestress of 36.2 MPa (5.25 ksi),
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which is 35 percentof the maximum allowablecompressionof 103 MPa (15 ksi). For
the first damageinducement case, a maximum deflection of 85 mm (3.36 in) was obtained. The axial load of 362 kN (81.4 kips)
will produce a moment of 30.9 m kN (22.8
ft kips) at the point of damageor 23.5 percent of the plastic moment, Mp. This is
equivalentto the moment producedby a lateral load at the point of damageof 20.3 kN
(4.56 kips). For ajacking ratio of 50 percent
the lateral force required is 43.1 kN (9.69
kips). Thus, to compensatefor the PA moment acting to hinder movement during
straightening,the actual jacking force used
for this casewas the sum of these two, or
63.4 kN (14.25 kips). For eachheating cycle the jacking force was reducedto compensatefor the reducedPA moment.
To generalizefor a simply supported
beam-columnwith the damage at an arbitrary location, the appliedjacking force, P,,
is
PO= Pi + P,,

0%. 8.1)

where Pj is the jacking force to create a
specifiedmoment at the damagelocation as
a percentageof &, or

Pi =

wql
ab

(Eq. 8.2)

and e = column length, a andb = distances
from end supports to the applied jacking
load, and R e = the jacking ratio, Mj/Mp. P,
is the additional jacking force required to
Federal Highway Administration

cancelthe eccentricmoment due to the axial load,P, or
lPA
P, = ab

(Eq. 8.3)

This effect is illustratedin fig. 8.4 where the
stressdistribution at the damagedcross section is shown before (fig. 8.4a) and after
(fig. 8.4b) the jacking force is applied. Recall that the purposeof the jacking force is
to createcompressivestresseson material at
the open end of the vee. The PA moment
produces stressesthat tend to reduce this
compressivestress(fig. 8.4a) and will produce a tensile stressif the stress due to the
eccentricmoment is greaterthan that due to
compressiveaxial load effects. In contrast,
the applicationof the jacking force cancels
the PA effect and increasesthe compressive
force at the open end of the vee abovethat
causedby the axial force (fig. 8.4b). If the
axial stress is greater than the maximum
bendingstressdueto jacking, then the entire
crosssectionis in compression.
Four Category W tests were conductedon an HP 12X53sectionwith various
jacking ratios. In all cases,including the
zero load ratio cases,the jacking force included a componentto cancel out the PA
effect. This component was re-computed
after each cycle to reflect the reduced deflection asthe girder straightened. For each
heating cycle, both flanges were heated simultaneouslyusing 45” vees. Next the web
was heatedwith a strip heat. The axial load
was maintainedat 35 percent of the allowable except for Case4 in which it was reduced to 17.5 percent. The results are
shown in table 8.1. Both flanges were
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Figure 83. Jacking force applied to axially loaded column in test frame (Tension rods are visible on right side
of column).
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Table 8.1.

Plastic rotations for category W damaged HP 12x53 beam with compression axial
loads (45’ vee heats and 650°C (12OO’F) temperature).

4

1 0.175

1 -18.G2.62

I -18-V-2.62

I 0.64

‘Tension is positive
fiumber in ( ) is average neglecting the fmt heat

measuredand the averageis shown in the
table. In generalthe plastic rotations of both
were similar. The responseof beamNo. 1 to
heat straighteningis shown in fig. 8.5 and
was typical in form to all category W columns tested. For the casesin which the
jacking ratio was zero (thejacking force was
only used to cancel the PA effect), there
were several heats where the resulting
movement was in the opposite direction to
that expected. However, successiveheats
producedpositive movement. This behavior
illustrates a facet that occasionallyoccurs
during heat straightening. Small or reverse
movements sometime occur when low or
zerojacking forces are used. The probable
causeis the.build-up of unfavorableresidual
stresseswhich are relieved in successive
heats. A similar behavior was observedin
the category S tests for a zerojacking ratio,
which is describedin the next section.
As found in other applications the
residual moments resulting Corn damage
inducementcausedthe plastic rotation Corn
Federal Highway Administration

the first heat to be exceptionally large. In
order to comparethe data to theoreticalvalues, the averageplastic rotation was also
computedexcludingthe first heat. The results are plotted in fig. 8.6. Also shown is
the theoretical curve for the beam without
axial load based on the same parameters.
The plastic rotations varied linearly with the
jacking ratio. However, they tended to be
smaller than those predicted for the same
beamwithout axial load (eq. 6.1). It appears
that the axial force tends to reduce the expectedvaluesover thosewithout axial loads.
While more researchis needed,the limited
data suggestthat the previously developed
equationsfor plastic rotations is applicable
here with a modification factor applied. If
the movement is proportionally reduced
with higher axial loads,the stressfactor, F,,
of eq. 6.5 canbe modified as
2

F, ={l-2[1-(T)(+-)(1-+

z

Mj

(Eq. 8.1)
P

a
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Figure 8.5. Deformations of one flange over 10
heating cycles for compression member No. 1 (45”
vee heats, 650°C (12OOT) temperature, and modified jacking ratio of 50 percent).

where f, = the axial compressionstress in
the member and F, = the allowable axial
stress.
The equationfor plastic rotation is in
the form of eq. 6.1, that is

where F, is given by eq. 6.7, F, is given by
eq. 6.12, F, by eq. 8.1 and <pbby eq. 6.2. A
plot of this equationfor the HP12 x 53 also
is shown in fig. 8.6 and showsgood agreement with the measureddata.
Response of Columns to Heat Straightening for Category S Damage

A W 10X39 column,which hadbeen
damagedabout the strong axis, was damagedand repairedthree times usingjacking
ratios of 0.00, 0.25 and 0.50. In order to
prevent lateral torsionalbuckling of the column during the damagephase,the beamwas
laterally braced at the third points. There
was a tendencyfor lateraltorsional
Federal Highway Administration
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Figure 8.6. Plastic rotation versus jacking ratio
for axially loaded Category W columns (f.J F, =
0.35 except as noted, vee angles = 45” and heating
temperature = 650°C or 1200’39.
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buckling to occur due to the large load required to induce major axis damageon a
full-scalebeam. The bracingswere removed
during the repair sequenceso asnot to influence the plastic rotations. The three sequencesare representedasbeamNos. 5-7 in
table 8.2. A load of 129 kN (29 kips) was
requiredto induce a deflection of 43.2 mrn
(1.70 in) on the initially straight column.
Thirteen heating cycles were performed on
Beam 5 using a jacking ratio of zero. A vee
angle of 30” was used for all cases. The
standardcategoryS heatingpatternwas used
consistingof a web vee heat followed by a
flange strip heat at the open end of the vee
(seefig. 2.11). The columnswere not completely straightened in each test series.
Rather, ten heating cycles (13 on No. 5)
were conductedin order to define the response. The averageplastic rotations are
shown in table 8.2 and plotted in fig. 8.7.
Becausethe first heat after re-damageoften
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Table 8.2. Plastic rotations for Category S damaged WlOX39 columns (30” vee angle and 650°C or 1200°F
heating temperature).

Beam

No. of Heats

Jacking Ratio

Ratio of Axial Stress to
Allowable
stress

5

10

0

0.35

6

9

0.25

7

9

0.50

Max. Stress?
(MPa ksi)

Min. Stress’
W*i)

Average
Plastic Rotations (millirad)

-MO/-6.23

-43-O/-6.23

1.15

0.35

-139.01-20.2

53.617.77

2.74

0.35

-206.Ob29.9

121.Oh7.5

4.93

,

axially loadedcompressionmemberswhere
Fe is given by eq. 6.7, F, by eq. 6.12, F, by
eq. 8.1, and(pbby eq. 6.2.
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Figure 8.7. Plastic rotation versus jacking ratio
for Category S columns (30” vee angle and 650°C
or 1200°F heating temperature).

results in larger than usual movements,this
heat was not included in the averagevalues
shown.
As with the CategoryW damage,the
CategoryS damageplasticrotations fell well
below those predicted by the theoretical
equationwithout axial load. The use of eq.
8.2 is shownin fig. 8.7 and agreeswell with
the data. Thus, eq. 8.2 can be used to predict plasticrotations for repair of Category S
Federal Highway Administration

Summary
A seriesof full scaletests were conducted on both Category W and S damage
axially loadedcolumns. Sevenstraightening
procedureswere conductedwith at least 10
heatsused for eachset of parameters. The
axial load imposedduring the straightening
processwas typically 35 percent of the design allowablevalue. Thejacking force was
modified to cancelthe PA moment effect in
addition to providing the specifiedjacking
ratio. The responsefor both caseswas significantly lessthan that predictedfor a wide
flange beam without axial load. A suggest
theoreticalmodel agreedwell with the data.
Key Points to Remember
l

l

Heat straighteningis effective for axially
loadedcolumns using the samepatterns
as for caseswithout axial loads.
The movementsafter heatingwill tend to
be smaller than the case of zero axial
loadson the samemember.
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l

The jacking forces used should include,
as a minimum.,a componentproducinga
moment at the damagedsection equal
andoppositeto the momentproducedby

the axial force acting through the deflection at the damagedsection.
l

-

A Theoreticalmodel for plastic rotations
was developedandis givenby eq. 8.2.
-.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Chapter 9. Heat-Straightening Repair of Localized Damage
Damage in steel members can be
broadly classified as global and local damage. Different methodsare requiredfor the
heat-straighteningrepair of these types of
damage. Global damageis the overall deformation of the damagedsectionwith respectto its supports. Local damageis characterizedby plastic strain occurring only in
the region of impact. It includes small
bulges, bends or crimps in single elements
of the cross section. The two most frequently encounteredpatterns can be categorized for convenienceas flange bulges and
web buckles as shown in fig. 9.1. Flange
bulges are associatedwith local damageto
unstiffenedcross sectionelementssuchas a
flange of a girder. Web buckles are associated with local damage to stiffened cross
sectionelementssuchas the web of a girder.
All are classified as Category L damage.
However, two sub-classificationswill be
used: Category L/U for local damageto unstiffened elements, and Category L/S for
damageto stiffenedelements.
The focus of past heat-straightening
researchhas been on various aspectsof repairing global damage. However, it is a rare
situationwhen localizeddamagedoesn’toccur concurrentlywith global damage. Yet,
little published information has been available on how to repair local damageby heat
straightening. As a result, localizeddamage
is often repaired improperly by cold mechanical straightening and hot mechanical
straightening,aswell asheatstraightening.
In cold mechanicalstraightening,the
steel is restoredto its original shapeby apFederal Highway Administration

plying externalloadsin excessof the plastic
capacityof the sectionwhile the steel is still
at ambient temperature. In hot mechanical
straightening,the steelis heatedto very high
temperatures(often greater than 927°C or
1700’F) causinga severereduction in yield
strength and plastic capacity. The steel is
then straightenedby external forces. The
forces used are smaller than those used in
cold mechanicalstraighteningbut are still in
excessof the yield capacity of the heated
steel. Both methodsinvolve straighteningof
the steel by mechanicalmeans. As a result,
thesetechniquesmay involve strain hardening which results in a loss of ductility and
increasedbrittleness. The safe alternativeis
heat straightening. Describedin this chapter
are methodologies for repairing localized
damageusingheat straightening.
Local damagepatterns display two
main characteristics: large plastic strains
(usually tensile) in the damagedzone, and
bendingof plate elementsabout their weak
axis. If the local damageis to be repaired,
shorteningmust be induced in the damaged
areaequalto the elongationcausedwhen the
elementwas damaged. In addition, the distortion along the yield lines must be removed aspart of the repair process. Studies
on global darnagerepair have shown that
vee heated regions shorten significantly
during cooling and that line heats can be
usedto inducebendingabout the yield lines.
Thus a combination of line and vee heats
canbe usedto repair localizeddamage.
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